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ABSTRACT
 
This project presents a synthesis of listening processing research and adds
 
interpretations of cognitive skills,social^ctions,and learm which can
 
assistlearners listening coniprehension; From these perspectives^ a theoretical model
 
oflistening coinprehension is developed from the review ofliterature,andtwo units of
 
instruction are based on the model. In addition,a variety ofassessmentsfor listening
 
comprehension are integrated into the curriculum.
 
The piupose ofthe project is to provide Taiwanese students and teachers with a
 
^^rategy-based instruction in listening skill in orderto reconsiderthe currentpedagogy-for
 
listening comprehensionin Taiwan,which is notin accordance with students'needs.
 
Strategy-based listening emphasizes students'learning processesand promotes listening
 
skill, which is the central feature ofthe project. Theteachers'role in strategy-based
 
listening is asa facilitator,a communicator,and a strategy trainer.
 
The firstchapter provides a background ofEnglish asaforeign language(EFL)in
 
Taiwan.This chapter summarizesthe problems with currentlistening pedagogy; the
 
second chapterreviews recentstudies aboutlistening skills;the third chapter buildsa
 
modelofstrategy-based listening derived fi-om the review ofliterature;the fourth
 
chapter offers assessmentsto evaluate students'outcomes;and the last chapter provides
 
the design of the project based on increasing listening skills with strategy training.
 
Finally,two units are presented thatincorporate the theoreticalframework.
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CHAPTER ONE:INTRODtJCfION
 
Background ofEnglish1^ in Taiwan
 
people in Taiwan. There are several reasons why Taiwanese like to learn English Firstof
 
all, at all levels ofpducation fix)mjunior high to the university,English is one ofthe
 
required orelocll^^f'^dr^ds. Second,in orderto passthe entrance exanis to senidrhigh
 
schools,colleges,universities and even graduate schools,students need to master English
 
because English is one ofthe subjects ofthe exams; Third,manytechnical books are
 
written in English,so learning English is the best wayto obtain knowledge. Fourth,people
 
Fifth,as Taiwanese people look atthejob-wanted columnsin the local newspapers,half
 
ofjobs require fluentEnglish. In the first round ofinterviews at many companies,English
 
Ts;tested:/■■ ■ ■■ 
During the past forty years, rapid economic growth has caused Taiwan to change 
from an underdeveippedintoa developed country. Today, many foreign and local 
companies want tohireemployees to handlefheir internationalbiisineiss who Can speak 
two or three languages. Because international business is central to the economic 
situation in Taiwan, andbecause English is the international language of the world, it is 
critical to be fluent inEnglish. Howeyer,English as a foreignlanguage (EFL) is learned 
by people who may need thelanguage for certain purposes such as academic, businessbr 
jobs but wholive inTaiwan where Englishhas tio official Status. 
The Comparison ofSchool Systems between the United States and Taiwan
 
Taiwan has3multi-leYel schOol system that is more complicated in comparison to
 
the sehbol system found in theUnited Sates. The contrast between the Unites Sta.tes and
 
the Taiwan systems becomes obviousatthe United States high school level, intheUnited
 
Sates,ail senior high schoolsprovide Comprehensive education,A^le in Taiwan,there
 
^ethree typesofSenior high schools; the senior high schoofthe senior vocationalhigh
 
school and fiye-'yearjunior colleges. The senior high school is a general schoolwhich
 
provides students with the academic proficiency they heed in orderto attend advahced
 
schools. The senior vocational high school and five-yearjumorcolleges provide students
 
with productive knowledgeandsMssothatthey can be employed imihediately after
 
graduation. Unlike the United States, every ydar when Taiwanese students prepare to
 
graduatefromJunior schools,senior schools,and colleges, theyhaveto take entrance
 
examsin orderto advanceto higher education(see Figures 1.1 ahd l.2), ^V
 
Recently,the Ministry ofthe Education,which is in charge of the Tai\vanese
 
educational system,foimd that manycoursesin senior vocational schools and five-year
 
colleges overlap,sothe Ministry ofthe Education decided to promote many five-year
 
colleges into technical or business schools. Because ofthis,the academic level ofthe
 
five-year college isnow nearly equalto thatofuniversities.
 
A Review ofEnglish Instruction in Taiwan
 
In Taiwan,the Ministry of the Education decrdes which coursesand textbooks are
 
required.
 
  
Fi^e 1.1. THe School System in the IJ. S.
 
Grade 	 Age
 
19th	 24^^;^. :v,
 
23' ; 
_jferaduate
 
17 /•.■22- ■ School
 
16 ."2r' ­
15 20
 University Professional School 
14 19 Junior/ Community College (4 years) (Itdepends) 
13 18 12 vearsl 
'12- Senior High School : 'T.' ' HighSchod
--11 ■ ■ ■;■- 16.:' V .(3'-years),, ; (4 years) 
10 ■ , Hi^-Schodl-T,'':^.;:' ' 
14 JuniorHighSchOpi^! • (6 years) ■ 
,v, ^ /-i:-..^^43::;.' '
 
\ 7 - -' ''12;:.; " '1
 Middle School 
-.;i:i;-- : (4 years) 
10 
4	 9 
Elementary School 
7 ■: 
/' V 2' 
• ■/ I■ -­
Kindergarten 
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 Figure 1.2. The School System in Taiwan
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There are two kinds ofEnglish courses in Taiwan. First,an English course
 
providing reading and translation skills is arequired course in everyjunior and senior high
 
school and it is required(orcan be elective)in colleges. The other one is a language lab
 
class which is notrequired injunior schools butrequired or elective in senior schools. In
 
the language lab,students listen to tapes and practice by themselves. The language lab
 
class meetsonce ortwicea week,forfifty-minutesinsome senior high schoolsand
 
vocational schools,while the English course is usuallytwotimesa week in senior
 
vocational high schools,butfive timesa weekinjuniorand senior high schools.
 
The Huge ChangeofEnglish LearningEnvironmentin Taiwan
 
Recently,the Ministry ofthe Education has provided a seriesof curriculum
 
reforms. Forexample,English courses will now start in fourth grade,the language lab
 
class will be required or elective injunior high schools,and also students mayapplyto
 
schools according to their academic achievementinstead ofhavingto passthe entrance
 
exams.Mostpeople are lookingforward to these changes.
 
Today,most parentsin Taiwan feel that it is very importantfor their children to
 
learn English in orderto get betterjobs in the future. Many parents now have the ability
 
to send their children to study abroad to English speaking countries orsend their children
 
toprivate language institutes after school. These private language institutes provide
 
curriculum for students ranging in age from children to adults. Many parents believe that
 
their children need to getextratraining after schoolto learn English. Parentssend their
 
children to private language institutes because these schools hire teachefs who are native
 
English speakers. Additionally,these schools design theirown curricula,which are more
 
 activity-oriented and more interesting than schools'English classes. There is no doubt
 
schools cannotprovidein Taivranv V
 
Actual learning English is no longerconsidered as difficult as before because
 
there are a variety ofaiithentic sourcesto leam English. Examplesincluded magazines,
 
radio,mdvies,arid cable TV.
 
: 4 The TargetLeveloftheProject
 
" m senior
 
vocational high school. Semor vocational schools provide students with productive
 
knowledge and skills sothattheycan engage in actual productive work after graduation,
 
lylost coursesemphasize practiealtraining. Students also havetotake general courses
 
such as English and Chinese.
 
ProblemsofListening Skill forEFLStudents in the Senior VocationalSchool
 
Although it is easierfor studentstolearn English in Taiwantoday because ofthe
 
educational refprmatioh,private language institutes,and authentic ihaterihls and
 
information,there are still some problems that need to be solved,such asthe problem
 
areas thatthere arefewtasks and activities to increase listening comprehension, no real
 
theoryto guide listening,little socialcontactin daily life withEnglish speakers,and lack
 
ofspecific strategiestramingto help studentinlistening.
 
Becaitse theentrmice examsand schpols'examsdonotteststudents'listenmg and
 
speaking, mostteachersdo not use a particular curriculum for listening skills. In the
 
language lab class,teaehers often ask students to put headphones6n and keep listening to
 
tapes oper and oyep In a fiftyrihinute period of thelanguage lab class,compreherisible
 
input is notemphasized. Instead,repetition and imitation comprise the main trainihg.
 
Students prepare to memorize the whole dialogue. Teachers serve as monitors,listening
 
to students,coirecting pronunciation errors,and answering questions. In general,ho
 
fiuther explanation or interactionis integrated in the language lab classto help students'
 
participation. Those traditional methods pniy provide limited comprehensible inputand
 
NoReal Theorv to Guide Listening
 
instructionsin Taiwan. Today,the situation has been changed,because teachers did not
 
pay attention to listening theories. They believe thatthe teaching oflistening does not
 
require any theoty,unlike thefeaching ofreading and grammar skills. Becauselanguage
 
reading,vyritingand gramniarskills in English,but will alsb focusonlistening and
 
speaking skills, these reforms have increasedteachers'interesttofind theoriesto fit
 
listeninginstruction. Atthis point,however,manyteachers stillfocuson audio-linguistics.
 
Little Social Contactin Dailv Life with English Speakers
 
Taiwanese students have little social contact with English in daily life. Because
 
listening is usually taughtin the language lab using one-way activities,students barely
 
have the chance to listen to English elsewhere. Only afew studeiits are highly rnptivated,
 
and active in learning English;thesefew are able to read independently,and listen to
 
absorb informationfrom the massmedia. However,because there are always Chinese
 
subtitles in movies and programs on cable TV,most people get used to reading Chinese
 
captionsinstead of listening to English Authentic contact with realEnglish is Wely
 
.needed.'- ' ^
 
Chang,Chang,Ku(1995),and Ven(1988)stress thatlack ofintegration of
 
in
 
listening. Listening mustbe comprehensible,and students need to leam strategies to
 
;enhancenomprehehsion.'
 
Learners are passive with poor attitudes and motivation. In the lan^age lab,
 
learningto listen means tofollow teachers'direction. Mostoftime,teachers only ask
 
studentsto listen to tapes and do notcare aboutthe students' attitudes. Students do not
 
know how to become motivated. When they listen,resistance forms in their minds
 
because they lose their interest. Therefore,they do not wantto listen anymore,and finally
 
they refuse to pay attention. Unfortunately,the majority ofEFL students are notaware of
 
the powerof language learning strategies to facilitate their learning. If teachers can
 
integrate strategies into instruction and studentscan leam specific strategies for self-

motivated,self-managed learning, students would be more motivated. Withoutteachers'
 
additional help and guidance, notevery studentautomatically comes up with strategies.
 
 ■ ■ The,Ohjwitive oftheProject 
Listening isa veity natural partoflearning one'stiative language. Assoon asa
 
newborn baby arrives in the world,it starts listening. AcObrdihgto Asher's stiidy(1977),
 
the average cMld hasspenta mimnium of17,520 hotirs listening to his/her native
 
language by age six; in eoiitrast,atthe end ofone full year oflanguage instruction,
 
students have listened to320 hours or lessofthetargetlanguage. Forstudents,learning a
 
foreign language in the classroom is totally differentfrom acquiring the native language in
 
the environment. A review ofinstructional patterns ofpast yearsshows that audiolingual­
instructed-students are encouraged to listen to audio tapes over and over until they
 
understand;this method hasdominated the languagelab cl^sin Taiwan for many years.
 
There is no doubtthatthe audio-lingual approach has contributed to language learning in
 
Taiwan, because mostlinguists whosupportaudio-lingual instruction believe thatthe
 
more students listen to audio tapes,the more progress they can make. Nevertheless,other
 
researchers havefound that the audio-lingual approach is notenough to provide the best
 
instruction for students. Terrell(1982)criticizes the audio-lingual approach with this
 
observation.
 
1,can
 
repeat dialogs and use memorized prefabricated patterns in conversation. They
 
can do pattern drills,making substitutionstuid changing niorjphemes using various
 
sorts ofagreementrules. Whatthey veiy often catmotdo is participate in anormal
 
In other words,listening,repeating and imitating are the mostimportant partofthe
 
aiidio-lmgual approach. Unfortunately,developiiig listening skilis is notsiinply a matter
 
ofputtingstudeirts ih thelanguage lab,ibliowing all the steps of the audipdingual
 
approach, and theri having students completely concentrate on listening. In general,
 
although methodology in listening skills has been neglected for many decades,the focus
 
has dtefitiitelyshifted to an^e^^ communication competence.
 
the language itselfto anemphasisonthe learners. Thesignificance ofindividual
 
differences in learner activity has becomethe central issue in SLA(second language
 
acquisition). Listening is no longer viewed asa passive skill. In fact,listening in everyday
 
life involves problem-solving activities and is a highly active skill. Moreover,in adultL2
 
Asa matteroffact,instructors mightagree that no matter how hard they try to find the
 
bestinstruction for the students, students' negative attitudes,lack ofstrategies,and poor
 
with otherfactsoflanguage proficiency. The search for new methodsfor teaching and
 
leaming listening skills isthefocusofthis project. Murphy(1985)investigatesthe
 
strategies that good language learners use in listening comprehension. O'Malley,Chamot,
 
Listening comprehension is an active and conscious process in which the listener
 
10
 
knowledge,while relying upon multiple strategic resources to fulfill the task
 
requirements,(p.434)
 
This project will integrate the study ofcognitive models oflistening in order to
 
The Significance oftheProject
 
Because studentsin vocational schools persistin ignoringtheimportance of
 
listening comprehension,English disability rehiainsa weakhess. In this way,they cannot
 
get betterjobs,cannotcontinue studying in advanced education,and cannoteven
 
comprehend textbooks. SinceEnglish is increasingly important in thejob marketin
 
English isthe purpose ofthe study.
 
Asdiscussed, listening skills have been ignored in senior vocational schools in
 
Taiwan. Therefore,this project attempts to synthesize several significant studies in order
 
to understand the listening process,with the goal ofdesigning a suitable curriculum for
 
senior vocational students. Oneimportant purposeisto make the language lab class
 
The ultimate goalof the project is to develop a well-designed curriculum with
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OFLITERATURE
 
Before the design ofa curriculum in listening skills,several domains need to be
 
investigated,such as: information process applied to listening,the role of comprehensible
 
input,the role of cognitive skills in listening,the role of social functions in listening,
 
and the kind ofstrategies needed to unprove listening comprehension.
 
The Listening Process and Comprehension
 
In recent years,second language acquisition(SLA)model building has become
 
increasingly sophisticated in applying information processing theory to the domain of
 
listening comprehension. Many researchers conceptualize listening as a series ofsteps of
 
information processing. Cook(1991)notesthat"listening comprehension dependson the
 
storing and processing ofinformation by the mind"(p.59). Rubin(1990)also points out
 
that"listening consists ofprocessing information which the listener getsfrom visual and
 
auditory clues in order to define what is going on and whatthe speakers are trying to
 
express"(p.309).
 
In a second language(L2), adults'learning is more complicated than thatof
 
children. Accordingto Nagle and Sanders(1986),
 
The wealth ofinfluential variables makes modeling the adultL2learning process
 
quite complex,since the adultlanguage learner affective makeup and conscious
 
awareness oflanguage rules can greatly influence, positively or negatively,L2
 
achievement,(p.9)
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Whatisthe relationship betwdeiimemory ahd info processing? How does
 
memory,aiidlongtenn memory; In addition,there are many complicated prbeesses
 
listeiiing comprehension?
 
Memoryand Information Procesising
 
oftinie.^^^^^M stored in the mind foranylength oftime involvessomeform of
 
memory,which isinvolved in all aspectsof sentence processing. Thus,as Gook explains.
 
the relationship ofthe sentence to its contextform information in their tnemory
 
(1991,p.50)
 
Listeners store the meaningofthesentence in their memoriesso thatthey can
 
recall it later. Allofthe inforttiationthat is processed may not be stored in the niind
 
waysand at different levelsofmemory.
 
When sounds go into the listener's auditory system,they immediately stay in a
 
sensory storeaboutasecond. As Gall(1985)describes,"atthis point,the listenerimposes
 
orderon thissuccession ofsoundsofspimdsby meansofpreviously learned patterns
 
whichsegrrierrtthespurid stream ofthelariguage iritpnieaningful uriits''(p. 766)- Thus
 
the sensory store is the first step ofthe shortterm store,ifsounds are recognized in the
 
sensory store,they will be continued and processed.
 
The starting pointofprocessing information isthe shortterm memory system,
 
which consists ofthe sensory register,and the executive decision maker. According to
 
Cook(1991),short-term memory(SIM)refersto"the memory used for keeping
 
informationfor periods oftime upto afewseconds"(p.49). Forexample,SIM is used
 
for rememberinga phone number while dialing it. Shortinformation is stored inSTM
 
quite briefly,but it is then usually forgotten. Cookfound L2adultlearners similar to
 
native-speaking children in processing complex linguistic input. ThetestofSTM is the
 
numberofdigits thatcanberemembered. Cook's datashowed that adult native speakers'
 
STM could store around7digits atatime,i.e., called'STM span.' However,insome
 
cases,asecond language memory span is reduced. Cook'sSTMtests(1997)found that at
 
the beginning level ofEnglish L2,learners could remember5.9 digits,on the average. At
 
an advanced levelthey could remember6.7(native speakers'STMspanon this test was
 
from7to8)(see Figure 2.1). Cook alsofound thatL2learners'spansincreased as their
 
English improved,yet was still slightly below native speakers'normalspan even at
 
advanced stages.
 
In short,the shortterm memory system is notan independent partofthe mind but
 
is related to pronunciation and to language used. Call(1985)notes that "short-term
 
memory,by using syntactic rules to chunk incoming linguistic data,playsa central role in
 
the extraction of.meaning and potential long-term retention ofmeaning from spoken
 
language"(p.767).
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Figure 2.1. ShortTermMemory SpansIn AdultEFL Learners(Cook,1991)
 
Beginners ^5.9"' 
Advanced 6J 
.^;:-V'V::'r' ;Natives- , ■ ■■ 
4 5 6 7 8 
l\^en information is temporarily stored in the iiutial sensory and Short-term,aetivities
 
such as scaimiitg,searching,and conip^ng may relate itto other information in long-term
 
storage,resultingin compreheiision. Cook(1991)indicates that tivo factors,however,:
 
impedethe processing ofnewinformatiotiin theshortterm memory^tem; trace decay
 
(fading ofthe sensory input)and interferencefrom newly aixivinginput. Ohthe other
 
hand,rehearsal(consciousand unconsciousrepetition)maystrengthen ah item's retention
 
(Nagle&Sanders,1986).
 
digits. The question is: whatstopsthe processing ofmore than seven or eight digits inLI
 
and fewerthan thatin the L2? The answer involves processing in the executive decision
 
maker(working memory). Baddeley(1972)describesthe executive decision maker as
 
"the memory system used for holding and manipulating information while various mental
 
tasks are carried out"(as cited in Nagle&Sanders,1986,p. 17). In other words,working
 
memory is used for processing information while the mind workson varioustasks.
 
input,butthere is a sortofgeneral control mechanism called an executive decision
 
maker. Nagle and Sanders(1986)emphasize that
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/.the choice made bythe executive,inyolving activation and direction ofattention
 
and the degree to which various long-tenn stores will be accessed,is subjectto
 
variable such as task complexity,content,time constraints,and affective factors.
 
lilcLatighlin, ahd McEeod's(1983)study defines attention as that which
 
"involvesthe applicatipn ofmentalenergyto processing tasks and mayrainge from
 
fbeusirigon specificfeaturesofinputto contmlled processing forretrievar(p.
 
described asthe directing ofdttehtion to specificinput(or output)items.
 
Thus,attention(energy)is an impprtant variable. Too much informatioiican
 
overload the attention system^ Causing a breakdovvn in prPcesSing. Samuelsand LaBerge
 
(1983)emphasizethat "alimited amountofattentipn isavailable;tasks may be divided
 
into snialler processing units when attentipn capacity is exceeded''(p. 50).
 
Arousal,an increase ofactivitiesin the nervoussystem,is a niajpr factor in
 
activatmg attention. BaddeJcy(1972)presents evidence that"an increase inthe levelof
 
arousal may lead a subjectto concentrateon asmaller numberofenvironmental cues"(as
 
cited in Nagle&Sanders,1986,p. 17). Researchers havefound thatL2learners have
 
increased correcmess in performance whenasked to pay attention to a specific task,"the
 
arousalsituation"(Hamilton,Hockey,&Quinn,1972; Hulstijn&Hulstijn, 1984). Thus,
 
arousal may activate attention,encourage appropriate controlled processing and
 
monitoring,and haveasigmficant effecton cpmprehensioh.
 
Controlled processing and automatic processing are two bridges between the
 
executive decisipn maker andlongterm memory. AsShiffrin and Schneider(1977)
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explain,"controlled processing utilizes a temporary sequences ofnodes activated under
 
control of,and through attention by,the subject"(p.156). Certain tasks may encourage
 
thistype ofprocessing,a processing that is not necessarily conscious at all times.
 
Automatic processing is a"sequence ofnodes that nearly always becomesactive in
 
response to a particular input configuration and is active withoutthe necessity ofactive
 
control or attention bythe subject"(Shifffin&Schneider, 1977,p. 157).
 
Automatic processes require sufficienttraining to develop,since they depend upon
 
a relatively permanent setofnode associations. This training is provided by controlled
 
processing. McLaughlin, d(1983)note that"mostautomatic processing occurs
 
incidentally in normalcommunication activities, while mostcontrolled processing occurs
 
in performing new language skills which require a high degree of focal attention"(p.
 
143). Skills develop during language processing in orderto deal with complex tasks.
 
McLaughlin,d al.(1983)note thatthis involves"building upa setofwell-leamed,
 
automatic processesso that controlled processes will be freed upfor newtasks"(p. 144).
 
Ifappropriate automatic processes are not available or are notactivated in a given
 
comprehension task,the amountofattention andinformation is decreased or disturbed,
 
and input processing becomesslow and ineffective. Therefore,Nagle and Sanders(1986)
 
say that"automatic processing is critical to comprehension because too much controlled
 
processing may lead to overloaded and breakdown"(p.16).
 
Longterm memory has more capacity and duration than shortterm memory.
 
Richards(1987)states that"permanent,or long-term memory works with meaning,not
 
withform"(p. 162). In other words,theinformation carried mayor may not pass into
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longterm memory,butthe exact words and rules are seldom stored for along period of
 
time. Once the meaning has been absorbed and located in the longterm memory,the
 
exact wordsand rules are forgotten(Richards,1987).
 
The last part is synthesis. Accordingto Nagle and Sanders(1986),"the basis for
 
meaning isthe synthesisofretrieved knowledge and the individualjudgment
 
(inference)about unfamiliar data"(p. 18).
 
The closed loop system carriesthe resultsfrom synthesis back to the executive
 
decision maker. Thefeedback goesover and overin the whole processing system while
 
new information is input. Call(1985)calls this a"closed loopsystem"because"the
 
information is keptin the executive decision maker by being audibly orsilently
 
articulated"(p.767). Information in process, whetherfamiliar or not, isfed back to the
 
executive decision maker,whichihay reprocessifnecessary.Because processing takes
 
place in such a short period,too much information cannotbe held. It mustbe repeated
 
over mid overto keepthe information in the executive decision makerfrom fading. When
 
people try to remembersomething,they repeat it overand overto themselves,as with
 
phone numbers;sometimes audibly,sometimes not. They are articulating the sounds,
 
even ifthey do notsaythem.
 
Information Processing and Listening Comprehen.sion
 
In short,sounds are processedfrom shortterm memory andthe executive decision
 
makerinto longterm memoryand synthesis(see Figure 2.2). Finally,the meaningsof
 
sentence are built in longterm memory,butnotthe actual words or grammar rules. As
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VCall(1985)pointsout input isessential to developing the ability tov
 
produeethe targetlanguage fluently"(p.765).
 
Information processing involves the recognition ofcomponent parts ofthe
 
language(words,verb groups,simple phrases)once they have been perceived.
 
Recognizing linguistic elements,while essential to the process,is notsufficientfor
 
comprehending whatis heard; listeners mustbe able to retain these elementsin short-

term memory long enough to interpretthe utterance to which they are attending. Native
 
language wordsare held in short-term memoryonly long enough forthe listenerto
 
organize them into clauses and to extractthe meaningthattheyconvey(Call,1985;Cook,
 
1975,1977,1991). Assoon asthe listener hasinterpreted the clause,tosome dbgree,the
 
process stopsforming memoryin orderto makeroom for incoming sounds. Foreign
 
language input seeifts to be processed in the same way,butlanguage learners may notbe
 
able to recognize each word ofan utterance as it is spokeii,or may notbe able to hold
 
long utterances in mind longenough to interpretthem.The reason may be,as Rivers and
 
Temperley(1978)point out,that short-term memoryfor target language words is often
 
overloaded,causing wordsto be purged before they can be organized and interpreted.
 
The actoflistening to and understanding aspoken language can be described asa
 
seriesofprocessesthrough which the sounds associated with a particular utteratice arfe
 
converted into meaning.Call(1985)describes,
 
Asthe soundsimpingeonthe auditory system ofthe listener,they are briefly
 
retained for aboutone second in a sensory... Atthis point,the listener imposes
 
orderon this succession ofsound by meansofpreviously learned patterns which
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term memory andform the words. Asknown,the capacity ofshort-term memory
 
liniited to about6±2. Inlanguage processing,units are usually defined syntactically as
 
words,phrases,or clauses,once sounds have entered short-term memory and have been
 
patterned into appropriate sjmtactic units. They are retained onlylong enough to be
 
interpreted semantically before they are purgedfrom memoryin orderto makeroom for
 
new input(Call, 1985).
 
Jarvella(1971)offers evidence that onlythe last-heard sentence(or clause)can be
 
recalled verbatini. Thus,short-term memory,by using syntactic rules to chunk
 
incoming linguistic data,playsa central rolein the extraction of meaning and potential
 
The information processing system ofthe mind is the bridge to comprehensioa
 
Richards(1987)has demonstrated the wayin which information processing is involved in
 
listening comprehension:
 
1. The listenertakesin raw speech and holdsanimageofit in short-term
 
memory.
 
2. An attemptis made to organize what was heard into constituents,identifying
 
their contentand function.
 
3. Asconstituents are identified,they are used to construct propositions,grouping
 
the propositionstogether toformacoherentiriessage.
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4. 	Once the listener has identified and reconstructed the prepositional meaning,
 
these are held in long-term memory,and theform in which the message was
 
originally received is deleted,(p.162)
 
TheImplication of Information Processing and Listening Comprehension Instruction
 
Because mostlearners experience frustration in learning to listen to aforeign
 
spoken language,to increase understanding,language instruction needsto be based on
 
comprehension input. Nagle and Sanders(1986)pointoutthat"atthe beginning stage,
 
the teacher may makethe inputcomprehensible by associating it with visual cuesand /or
 
demonstrated actions"(p.21).
 
Language learners can benefitfrom guidance in directing their attention to inputin
 
profitable ways. Teachersshould be awareof the waysin which appropriate language
 
input processing results in"stimulating rehearsal and retention between the short-term
 
store,conscious/unconscious narrowingoffocus,appropriate monitoring,and subdividing
 
complex input"(Nagle&Sanders,1986,p.21),because a breakdown ofthe
 
comprehension process may result when there is too much information given thatcauses
 
the processing system to overload,leading to failure ofcomprehension.
 
Overprocessing input results in a lossofinformationfrom new input,whichcannot
 
be processed because the system is already fully occupied by prior input. Instead ofgiving
 
excessive attention to details,Nagle and Sanders(1986)suggestthat"students need to
 
develop strategies for dealing with contextual clues which will helpthem decipherthe
 
meaningofan utterance"(p.21). Brownand Yule(1983)also propose that"the aim ofa
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listening comprehension exercise should be forthe student to arrive successfully at a
 
reasonable interpretation"(p.55).
 
Since comprehension becomes more efficient as knowledge increases,it depends
 
notonly on the learner decoding,inferring,and predicting ofinformation,but also onthe
 
teacher's effective instruction. In the classroom,teacherscan guard against system
 
overload by limiting the numberofnew items ofinformation with which the learner hasto
 
deal atonetime,and by giving learners more time to process new material. Successful
 
language processing mayinfluence the learner's effective operation on the target
 
language. Nagleand Sanders(1986)emphasizethat"listening comprehension activities
 
facilitate the natural developmentoflinguistic knowledge in a setting which is affectively
 
conductive to language acquisition"(p.22). Also,Terrell(1982)suggests that"listening
 
instructional activities need to include both two-way interactive listening activities and
 
tasks and one-way reactive'listening-and-do' activities and tasks"(p. 121).
 
ImprovingESL/EFL Learners'Listening Skills
 
Asknown,listening involves the process ofselecting and interpreting informatioli
 
from auditory cues. There are several processes in listening thatcan influence these
 
activities. Teacherscan choose these to incorporate into instruction in order to assist
 
learners' listening,(see Table 2.1)
 
Table 2.1. SampleofListeningProcess (Duzer,1997,p.3)
 
1.The listener determinesa reason for listening
 
2.Takesthe raw speech and deposits an iitrageofitill short-tenh memory
 
3. Attemptsto organize the information by identifying the type of speech event
 
(conversation,lecture,radio ad)and the function ofthe message(persuade.
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inform,request) ■ 
4. Predicts information expected to be inclluded in the message
 
5. Recalls background information(schemata)to help interpret the message
 
6. Assigns a meaning to the message
 
7. Checksthatthe message has been understood
 
8. Determinesthe information to be held in long-term memorv
 
9- Deletes the originalform ofthe message;that had been received into short-

term memory
 
(Mendelsohn,1994; Morley,l991; Peterson,1991; Richards,1987).
 
Listening should be relevant. Because learners listen with a purpose and listen to
 
thingsthatinterestdiem iEind reach their goals, leariiers will keepa higji degree of
 
motivation and attention.Forexample;if learners at work need to be able to understand
 
new policiesand procedures introduced atnaeeting,in classthey Stould be helpedto
 
developthe abilities to identify main ideasand supporting ideas,to indicate
 
Materials should be authentic. Despite the factthatthere hasbeen argumentabout
 
what materials are betterfor learning to listen,some studies supportthatthe use of
 
authentic materials in listening and reading becomes more meaningful and more powerful
 
inputto encourage students' production(Cook,1991; Rumelhart,1980; Long,1989).
 
Students need to practice listening to the speech they will actually encounter in the real
 
classroom,materials should be carefully selected. The authentic materialscan be applied
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into any kind oftext,one-wa^y lecture ortwo-way cpmihuhication.Underwood(1^
 
provides a list ofauthentic speech in teaching listening(see Table2.2).
 
Table2.2. TheFeatures ofAuthentic Speech(Underwood,1989,p. 100)
 
Natural rhythm
 
Natural intonation
 
Natural pronunciation(i.e. notespeciaHy carefully enimciated)
 
Some
 
Normalrate ofdelivery(sometimesfast,sometimes slow)
 
Relatively unstructured language,which isused spontaneously in speech
 
Incomplete sentences,false starts,hesitations
 
Backfflound noises and,sometimes,background voices
 
Natural starts and stops
 
Lessdensely packed informatioiithan in written language
 
language should reflectrealdiscoursei including hesitations,rephrasing,and a varietyof
 
accents'"(p.5). Although the language needsto be comprehensible and there is an
 
assumption thatteachers should wait until students have become advanced learners to
 
begin using authentic materials,it does not mean that the language should be constantly
 
modified or simplified to make it easierforthelevel ofthe listener. Researchers have
 
recognized that authentic materials can be used in the early learners so thatthe associated
 
tasks are easy to be carried outsuccessfully(Cook,1991; Rumelhart,1980; Long,1989).
 
Level ofthe difficulty can be controlled bythe selection ofthe task. Useofauthentic
 
material,such asTV,radio broadcasts,movies,can increase transferability to listening
 
outside oftheESL/EFL classroom context(Duzer,1997).
 
Teachers should avoid using activities thattend to focus on memory ratherthan on
 
the processof listening or thatsimply give practice,ratherthan help learners develop
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listening ability(Duzer,1997). For example,having students listening to a passage
 
Therefore,''pre-and post-listening task aetjyities should focus attention on whatto listen
 
for,andto assess how a^cburately they succeeded''(Duzer,1997,p.6). Finally,students
 
can
 
Three Steps in a ListeningI esson
 
If teachers plunge students straight into the listening text,it would be extremely
 
difficultfor students. Sphow catilistdning instruction help students to learn English?
 
instruction shoiildsetuptbree listening stages: pre-listening,while^Iistening,attd ppst­
listeriihg,in orderto facilitate thedevelopmentof learners'listening ability.
 
Currentresearch and theory indicate that instruction should provide a silent ora
 
pre-listening period thatcan givelearnersthe opportunity to store new information in their
 
memories G-hiderwood,1989;Durikel,1991;ffichards,19S7);^^^^^^^^^ in a
 
classroom and the teachpr says"listen to this,''ahd thehswitches onthe casse^^
 
read aloud,students m^have noidea vyhatto ekpect They are ui^lp ito understand
 
i. It
 
would be helpfulto provide considerable pre-listening supportsothatstudents could be
 
linked with the nextstage of listening itself(Underwood,1989). This also can keep
 
learners from processingthe overloaded task before learners are readyto listen to the next
 
step. Pre-listening work can consistof arange ofactivities,including"the teacher giving
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pictures,discussion ofthe topic/situation,a question and answering session,or written
 
exercises"(Underwood,1989,p. 31).
 
The second step is while-listening. In this stage,students should beinvolved in
 
Developingthe sldlls oflistening for comprehehsipn istheaim in this stage AVhile­
listening work should be chosen carefully,relate to students'interest^ and involve
 
authentic materials.
 
After the whiledistening period, thefollowing productivetask worksto enhance
 
ratherthan inhibitlanguage acquisition(Duzer,1997).The post-listening activities
 
embrace all the work related to the while-listenihg stage.These activities should help
 
otherlanguage skills. Theteacher should encourage practice in class or outside ofthe
 
classroom whenever possible.Atthis stage,studentscan bethe bossand practice in pairs
 
or small groups(Duzer,1997).
 
Choosing Appropriate Listening Tasks
 
teachers to selectorcreate listening texts and activities that meet learner's needs(Duzer,
 
1997). There are a numberof activitiesto choose for developing listening skills. Lund
 
(1990)has categorized a listofnineitems(see Table 2.3).
 
Table 2.3. SampleofListening Tasks(Lund,1990,p.6)
 
Task ■ .Example :
 
Doing The listener respondsto physically such asin Total Physical Response
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(TPR). 
Choosing The listener selects form alternatives such as pictures,objects,te.xts, 
or actions. 
Transferring The listener transforms the message such as drawing a route on a map, 
■• ;0ffillingin a chart. 
Answering The listener ansv^rs questions about the text. 
Condensing The listener takes notes or makes an outline. 
Extending The listener goes beyond the text by continuing the story or solving a 
problem. 
Duplicating The listener simply repeats or translates the message. 
Modeling The listener perfprnis a similar task, e.g. gives instructions to a 
classhiate after listening to a model. 
Conversation The listener is an active participant in a face to face conversation. 
Cognitive Skills inListening 
Listening is a cognitive process that is restrictedinthe second language. Listening, 
like speaking andreading, occurs ina context rather than in isolation. The listening 
process is a active mental process in which informationneeds to be meaningful and 
comprehensible. This involves various types of cognitive skills. The meaflirigof a text is 
foundnot just in the sentences themselves,but is derived from the previous knowledge 
storedin the listener's long-term memory and the processes through which the listener 
operates it. For several reasons, the existing knowledge is combined withorganizednew 
information to stimulate learners' positive learningprocess and retention ofnew 
information. Omaggio offers three types of backgroundknowledge; 
1. 	 The individual knowledge of the linguistic code. 
2. 	 The individual knowledge of world, including one store of concepts and 
expectations based onprior experience. 
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3. Knowledge ofdiscourse structure,or how various typesofauthentic discourse^,
 
such as conversation,radio broadcasts,literary texts,newspaper accounts,
 
fables,political speeches,and the like (1986,p.97)
 
Forexample,Iopen the garage door and see hiy parents'catis gone. Anybody
 
else could notice the same thing. However,to me.this enipty garage meansmyfamily has
 
gone somewhere. TheSamescene can be interpreted in different waysaccordingto one's
 
background information and predictions. Schematheory einphasizesthe role ofprior
 
knowledge in comprehension. For tnany years,researchers have confirmed tlmt using
 
schematheory in instruction is asignificant wayto improveL2students'reading skill
 
(Pniaggio,1986;Cook,1991;Rumelhart,1980). Schematheory can also facilitate
 
students in listening comprehension. First ofall, what is schema theory,and whatare
 
some
 
Cook(1991)says that "aschema(pi.schemasor schemata)isthe background
 
knowledgeon which the interpretation ofa textdepends"(p.54). To make sense ofa
 
particular information requires use of listener's background knowledge. The more is
 
known aboutthe topic,the more listeners can comprehend. Actually the sentence itself
 
does notchange whenthe topic is known,butthe interpretation processchangesas
 
connection is made with prior knowledge. Rumelhart(1980)explainsthe association
 
A schema theoty is basicaUyatheory aboutkriowledge. It isatheory'about how
 
knowledge is represented and abouthow thatrepresentation facilitatesthe use of
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the knowledge in partiGular Ways. Accofdingto schematheories^ allknowledgeis
 
paclmgedinto units. These unitsare theschema,(p.34)
 
Rumelhart(1980)also saysthat"a schema theory embodiesa proto^e ttieoiy of
 
meaning'!(p.34). Anexample based on his explanation is thatthere areschemasand
 
scripts in a play. Different actors may play differently,but it does notchange the essence
 
ofthe play. Sothe schematheory allowed variation.
 
According to Rubin(1994)and Omaggio(1986), there are two types ofschemata;
 
schema. Mendelsohn(1994)offers a definition of textualschema: cit^^^m^
 
knowledgeof the structure and organization ofthe(discourse''(p.131 In other wordSjit
 
relates to the generalformatfollowed by specific^esoftexts. The individuars
 
stored intextual schemas.
 
In theory, thetext is like ashort story that should havea setting,a beginning,a
 
developmentuhd ending. Carrell and EisterhOld(1983)provide five differenttypes of
 
rhetorical organization:"collection-list,causation-cause and effect,response-problem and
 
solution,comparison-comparison and contrast,and description attribution"(p.554).
 
Sothe body ofknowledge is abouta specific situation(atthe bank),particular
 
money),and procedures(standing on a line,asking). Whatweknow about particular
 
situation and goals,participants,and procedures iscommonly associated with
 
comprehension(Carrell&Eisterhpld,1983). Forexample,when making an operator­
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assisted long distance telephone call/the caller expects to be asked for specific typesof
 
a name.
 
In shorti texinal scheina theory is that art individual is aware Of knowledge oftext
 
types,and structural organization. This knowledge is usually gained from formal learning.
 
Contentschenaaito,in contrastto textual schemata.Long's research(1989)-"are
 
derived from individuallife ejcpeiience"(1989,p. 33). these are also called ciilture
 
schemata,and relate tothe backgroimd knowledge ofthecontent areaofa text Long
 
oftextual schemas.
 
Contentschema knowledgeis therefore muchfocused on anindividuaTs
 
information needed toimderstand rnany utterances is therefore not explicitly presentin the
 
utterance. This meansthat many ofthe connections between events need notbe specified
 
when wetalk aboutthern,since they are already known and can beinferred,butifwelack
 
Bottom-up and Top-downProcessing inListening Comprehension
 
As previously discussed,background knowledge isshownto improve listening
 
comprehension.Schematheory also postulatestwo kinds of processing: bottom upand
 
top down. Top-down processing is derivedfrom cultural schematheory,and bottom-up is
 
derivedfrom textschematheory.
 
AsMorley explains(1991),
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Bottoih-up comprehension ofspeech refers to the partofthe process in which the
 
understandingofincominglanguage is worked out proceeding from sounds,into
 
words,into grammatical relationship and lexical meaning,(p.87)
 
Thus,bottom-up processing analyzesthe listening text by building understanding
 
from asmall piece to the whole content. Basically,a majority ofEFL/ESL students try to
 
use bottom-up processto understand every single word in order notto miss any message^
 
Many EFL/ESL students have limited vocabulary knowledge,and the information
 
processing system do notstopto operate upOiieach single word so they fail to
 
comprehend the whole ofthe information(Morley,1991).
 
Teachers can utilize bottom-up processing as asking learners'questions with rising
 
intonation"Yousee that switchthere?''to verifycomprehension statements
 
(puzer,1997),so learnerscan gain confidence in accurate hearingandcomprehension of
 
the cOrnponents Ofthe langiiage(sound,words,intonation,grammatical structures).
 
Bycontrast,top-down processing emphasizesthe whole picture,becausetop-down
 
processing refersto involving backgroundknowledge and globalimderstandingto
 
interpretthe niessagei Morley(1991)states,'Top-down processing is evokedfrom an
 
internal source,from a bank ofprior knowledge and global expectations aboutboth
 
language and the world"(p.87). The learners make general predictions aboutthe input
 
based on higher-level knowledge. Atthis point,the incoming message is utilized to fit
 
the Whole meaning. Primarily,top-down processiiig relies on students'experience and
 
background knowledge.Students do notneed to know every single word in the sentence,
 
butthey still can comprehend the content by meansoftop-down processing. The
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information is retained and acted upon,and the form in which it is originallyre£:eived is
 
deleted.
 
Ito
 
listen to the whole information instead ofgrabbing every single word. The iiitermediate
 
processing.
 
attention to individual words only when there wasa breakdown in comprehension,
 
wMchistopdown processing;to thecontrast,ineffective listenersseem to
 
approach iisteiiing as atask primarily requiring conaprehension on wdrd-by-word
 
basis-iyhich is bottom up proeessing.(p.429)
 
Top-down processing can beactivated asthe learners engaged in an activity that
 
:a^topic.::.';:
 
on L2
 
Spanish listening comprehension. One passage abouta gold rush in Eeuadbr Wasa
 
culturally unfamiliar subjectfor students;the otherone wasassumed to be afamiliar topic
 
aboutthe popular rock bandU2. The resultindicated that students thefamiliar subject
 
comprehended much better, which depeiided dn their culturalknowledge.
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The second study wasconducted by ehiang andDunkel(1992)to investigate the
 
effect ofspeech mddificatioti,prior knowledge;and listening proficiency onEFL lecture
 
learning. Subjeets were Taiwanese interrnediate-levelum^ Students
 
listened to lectures on Gonfiicius and Confiicianism,which isa culturally familiar topic,
 
and TheAmishPeople/^ich wasurrfaihiliar world knowledge The results
 
demonstrated thatstudents gotmuch higher scoresonaffumiliartopicthaiion an
 
'^unfamiliarOne.^ (v
 
The third,Teng's Study(1996),wasto investigate the effectsofcultural schemata
 
and visual cueson Taiwanese students'EFL listening coinprehension. The result also
 
indicated that 126 10^ grade students in Taiwan were advantaged by thefamiliar topic.
 
and studentscan benefitfrom familiartopics. Thus,Chiang and Dunkel(1992) place
 
asfollows:
 
The basic tenetofschematheory posits that written text,orspoken discourse,does
 
not carry meaning in and ofitself. Rather,meaning occurs as a result ofthe
 
interaction betweenthe reader's or listener's prior knowledge aboutthe world and
 
the text or speech,(p.350)
 
Comprehension Process
 
Native speakers are able to understand many utterances based upon a general
 
awareness
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behavior is purposefuland directed toward particular ends(Long,1989). Non-native
 
speakers,however may lack sometextual and cultural specific schemas; their individual
 
backgrpund may differ in degree and contentfrom thatoftargetlanguage speakers,and
 
this poses additionalproblemiforthe non-native listener(Omaggio,1986).
 
Schema theory can provide a direction for listeners so that they can construct
 
meaning from theirown cognitive structure(Omaggio,1986). Learners'interpretation of
 
a given text will beinfluenced by theirown backgrpund knowledge and interests. Glisan
 
i;i988)describes,"listeners construct meaningbyreorgipzingtheir acquired
 
khowledgeto accommpdate new information and concepts... Efficient comprehenders
 
arrive at nteaniijg by maxinuziiig their k^^^ (p.9).
 
In the preparation stage, teachers can consider providing questions to check
 
students background knowledge, reading,or visual contextto evoke students'
 
background knowledge before students hear passages. These will give students an idea of
 
the passage content,andthe role ofthe teacher servesas an advance organizer and a
 
schema constructor(Omaggio,1986; Glisan,1988).
 
SocialFunctionsas Motivation/Authentic Functions
 
Diaz-Rico and Weed(1995)note that"children first learn whatlanguage can do
 
forthem—whatfunctions itcan perform—andthen encode thismeaninginto wordsand
 
sentences"(p.65). Accordingto Halliday(1975),children acquire their first/second
 
language with social or intellectual development,and so doL2adults. Acquiring
 
language does notjust workon rulesofgrammar,but it is necessarily interpreted along
 
with the environmentand individual needs. Halliday(1975)statesthatthe social function
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in leaminjg ianguajges is"oneofthe essential stepsin the developrnerttal process"(p.5)
 
Broadlyspeaking,the adultlangiiage learning showssome processfeatures which can best
 
be described in functional terms.
 
Halliday(1975)notes that"the seinantic system ofthe adultlanguage is very
 
clearlyfunctionalin its composition. It reflectsthe factthatlanguage has evolved in the
 
service ofcertain particular hiraiati (p. 16). In addition,Halliday(1978)points out
 
that"language isa social fact"(p. 1). Language is used to exchange information among
 
human beings. In Halliday's explanation(1978), social functions are"to whatextent we
 
are studying language for the purpose ofthrowing light on language,and to whatextent
 
forthe purpose ofthrowing lig^ 36). Therefore,the studyofSLA
 
Here,social functions include instrumental,regulatory,interactional,personal,heuristic,
 
imaginative(these six functions are developed during the childhood),as well as
 
informational,interpersonal,textual,and ideational(these fourfimctions are developed
 
later on).
 
TheInstrumental Fimction
 
The instrumentalfunction"manipulatesthe environmentto cause events to
 
happen (Diaz-Rico&Weed,1995,p.65). Halliday(1975)definesthatthe instrumental
 
function is"the function thatlanguage serves in satisfying the person's material needs,of
 
enabling him to obtain the goodsand services that he wants"(p.19). For example,"I
 
wantthe..."isa general expressions relating to personal desires.
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The Regulatory Function
 
The regulatory function"enahlesone to control events orthe behaviorofothers,
 
such as approval,disapproval,setting rules andlaws"(Diaz-Rico& Weed,1995,p.65)
 
Every child iearns this function yeiy easily because languageis used to control,his own
 
1975); Typical examplesme'T)o that,"or"DoiiT run." The difference between this and
 
the instrutnentalitoctipn is thatin the instrumental function,focuses on the goodsor
 
IS
 
TheInteractionalFunction
 
'"To getalong with others and maintain social communication"(Diaz-Rico&
 
Weed 1995,p.65),the interactional function is used. Thereisaconnection between"me
 
and you." This is language used by the child to interact with those around him
 
particularly his mother and othersthat are importantto him,and itincludes generalized
 
greetings,"Hello;"'MSlice to meetyou,"and also responsesto phonecalls,as vyell as other
 
specific forms(Halliday,1975).
 
ThePersonal Function
 
The personalfunction"allowsaspeakerto express the personality in feelings and
 
emotions"(Diaz-Rico&Weed,1995,p.66). Thisis language used to expressan
 
awareness ofoneself,in contradistinction to the environment- and then to mould that self,
 
for instance,expressionsofpersonal feelings,interest and pleasure,and so forth(Halliday,
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The Heuristic Function
 
The heuristic function"useslanguage to acquire knowledge,to explore and find
 
aboutthe world"(Diaz-Rico&Weed,1995,p.66). "Tell me why?"isthe typical example
 
ofthe function in the child. Aschildren recognize the difference between themselves and
 
the environment, they turn toward the exploration ofthe environment. The wholerange
 
ofquestioningfonnsis developed. Later on,children can categorize the objects ofthe
 
physical world,and expand these into a variety ofmore specific meanings(Halliday,
 
TheImaginative Function
 
The iniaginative function is"to allow the individual to create a personal world,
 
fi'eedfrom the boundanesofthe everyday,using language for Sheer pleasure"(Diaz-Rico
 
&Weed,1995,p.66). This is language that individiials can use to create an enviroriment
 
oftheirown,as well as moving intOjtakingover,and exploring the world which they see
 
around them. Children use language for Creating a universe oftheirown and asound,but
 
gradualty^this Milturn into stories,p^ iniaginative writing(Halliday,1975),
 
TheInformational Function
 
and knowledge^^(Diaz-Rico&Weed,1995Jp 65),the informationalfunction is iised.
 
Language is used to express new information to someone whodoes notknow aboutthe
 
specific information. Becausethe information is very sophisticateid,the speaker should
 
possess a lotofknowledge about this particular information. Thisfunction is the use of
 
language asreference(Halliday, 1975).
 
The Ideational Function
 
The ideational function relates to the contentofwhat is said. Halliday(1975)
 
defines that with this,speakers express their experience ofthe phenomena ofthe external
 
world,and ofthe internal world oftheir own consciousness. Halliday(1975)also calls the
 
ideational function the"observer function oflanguage"(1975,p.66). The language
 
represents talking aboutthe real world.
 
The Interpersonal Function
 
Halliday(1975)states,"There is the interpersonal componentofthe semantic
 
system,reflecting the function oflanguage as a means whereby the speaker participants
 
in the speech situation"(p. 17). Halliday(1977)also calls this function as"the intruder
 
function oflanguage"(p. 17). The person adopts a role in the speech situation,and also
 
offers rolesto the other participants. Every participant hasthe rightto respond or not.
 
Duringthe conversation,participants can express theirown opinions, their attitudes,and
 
their personalities,and thusthey can affectthe rest ofthe participants.
 
The Textual Fimction
 
With this function,language is used to create text, whether oral or written
 
(Halliday, 1975). The speaker is able to make what he/she says operational in the context
 
without using formal structures like a sentence in a grammar book. This function
 
emphasizesthe real life into language. Halliday(1975)says"it provides texture,and
 
withouttexture there is no text"(p.17).
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Beca^use language is viewed^fuifilliflg many social functions,EFL/ESLstudents
 
OGcasions. Halliday^^f
 
and others"(p.10). The integration ofsocialfunctions info the language instruction thus
 
Thus,integrating socialfunctm^ into listening skills can be"asking directions"
 
rather than the structure"yes-no"questions. The social functional style"emphasizes on
 
thejoinfunctioning of two people in a situation"(Cook,1991,p. 139)intermsofthe
 
interpersonalfunction oflanguage. The students divide into pairs or small groupsto Usk
 
and answer que^iOnstnfind their needs. Theycanfollow amodel provided bythe
 
teacher buttheyh^etosolvetheir task(Cook,1991). Forinstance,stUdentsliave amap
 
ofasUeetshoydng wherelim,Cathy,and other peoplelive; They havetofind wherethey
 
live by asking questions(Cook,1991). The second is a role-play activity which provides
 
students chancesto imagine their roles inaspecific setting situation(Cook,1991): Thus
 
studentscan use language to communicate with classmates ratherthan to memorize
 
grammar rules br patterns.Because using language means meeting people andtalking to
 
them.Cook(1991)emphasizes"language is forforming relationships with people andfor
 
interrelatingthem"(p.139).
 
In addition, the role bfteachers isnolongerto control students in a social
 
functions class. Students havethe chance to make uptheirown conversationsand
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teachers can take a step back(Cook,1991). Students use whateverformsand strategies as
 
long asthey Can solve their problems Gradually,they will know whatappropriate
 
some
 
■feedback^' ■/■ ■ ■ ^ ­
Strategy-BasedListening: ■ 
Recently, there has been increasing interest indefininghow learners can take 
charge of their own learning and in finding how teachers can help students become more 
autonoihous. Because learningis a cognitive process that takes place not by accident, but 
through awareness and consciousness, the more important learning strategies are those 
Rubin (1990) finds that strategies are often used by successful language learners. Oxford 
developed in the classroom. If strategies can be learned, students are able to keep on 
learning effectively and independently even when students are no longer taking language 
courses. Rubin's (1990) study also indicates that "use of listening strategies can help 
students work with more difficult material" (p. 315). 
Definition ofLearning Strategies 
Chamot (1987) defines learning strategies as "'techniques, approaches, or 
linguistic and content area information" (p. 71). In addition. Willing (1987) claims that 
learning strategies for listening comprehension involve a series ofmental procedures. 
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 ''iMiocessing,associating^ and cate^fizing"(p.7),
 
^ 0 special thought or
 
behaviorsthat ihdiyiduals use to helpthem comprehend,learn,or retain new infonriatipn"
 
(p !)• 3othefunction ofstrategies is to help students process and cpmprehend new
 
infonnatipn more effectively. Pressley,Forrest-Pressley,Elliott-Faust,and Mller(1985^^
 
offer a clearer definition:
 
Strategies,..areeomposed ofcognitive dpefatipns over and aboutthe processes
 
that are a natural consequence ofcanyingoutatask... strategies achieve cognitive
 
Strategies are steps and plans to learn more effectively. People whoare skilled at
 
laiiguages mighttackle second/foreign language leanpttg tn different waysffOm those who
 
are less Silled;or learners mightbehave in diesome ways,butother waysdfbehaving are
 
more efficient. One interesting thing is the Good Language Learner Strategies(GLLS)
 
(Mendelsohn,1994). Naiman,Frohlich,Stem,and Todesco(1978)find that people who
 
were known to be good atlearninglanguage had six broad strategies in common(1978);
 
1. Find a learning style that suits you
 
2. Involve yourselfin the languageleaming process
 
l^®y®ldpan awareness oflanguage both assystem and as communication
 
v4.-;
 
5. Developthe L2as,aseparate system
 
6.
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Learning Strategies and Listening Comprehension
 
Asleaniing,as nientionetl earlier,is an active process,strategies interact wth
 
appropriate input^ocessiiig to enhance comprehension.
 
Because ther^geoflistening strategies is relativelyextensive, many researchers
 
have begim to investigate ys^at kindofstrategies could promote more successful liste^^
 
cpinprehension. O Malley,Chaihot,and Kupper(1989)provide a definitionoflistetiing
 
;comprehension that associates it with strategies:
 
Listening comprehension is an active and conscious processin which the listener
 
constpicts metingbyusing cuesfroni contextual infbrmatioriandfrom e?dsting
 
k^ resourcestafulfillthe task
 
■^\; :'-/requiremeirts.;fp,A34)- ^ 
SigmficainFitidings aridClassificationfrom the Research inLeaminp <;tratccn>g 
In the recent literature, a variety of strategies inlisteningcomprehensionhaye been 
presentedby fesearchers providing successful evidence of their rise (Hosenfeld, L976; 
Defillip, 1980L ^  1987; Rubin & Thompson, 1993; Yang, 1993). 
The research that has been examined on listening strategies by language learners 
includes the following, work on several languages; work on contrasting strategy use at 
several proficiency levels; work with audio or video texts; work with interactive or 
transactional listening; work with cognitive strategies andmetacognitive strategies; and 
work considering the relation of strategy use to text, task, and setting. As a result, most of 
findings found that these strategies are actually usedby learners. 
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Hosenf^ld(1976)conduct^^ that high school students
 
learning French were benefited by strategies training aboutthink-aloud protocol,or verbal
 
report Defillip<i980)worked with college French sttidents to find thatthe listener
 
strategies ofboth skillful and utiskillful listeners were similar. According to the rank pf
 
frequency,the major listening strategies used were key word,contextualinferencingi
 
traiislatioii, and grainmarstrategies. However,skillful listeners used strafejgies more often
 
than unskillfullistepers. Rubin and Thompson(1992)found that strategies training
 
increased Russian students'listening proficiency;students can be taughtto control use of
 
bstening strategies,and thatEFL studentscould make choices and were able to providea
 
rationale for their decisions. Yang(1993)investigated 505 Taiwanese undergraduate
 
students'language to find their current use of,and beliefin learning strategies. The
 
research wasboth quantitative arid qualitative. Strategies wfiich are similar to Oxfbrd,
 
Talbott,and IJaliock(1990)were classified usingfactor analysis. The findings showed
 
students belieypdthatsixtypesofstrategies could be helpful(see Table 2.4)
 
Table 2.4. Six Typesof Strategies Defined by Yang (1993)
 
Formal oral practice strategiesfocus onformal or structures
 
Compensation strategies for limited knowledge,such asmaking guesses
 
Social strategies such asseeking help fi^ om peers orateacher
 
MetacpgnitiyC strategiesto manage and regulate learning such ias self-monitoring,
 
self-evaluating
 
Functional practice strategies actively Create opportunities to use English
 
Cognitive strategies involves direct analysis,transformation,association,or
 
synthesisoftargetlanguage
 
The interesting findings are thatstudents used functional practice strategiesvwth
 
lessfrequency than formal practice strategies. In otherfindings,cognitive strategies were
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used the least because they were nottrying to tjiink in Engh$h,not^^^^^^^
 
messages,reports,letters,or memorizing new wordsby grouping in English.
 
V Murphy(1987)worked with intermediatc-levelESL uniyersity students. Hefoimd
 
outthat"more proficient"listeners placed greater emphasison"personalizing"(on
 
elaboratingform theirown knowledge)and also inferred,drew conclusions,self-

described,and anticipated more often than less proficient listeners- Muiphy analyzed
 
strategy use. The more proficient listeners tended to useastrategy called"wide
 
distribution" referring to an open and flexible use ofstrategies;the less proficientlisteners
 
used"text heavy"strategicsreferring to a dependence Onthe text and a consistent use of
 
paraphrase. Murphy proposed twelve strategies in four groups;
 
putting whatthey have heard into their own words. Recalling strategies indicates that
 
learners are attemptingto recall whatthey heard as perfectly as possible. Murphy
 
identifies three recalling strategies.
 
Speculation strategies mvolveintroducinglistener-basedinformation. These go
 
well beyond "recalling." Listeners are using theirimagination to help thernintheir
 
listening. Murphy identifiesfour speculation strategies.
 
There are three probing strategies.
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Introspecting strategies involve listeners focusing their attention inward and
 
reflectingon theifownexperiences as listeners to the Selections There are two
 
introspecting strategies.
 
Table 2.5. Four Strategies CategoriesDefined by Murphy(1987)
 
Category Strategy Definition 
Recalling Paraphiusing Rephrasing the information 
Reviewing Learners are changing their mindsand correcting 
theihselves concerningsomeinformation they may 
have misunderstood the firsttime they heard it 
Reviewing Learners are changing their mindsand corr^^^ 
themselves concerningsomeinformation they may 
have misunderstood the first time they heard it 
Checking Checking when recalling information in orderto 
support or verify somethingthey had already 
irrhodiiced in theirowncomments 
Speculating Inferring Listening between the lines, pulling separate pieces 
oftextual information together or synthesizing 
Connecting Drawing associations between whatthey hear and 
whatthey already know(note the importance ofprior 
knowledge) 
Personalizing Listeners personalize theirresponse-they make a 
connection with whatthey already know as with 
connecting,but here they draw connectionfrom their 
private liyes or personal world view,whereas with 
cotmecting,the information would be commonly 
available as general knowledge 
Anticipating Listeners attemptto predictinformation that might 
be introduced atsomefuture pomtin time 
Probing Analyzing the Tryingto find out more information than has been 
topic presented to them bysuch meansas asking questions 
Analyzingthe Focusing on specific featuresofthe linguistic system 
conventions such as definitions ofwords,pronunciation,and 
oflanguage cohesive ties while unfamiliar wordscoming 
Evaluating Listeners makecomments which arejudgments or 
the topics critical assessmentsconcerningthe information they 
have heard 
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Introspecting Self^ commentsthatshow that learners are trying to keep 
evaluating track ofhow well they are doing while engaged in 
'listening ■ , 
Self- students explain something abouthow they listen or 
describing Whatthey are tryingto doasthey listen 
filling(1987)does notspecificallyfocus on learning strategies in listening
 
comprehension.Butshe explainslearning strategies iiitermsofinformation Control. That
 
is,learners avoid becoming overloaded and overwhelmed by new information. Willing
 
identifies si^cific strategies related to listeningasfollows:
 
Table 2.6. Six Strategiesfor Listening^D
 
Strategy ■Definition- : ■ 
Selectively attending Foeusingpnthemam points instead ofthe whole 
information, which results in a reduction of the information 
overload ■ 
Associating	 Keeping items to share some features together. This process 
ofassociating relates directly to the notion of activatingprior 
knowledge while listening 
Recognizing patterns	 Recognizing, matching and reproducing patterns in order to 
maintain control of the input. By recognizing patterns when 
listening, learners are able to guess meaning 
Analyzing	 Extractingparticular features from a given context. Learners 
are recognizing a particular part of the pattern which can be 
moved or manipulated through categorizing or inferencing. 
Categorizing	 Based on analyzing. The extracted features are used to form 
concepts andgroups 
Inferencing	 Discovering a solutionby deriving a form of what is already
known. It involves comprehension of the meaning of the 
discourse and brings together different parts ofnew plus 
prior knowledge. It enables learners to understand what is 
inferred 
O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-hlanzares,Kupper, andRusso (1985) discuss nine 
metacognitiye Strategies, sixteen cognitive strategies, and one SOciat mediation. Many of 
thern are already mentionedin the classification ofMurphy and Willingabove. In the 
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metacognitiye category,however,in addition to Willing selectively attending,they add
 
"directed attention." In addition,they create the cognitive category ofnote-takiiig, which
 
hasobvious implicationsfor listening in a one-way task such asa lecture.
 
Table2.7. 26StrategiesDefined by0'Malley,et^(1985)
 
Category Strategy Definition V 
Cognitive Repetition Imitating alanguage model,including overt 
practice and silent rehearsal 
Resourcing Using targetlanguage reference materials 
Directed physical Relating new information to physical actions,as 
response with directives 
Translation Using the first language as a base for 
understanding and/or producing the second 
language 
Grouping Reordering or reclassifying and perhaps 
labeling the material to be learned based on 
common attributes 
Note-taking Writing down the main idea,important points, 
outline,orsummary ofinformation presented 
orally or in writing 
Deduction Consciously applying rules to produce or 
understand the second language 
Recombination Constructing a meaningful sentence or larger 
language sequence by combining known 
elements in a ncAv way 
Imagery Relating newinformation to visual concepts in 
memory vis familiar,easily retrievable 
visualization,phrases,or locations 
Auditory Retention ofthe sound or similar sound for a 
representation word,phrase,or longerlanguage sequence 
Keyword Remembering a new word in the second 
language by(1)identifying afamiliar word in 
the first language that sounds like or otherwise 
resemblesthe new word,and(2)generating 
easily recalled imagesofsome relationship 
between the new word 
ConteXtualization Placing a word or phrase in a meaningful 
language sequence 
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Cognitive Elaboration Relating new infoimatipn to other concepts in
 
• memory;
 
Transfer
 Using previQusly acquired linguistic and/or
 
conceptiialknowledgeto facilitate a new
 
language learning task
 
Inferencing Using available information to guess meatiing
 
or hew itemsj predict oiJtcomes,or fillin
 
missing information
 
Question of Askinga teacherorothernative speakersfor
 
clarification repetition, paraphrasing,explanation and /or
 
■ ' exariiples; 
Metacognitive Adyance Makinga general butcomprehensivepreview 
organizers orthe organizing conceptor principle in an 
anticipated learning activity 
Directed attentibn Deciding in advance to attend in general to a 
learning task and to ignore irrelevant distractors 
Selective Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspect 
attention oflanguage input or situational details that will 
cuethe retention oflanguage input 
Self-management	 Understanding the conditions that help one
 
learn and arranging for the presence ofthose
 
conditions
 
Advance Planningfor and rehearsing linguistic
 
preparation components necessary to carry outan upcoming
 
language task
 
Self-monitOring	 Correcting one'sspeech for accuracy in
 
pronunciation,grammar,vocabulary,or for
 
appropriateness related to the setting orto the
 
people who are present
 
Delayed	 Consciously deciding to postpone speakingto
 
production	 learn initially through listening comprehension
 
Self^evaluatidh	 Checkingthe outcomesofone'sown language
 
learning againstan internal measure of
 
completenessand accur^y
 
"Self-//^.;- Arranging rewardsfor oneselfwhen language
 
reinforcement learning activities have been accomplished
 
successfully
 
Social/ Coopciration Working with peers to obtain feedback,pool
 
Affective information,or model a language activity
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onlyleam foreign language within rather than outside of,the classroom. ThCre are two
 
more strategiesfound to be valuable for listehing comprehensionin this study.
 
Table 2.8. Strategies Defined byRubin(1988)
 
Strategy Definition 
Storyline Using visual materials including body languages,pictures,video 
strategy tapes and etc.. Listeners try to concentrate on visual materials and 
make predictions. Therefore,students not only can listen to audio 
tapes,but also can watch visual materials. 
Cognate strategy Involving listeners' first language knowledge. Listeners are 
encouraged to notice that a particular word or phrase sounds like 
one or more wordsin their first language. 
O'Malley, Chamot,and Kupper(1989)offer useful listening comprehension
 
strate^es in second language acquisition Their stiidy investigated whateffective and
 
ineffective learners do wlien theylisten. The findings are based on"think aloud." Three
 
ofthe Strategies arefound to be extremely importantin listening comprehensipn.
 
in three ways;that is,world knowledge.
 
Table 2.9. Strategies Defined by O'Malley, Chariiot,and Kupper(1989)
 
'Strategy Definition .V-';'
 
Self-monitonng Checking their comprehension or production as it wastaking placed
 
Elaboration Relating newinformation to prior knowledge or to other ideas in
 
the new information
 
Inferencing Using information in the textto guess meaning or to complete
 
missing ideas
 
O'Malleyand Chamot(1990)offered a modelofL2learning strategies based on
 
and functions. They
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First, metacognitive strategies inyolve more higher skills such asthinking about
 
the learning process,planningfor leafriing,monitoring ofcomprehension of production
 
while ittaking place,iand self-evaluation after the learning activity ha^ been completed
 
(O'Malley&Chamot,1990).
 
Second,cognitive strategies involve conscious waysof "operating"learning,
 
dealing directly with incoming information,and tackling informationto improye learning
 
(O'Malley&Chamot,1990). "This is more directly related to indiyidual learning tasks
 
and entails direct manipulation ortransformation ofthe learning materials"(O'Malley&
 
Chamot,1990,p. 8). Cognitivestrategies may be more limited to the specijfiC type oftask
 
in the learning activities. In other words,cognitive strategies are techniquesfor managing
 
particular materials being learned. Thus,theymore closelylinked toaspecific situation or
 
.Tearning:task::'''/-\
 
Lastly,social/afFective strategiesinvolye leamingby interacting with either peers
 
or others, fti general,they are widely applicable to a varietyoftasks. There are three
 
■ sociarstrategies..;,:' 
Table 2.10. Three Groupsof Strategies Defined by O'Malley and Chamot(1990)
 
Category Strategy Definition 
Cognitive Rehearsal Repeating the items or objects in order be 
remembered. 
Organi:mtion Grouping and classifying words,or concepts 
according to their semantic or syntactic attributes. 
Inferencing Using information in textto guess meaningsofnew 
items,predict results. 
Summarizing While information is coming,listeners/readers 
intermediately figure outthe whole idea. 
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Cognitive Deducing Using rules in ordertO understand language. 
Imagery Using visual materials to help understanding new 
verbal information. 
Transfer Using known linguistic information to help a new 
task. 
Elaboration Integrating new ideas with known knowledge. 
Metacognitive Selective Focusing on special aspects ofleaming tasks such as 
attention listening for key words or phrases. 
Planning Planning forthe organization ofeither written or 
spoken discourse. 
Monitoring Reviewingto a task,comprehension ofinformation 
thatshould beremembered,or production while it is 
occurring. - ■ 
Evaluation Checking comprehension after completion of 
language activity,or evaluating language production 
after it has learned. 
Social/ Cooperation Involving peer interaction to achieve acommon goal 
Affective : in learning.By this strategy,learners work together 
to solve a problem to getfeedback. 
Questioning Askingteachers or peers questionsto get more clear 
for explanation. ;.vV 
clarification 
Selftalk Using mental direction ofpositive thinking that one 
has ability to achieve atask to reduce individual 
anxiety or make learning more successful. 
Oxford(1990)divides language learning strategiesintotwo major categories;
 
directand indirect strategies. Directstrategics which''involye directlearning and the
 
subject matter,in this case anew language"(Oxford,1990,p.li) include three groups of
 
strategies:memory,cognitive,and compensation. Indirectstrategies which"coutribute
 
indirectly but powerfully to learning"(Oxford,1990,p. 12)include three groupsof
 
strategies: metacognitive,affective,and social. Oxford(1990)indicates that direct
 
strategies and indirect strategies supporteach other,and thateach strategy is capable Of
 
coimecting with and assisting every other strategy.
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Table 2.11. Direct and Indirect Strategies Defined by Oxford(1990)
 
Category
 
Memory strategies are for
 
remembering effectively
 
and involve the storage and
 
retrieval oflanguage,
 
especially vocabulary
 
learning including.
 
Cognitive strategies use
 
one mental process which
 
involves direct
 
manipulation or
 
transformation of
 
linguisticsto be learned.
 
Compensation strategies
 
facilitate learners'
 
Comprehension and
 
production ofanew
 
language to compensate
 
missing knowledge despite
 
learners'limitation in the
 
L2
 
Metaco^tive strategies
 
plan,monitor and evaluate
 
task, ,
 
Strategy
 
Creating mental
 
linkage
 
Applyingimages
 
and sounds
 
Reviewngwell
 
Employing
 
action
 
Practicing
 
Receiving and
 
sending messages
 
Analyzing and
 
reasoning
 
Creating
 
structure for
 
inputand output
 
Guessing
 
intelligently
 
Overcoming
 
limitation in
 
speaking and
 
writing
 
Centering your
 
learning
 
Strategy ■ \ 
Grouping,associating/elaborating, 
and placing new words. 
Using imagery,semantic mapping, 
using key words,and representing 
sounds in memoiy. 
Structured reviewing. 
Using physical response or sensation, 
and using mechanical techniques. 
repeating,formally practicing with 
soundsand writing systems, 
recognizing and usingformulasand 
patterns,recombining,and practicing 
naturalistically. 
getting the ideas quickly,using 
resourcesfor receiving and sending 
messages.
 
Reasoning deductively,analyzing
 
expressions,analyzing contrastively
 
(across language),translating,and
 
transferring.
 
taking notes,summarizing,and
 
highlighting.
 
Using linguistic clues and other
 
clues.
 
Switchingto the mothertbn^e,
 
getting help, using mimeor gesture,
 
avoiding communication partially or
 
totally,selectingthe topic,adjusting
 
orapproximatingthe message,
 
coining words,and using a
 
circumlocution orsynonym.
 
Overviewingand linking with
 
already known material,pajdng
 
attention,delaying speech production
 
to focuson listening.
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Metacognitive
 
Affective strategies help
 
learners' to manage their
 
emotion and attitude.
 
Social strategies cooperate
 
with others to learn new
 
Language.
 
Arranging and
 
planning your
 
learning
 
Evaluating Your
 
Learning
 
Lp^ngyoiir
 
anxiety
 
Encouraging
 
yourself
 
Taking your
 
emotional
 
temperature
 
Asking questions
 
Cppperating with
 
others
 
Empathizing
 
with others
 
Finding outabout language learning,
 
organizing,setting goalsand
 
objectives,identifying the purpose of
 
alanguage task(Purposetul
 
1istening/reading/speaking/'writing),
 
planningfor a language task,arid
 
speaking practice opportunities.
 
Self-monitoring and self-evaluating.
 
Using progressive relaxation,deep
 
breathing,or mediation,using music,
 
and using language.
 
Making positive statements,taking
 
risks wisely,and rewarding yourself.
 
Listening to your body,using a
 
checklist, writing a language learning
 
diary,and discussing your feeling
 
with someone else.
 
using for clarification,verification
 
and correction.
 
Cooperating with peersand
 
proficient users ofthe new language.
 
Developing cultural understanding
 
and becoming aware ofothers'
 
thoughts and feelings.
 
Rubin(1990)wasthe firstto suggest that strategies could bethe used by more
 
Whenthe text ortask isjust hard
 
(p;313). ^
 
a rolebydoingthe fpllovving;
 
ining or self-

directed learning;make students aware ofthe range ofstrategies they can adopt;
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 provide spe(?ific tmining in strategies;rememberthe similaritiesahdd^
 
biet^enlearningasecond language and learningother schoolsulgect.(p.81)
 
A teacl^^ Gonldmake students aware of this irifbrihatioii and suggest
 
encourage andactonthe infoiniation. This is the reason niany researchers belie^^ that
 
the strategies are teachable, Accordingto Oxford,Tavine,and Ctookall^1989),
 
Itis accurate to state that as a strategy hrainer,the teacher becornes instruinental in
 
helping each studentto develop theself-awareness ofhow he or she learns,as well
 
asthe knowledge and meansto maximize all learning experienees,evenoutside of
 
the language learning area. Perhapsthe greatest benefit derived form training in
 
language learning strategies is thatsuch training helps to provide aframework
 
which can successfiUly be utilized in anylearniflg situation,(p.36)
 
Howcan strategies be trained in class? Oxford,et al.(1989)providesome
 
alternative waysto make use ofstrategies. Forinstance,strategies can be linked with
 
regular learning activities,and can be conducted through simulations,games,and other
 
active exercises(Oxford,et al., 1989). Strategies training must be presented so that
 
learners completely understand why particular strategies are important,howthese
 
strategies can be used,howto evaluate their usefulness,and how to transferthem to new
 
situations and tasks(Oxford,el al-, 1989). As partofthe training,students'reaction is
 
very important. Accordingto Oxford,etd.(1989),"honest discussionsof feelings are
 
needed to address the frequently poor attitudes that language learners exhibit about
 
language learning in general,as well asthe resistance they often show toward taking
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responsibility for their own learning"(p. 36). After the strategies training,teachers can
 
end wthevaluating ofthe training.
 
The chiefmoral isthatthe students often know best. It is thelearners'
 
involvement^ the learners'jftrategies,arid the learners' ability to go theirown waysthat
 
create self-managed learning. The stridents must be encburaged to developindependence
 
inside and outsidethe classroom. This can partly be achieved through learnertraining.
 
Learnertraimng is self-directed learriing,in which the students take on responsibility for
 
and they assess how wellthey are doing themselves.
 
The goalin teaching isto effecta modification in the behaviorofstudents.
 
Therefore,students arc able to tackle listening tasks in the future. Holec(1985)stresses
 
that"The major goals ofteaching strategies is to contributetoward the learners achieving
 
autonomy"(p.2).
 
Weinstein and Mayer(1986)explain that"the goal ofstrategy use isto affect the 
learner motivational or affective state,orthe wayin which the learner selects,acquires, 
organizes,or integrates new knowledge"(p.316). ■ . 
Holec(1985)placesemphasison autonomy in SLA and self-directed learning;
 
"Being autonomous isthe capacityto run one'sown learning affairs"(p.88). Teachers
 
mustdevote their teaching to training students in the use ofstrategies thatthey can apply
 
when on their own,thereby learning on their own. In addition,EFL students could
 
become awareofwhat strategies they are and are not using,and whatother strategies
 
found useful by others are available to them. The greatest benefit derived from training
 
may help to provide aframework which can successfully be utilized in any learning
 
situation and the role ofteachers thereby becomes more like an adviser, manager,
 
resource person,facilitator,and communicator(Oxford,et al., 1989).
 
Maclntyre(1994)provides a model(see figure 2.3),
 
Students must be awareofthe appropriate strategy orarange ofstrategies;there
 
must be sufficientimpetusto use a strategy; students should not have reason notto
 
use a strategy; and strategy use should be reinforced by positive consequences,(p.
 
190)
 
In summary,listening comprehension willimprove iflearners can be assisted to
 
work with,ratherthan against,cognitive waysofprocessing information,using social
 
functions to provide relevance and employing cognitive skills in listening along with an
 
array ofother proven learning strategies.
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Figure 2.3. A ModelofStrategies Use(Maclntyre,1994,p. 192)
 
Demand 
Awarenessof an 
appropriate strategy 
No Reason to use 
the strategy 
Yes 
Yes Reason NOTto 
use the strategy 
r' ■ 
Strategy Used 
'''-a': ,' 
Success 
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 ; CHAPTERI^^ IHEORETICALPRINGIPLES
 
To helpEFL effectively mlistening,asynthesisoffour
 
principlesisipresehted in the, The^ectgathersfourinterrelated principles
 
schematheory,social fhhctipns,ahd strategies into thelistening instruction,from the p^^^
 
listening istage,tothe fbcus-hsteihng stage,and onto the postdistening stage. The
 
;	plumose ofthe project isto improve students'lisfehing skills. It iS essential thatthe
 
teachers deyelopstudents'awareness and use ofstrategies by offering training. Strategies
 
trainingeah help studentsto deyelopaframework which can successfully be utilized in
 
any learning situation?
 
Strategy-Based listening Iristruetioii
 
Through the whole class, learning occUrs in three stages: pfep^rihgfor learning
 
Tpc-listening),on-line processing(listening itself), atid extending(fbilow-up exercise),
 
which is connected to whatisreteedtoas anticipating. Intermsoflistening
 
cdmprehension,this conceptis related tp a seriesofstrategies including note-taking,
 
imagery,self-management,self-question,and soon(see Figure 3.1).
 
ThePre-listening Stage
 
prior
 
knowledge including cultural knowledge, students have plenty Oftime to review prior
 
knowledge and absorb information. Explicit strategy training provides students with
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knowledge about what strategies are and how they work. Atthe pre-listening stage,the
 
.^■are'^­
■ 	 fitee to-apply;the'stTategies.4;', ^  
The Focus-listening Stage 
Students utilize the strategies to listen to authentic materials. Students focus on 
the topic andmake cormections with their prior knowledge. While listening, specific 
strategies can be or can not be used to facilitate listening comprehension The topics 
emphasis social fimctipns inOrder to evoke students' interest and compensate for 
students'tack Of the socialconnection inthe real world with nativeEnglish spe^ers. 
ThePost-listeninu Stage 
The teacher guides students' practice and studeiits are actively iiivolvedin 
Particularly, many of activities incorporate social strategies in the classroom. Assessment 
is apart of this stage so that students can get the chance to obtain feedback. 
Three Groups of Strategies 
Currently, vieWs of listening comprehension incorporate three groups of strategies 
m a 
particular text or the element ofa problem as a whole. In short, cognitive strategies 
involve conscious ways of operating learning, deal directly with incoming information. 
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andtackle information toimprove leaming. Tliese strategiesinclude note^taking;imagery,
 
translation,and iiiferencing.
 
Listeners use metacognitive strategies aboutthemselvesand how they listen best.
 
Metacognitive strategies involve learners' personal knowledge,task knowledgeand
 
strate^ selectioii. Learners use metacoghitive strategiesto think aboutthe leaming
 
process,plan for leaming,monitor comprehension or production while it taking place,and
 
self-evaluate after the leaming activity has been completed.
 
Students work together or interact with teachers/native speakersto getfeedback,
 
and fill in themissing parts. These strategies are cooperation and questioningfor
 
clarification.
 
Students Can be Taughfto Lfse Various Strategies
 
As previouslymentioneid,research evidence on low-achieving or highstudents
 
supportthe assertion that strategies can be taught. Teng(1996), Rubin(1988),and Rubin
 
and Thompson(1992)describe aseries ofstatements aboutlearning strategies,which
 
provide strong supportfor strategies training;to enhance listeniiig cornprehension.
 
Teachers can give students labelsfor strategies,and tell them why the strategies are useful
 
(see Table 3.1). Once students are familiar with the strategies,the teacher can offerthem
 
choicesofwhieh strategiesto use and can ask them to provide a rationale for their choice.
 
The TheoreticalPrinciples Resolvethe CurrentProblemsofListening Pedagogy
 
The modelofstrategy-based listening can satisfy the current pedagogy in Taiwan,
 
because it includes specific such as using the listening process to stmcture a sequence of
 
tasks,utilizing cognitive skills in listening to build students'background knowledge,using
 
social fiinctional knowledge to increase students'language knowledge,and incorporating
 
explicit training strategies to prodiotd listenirig skills.
 
Use the ListeningProcess to Structure a Sequence ofTasks
 
Iflfprination processing while listeiiing results in cothprehensible inputonly under
 
the condition ofactivating students'attention by task demand,context,orcomplexinput.
 
Theteachercan stimulate Students' atteiitionjand studentscan use rehearsal to increase
 
retention in shorttenn rnerhoiy. Students would not have the chancetoretairiinformation
 
in short-term memory unlesstherC are a varietyoftasksprovided in class. A variety of
 
attention andaroiisal activities eiihance short-teiin mernory and stimulate the executive
 
decision makerto helpEFL/ESLlearners'comprehension.
 
Mean^ withthe listenmg process. Teachersshould be
 
awareofstudents'learning attitudes in orderto helpthem overcomeisome listening
 
difficulties.
 
Utilize CognitiveSkills in Listening
 
An acceptance ofschematheoryand an understanding of information processing
 
in the brain is very importantin listening comprehension Pre-listening drawson prior
 
knowledge,and is predicated onthe notion ofactivating existing schemata in the minds
 
oflisteners. Activation ofthese schematafacilitates making predictions and inferences.
 
Teachers oflistening need to train students how to become the mostefficient and active
 
listeners possiblejthrough the use ofa series ofstrategies.
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Backgfoiirid activation should be the first step ofthecumculimi,because building
 
background knowledge will help studentsto make authentic materials more
 
understandable.
 
Use Social Functional Knowledgeto Make upfor Little Social Contactin Daily Life with
 
English Sneakers
 
language is^n^^ people. In orderto Stiniulate students'
 
interest,social functions need to be integrated into the curriculum. By learning to use
 
interpersonalfunctions,students learn howto use English to express themselves. By
 
building their information functions,students will gain world knowledge. From the use of
 
imagination functions,students are allowed to imagine how the situation can happen to
 
them.
 
they communicate with native English speakers,mostEFL students lack second
 
language background knowledge;infonnation cannot be completely processed, and this
 
makesthem become anxiousand lose interest in interacting with native English speakers.
 
Explicit Strategy Training to Assist Students' Listening
 
Explicit strategy training is an alternative wayto increase comprehensible input. It
 
offers a way ofteaching students how to tackle their listening by meansofstrategies,
 
thereby makingthem better and more autonomous listeners.
 
Therefore,explicit strategy training can lead learners to achieve two goals;that is,
 
to understand the meaning ofthe tasks at hand and comprehend what is being listened to,
 
and to regulate his or herown learning in orderto become an autonomouslearner.
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 Figure 3.1. The Principles of Strategy-Based Listening
 
Explicit Strategy Traiiiang,
 
, inListening .
 
ThePre-Listeoing Tilefocus-Listemng fhePost-Lisiening
 
V - Stage
 
Schemata; /^The Topics: > '^Seekmgfor ^ 
 
Evoke Prior
 SocialFunctions Comprehension
 
Knowledge V Language y V &Output >
 
Utiuze \
 
StrategyInput Strategies
 Strategies
 
and Practice While Listening Involved
 
Cognitive Strategies: Note-taking,imagery,inferencing,translation,repetition.
 
Metacognitive Strategies: Planning,self-management,self-evaluation,self-

question,affective strategies.
 
Social Strategies: Cooperation,questioning for clarification.
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Table 3.1. A MasterListofStrategiesDrawnfromaRevibVv ofthe Literature
 
Category	 Strategy
 Definition
 
Cognitive Imagery Relating new information to visual concepts in
 
memory.'.'
 
Inferehcirig	 Discoveringa solution by deriving it from what is
 
already known.It involves comprehension ofthe
 
meaning ofthe discourse and brings together
 
different partspfnewinformation plus prior
 
knowledge.
 
Repetition Imitating alanguage model,including overt practice
 
and silent rehearsal.
 
Note-taMng Writing down the main idea,important points,
 
outline,orsummaryofinformation presented orally
 
or in writing.
 
Translation Usingthe first language asa basefor understanding
 
or producingthe second language.
 
Metacognitive Planning Preparingforthe organization ofeither written or
 
spoken discourse;
 
Self-question Learners asking themselves questions aboutthe
 
material or anticipate possible extensions ofthe
 
information.
 
Self^ Understandingthe conditions that help one learn and
 
management arrange forthe presence ofthose conditions.
 
Affective Managing personal emotion to get attention to tasks.
 
Self^ Learners makecommentstojudgethemselves about
 
evaluation how wdlth^have learned.
 
Social Cooperation Working with oneor peers to obtain feedback,pool
 
information,or model a language activity.
 
Questionfor Askingteachers,peers,or native speakersto obtain
 
clarification feedback and pool knowledge,or model an activity
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CM^^RFOUR; ASSESSMENT
 
^Voivin and Coakley(1985)stress that'listening comprehension is the process of
 
receiving,attending to,and assigning meaningto aural stimuli"(p.74). Tosome degrees,
 
because the N<>cesscannptbe observed directly in a huge class,it is hard to find Waysto
 
measure listening comprehension. Tofinda wayto balance quantitative ivith quality to
 
check students'comprehension,Canalc(1984)points outthat assessments should be fair,
 
interestiiig,and^n^ Douglas(1988)recornmends thatlistening tests be
 
integrative and integrated,contextualized,and challenge learners to deal with a variety of
 
listening taslrs and condition. Therefore,assessments shouldinvolve manyjkinds of
 
■ ■■activities. : v. /:■: ■ . ■ ■ ■■■■■^■.■ ■ ■/■'"" 
techniques to evaluate learners. 
The Purposes of Assessment 
According to Diaz-Rico (1995), the purpose ofassessment is "to inform students 
of their academic status, to advise parents of student progress, to keep records, and to 
improve learning." Airasian (1991) notes that assessments "provide teachers with a 
quick perception andpractical knowledge ofpupils' characteristics"....and also "carry out 
the bureaucratic aspects of teaching such as grading, grouping, and placing." Generally 
speaking, the purpose of assessment provides teachers, students, and schools a way to 
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evaluate students'learning progressin orderto make adjustments in the teaching and
 
■activities/^': : ' . ■" . ■ ■ ■ 
Principles of Assessment 
and teachers feedbaiCk opportunity. So assessments heed to be integratedregularly in 
iristruction. £)iaz-Rico indicates (1995) that assesshient shouldbe part of instruction; that 
assessment methods and instruments shouldbe varied; that assessment should focus on a 
broadrange of abilities reflectingdimensions of skill development; that assessnient should 
be continuous; that students should be assessedin a variety of contejds; and that measures 
shouldbe used that are appropriate to student's development andcultural background. 
Thompson (1995) believes that ass;essmentS in listening comprehension shouldbe 
concerned with students' "ability to understand simple, short, utterances in routine 
conversations in which the listeneris a participant" (p. 33); and "ability to comprehend 
extended aural discourse on complex, abstract topicsin one-way listening situations" (p. 
33), In addition, assessments are not to make learning difficult,but shouldbe the way to 
diagnose learners' stren^hs and weaknesses, Listening comprehension assessment "can 
be used for research purposes to help us better define the construct, study the different 
(Thompson, 1995, p. 32-33). 
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The Variety ofAssessments
 
There are manytype ofassessments thatteachers can vise either in the clasSroom
 
of outside ofthe classroom: Ainong assessments tasks are verbal responses,such as
 
answering various types ofquestions,completing information,and writing recall protocols
 
orsummaries;as wellasa variety ofnonverbal tasks,such asidentifying and matching
 
one widely Used in type ofquestion tests oflistehing comprehension is multiple-

choice. Accordingto Thompson(1995), there are several advantages and disadvantages
 
ofmultiple-chbice tests. The first adyantage is thatthey are easy and fastto score because
 
nojudgment is required dn the part ofscofers. Second,multiple choice items required
 
minimalamoimtoftimeto complete;therefore,multiple-choice tests can include many
 
items,which enhances test reliability. Finally,multiple-choice items minimizethe
 
confounding oflistening with speaking or writing because they have no production
 
requirement,although reading still remainsaconfoundingfactor. All these features make
 
multiple-Choice testspractiCal^m a large classroom.
 
However,Thompson(1995)points putthree disadvantages ofmultiple-choice
 
tests. First ofall, multiple-choice items lead to students'guessing without
 
comprehension. Second,sometimesimportant parts cannot be tested simply because
 
distractors cannotbe found. Last,good multiple-choice questions are difficult to write.
 
answer,confusing distractors,insufficient numberofdistractors(ideally there should be
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one correct answer and three distractors),unclear or lengthy wording,negative wording,
 
and morethan one correct option.
 
True-false questions,matching,short answer and fill-in the blank called objective
 
test questions are easier to write than multiple choice questions,buttrue-false is obviously
 
easy to guess because there is a50%chance ofbeing correct(Thompson,1995).
 
Gronlund(1993)suggeststhat"the guiding principle for deciding which item formatis
 
best is to use the item types that provide the most direct measures ofstudent performance
 
specified by the intended learning outcome"(p.28).
 
Open-ended questions can avoid some problems that multiple choice and true-false
 
questions have. Oneof advantages is that it is hard for examineesto guess. Second,
 
teachers can ask any question without creatingfour plausible multiple-choice options.
 
There is more than one answerthatcan be reasonableto write. The answersto open-

ended questions are more flexible than multiple-choice and true-false questions
 
(Thompson,1995). Onthe other hand,Thompson(1995)indicatesthatsome problems
 
may raise the difficulty oftaking open-ended questions. In the first place,open-ended
 
questions do notalways work well because oflack of background knowledge. Second,
 
poorly designed open-ended questions may make students confused. Another problem is
 
that right/wrong scoring in this case is inappropriate because both answers are correct.
 
Last,is the question of how much information should be answered in such a limited time.
 
(Thompson,1995).
 
Recall protocols are normally used in this manner:(1)a brieflistening passage is
 
recorded at normal speed;(2)a list is prepared ofall facts or propositions contained in the
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passage;(3)students listen to the passage;(4)they are asked to write down everything
 
higher^evelpropoisitions than for deiails(Berhardt&James,1985^ Thompsbn(1995)
 
argues that recall protocols may rely on meinpty ability and writing skill
 
Npiryerbalrespoiisesai^espeGMly useful ata begitining level ofl^guage
 
acquisition. Thompson p995)describesthatexaminees may have Understood the
 
passage,but were unable to demonstrate their cpmprehensipnthrough speaking or witing.
 
story,selecting graphsor charts^ or drawing pictiireis niay be effective assessmentdevices;
 
NontestMeasures
 
In addition to traditional tests,teachers can measure students'listening ability by
 
collecting datafrom other sources(Shohamy,1992): Self-assessment,student portfolios
 
Thom[pSon(1995)states thatself^assessment is"a prbniising afiplb^^
 
language by proxy by asking leamersto evaluate theirown language abilities"(p.48).
 
pskarsson(1989)explains that self-assessment"is usually donethrough self-rating
 
abilities"(p.2). Gardner(1996)notes that self-assessmentcan encourage studentsto
 
become moreindependent and also take responsibility for their own learning Many
 
studiesshow that well-desipied self-assessmentcan be a substituteformore objective
 
measures (LeBlanc&Painchatid, 1985;Von Elek,1985). However,Janssen-van Dieten
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 (1989)studyshowed no signifieant eyidence forthe positive effects of self-assessment:
 
beginning level OfL2acquisition. Lessexperienced students mighthave problems
 
measuring their ability. So Heilenman(1990)suggestsseveral waysofimproving the
 
reliabiiity ofself-assessments,such as avoiding generalized statementsthat have little to
 
do with the currentlearning,focusing on situations with which learners are familiar,
 
avoiding negative word questions,asking several questions aboutsame area,and making
 
learners'response aboutop^n-ended questions. Anexampleofself-rating listening
 
cpmprehensipn questioimaire for lower-levellearners is front Thompson(1995).
 
Table4.1.
 
I can understand when...
 
the teacher gives directionsin class.
 ■'5v'4 3 :'2: 
the teacherexplainsgrammarrules. :-■^;:V■ 5: 4 3 2 
Ilisten to the news on the radio or T\K i-y - ,5 4; .■3,: .2: -
Ipractice English at home with my sister/friends: 5 4 3- 2 
naaterials will "encourage students to See self-assessment as an ongoingprocess; Learners 
willmake their own decisions aboitt whether to complete dte self-assessment'' (p. 18) 
Therefore, students vrill learn to findbut y^bat is helpful or rneaningful for them 
Thompson (1995) defines portfolios as collectioiis that "learners compile Of their 
work to show that they are working on their listening" (p. 49). For example, this might 
consist of weekly or monthly lists of cable TV programs viewed, written summaries of 
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moviesorTV episodes,or completed worksheets on programs selected from a list
 
suggested bythe instructor orthemselves.
 
Thompson(1995)claimsthat"careful selection oflistening passage creation of
 
listening tasks reflect cognitive operations involved in real-life listening"(p.51). Lower
 
level listeners may become frustrated when lefttoo much authentic radio or cable TV
 
programson their own. The teachershould help and encourage students by meeting
 
students once a week or making progress cards as a check. An alternative solution is to
 
have students work in small groups or pairs(Thompson,1995).
 
Gottlieb(1995)stresses that"portfolios have emerged asthe vehicle by which
 
students and teachers can organize,manage,and analyze life inside and outofschoof'
 
(p.12). It is importantthat portfoliosfocus on whata studentcan do ratherthan whatthe
 
studentcaimot do. Students learn to think and are able to make connections(Diaz-

Rico,1995). Portfolios provide holistic instruction,because,as Gottlieb(1995)describes.
 
Portfolios allow studentsto assume responsibilityfortheirown learning and
 
provide evidence oftheir progresstoward meeting their goals as learners.For
 
teachers,portfolios provide the frameworkfor instruction and their contents
 
chronicle the dynamic cturiculum oftheir classroom;they capture reflective
 
teaching and highlight authentic activities oftheir studentsthroughouttheir
 
academic years,(p. 12)
 
Whatgoesin a portfolio? Accordingto Diaz-Rico(1995),there are differenttypes
 
ofwork samples(see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Sample Contents of aPortfoiio(DiaZ'Rico,1995)
 
Solntionsto open ended questions
 
Reportaboutgroup projects
 
Problems madeupby students
 
Draft,revision,
 
problems or investigation.
 
Excerptsfrom journals
 
Papers thatshow student correctibns oferrors or misconceptions
 
Notesfrom an interview bythe teacher or another student
 
Teachercomplete checklists andnarration
 
Photographs or drawingsofwork.
 
Audio or video tapes ofstudentexplanations or oral presentations
 
Computer printouts ordiscs
 
The procedure that portfoliosfollow is"collection,selection,and reflectibn." ^
 
Each stage hasasetofcriteria that shapes its fimction. Allthe activities in cl^sor outof
 
schoolcan be Qollected and selected into a portfolio. After that,collection and selection
 
are an expfessipn ofstudents'ownideas. Reflection offers studentsanbppoftuiutyto
 
evaluatetheir presentlevel with their prior perfbrinance."Thusstudents become involved
 
in self-evaluation and begin to monitor theirown progress overtime"(Gottlieb,1995,p
 
are able to geta whole
 
pictureofthe portfolio. Theyshould have flexibility in shapingthe portfolio and enable
 
Figure 4.1 TheProcessofMakingaPortfolio
 
+
Collection Selection •■/+^ / Reflection Portfolio 
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During the interactive activities time,teachers can observe students' progress. In
 
this way,teacherscan note individual difFerchces. Teachers can record a snaall^oups^
 
form discussion,telling a;story,gameSi role-play,presentation,or anyoral activities
 
(Diaz-Rico&::WCed,'-1995). :
 
Grading
 
McCQrinick and Pressley(1997)note that grading"requiresteachers to make
 
judgments aboutstudents performance"(p.395). Manyteachers grade their students
 
becausethey realize that grades provide information used to evaluate individualsor
 
teani's prpgress. Traditioiial grading is A-F scale in theU S.; some teachers use pass/fail
 
to evaluateESL students'English proficiency(Diaz-Rico Weed,1995). In listening.
 
Table 4.3. Sample ofListening Scoring Rubric(O'Molley&Pierce, 1996)
 
Level 1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 Level6 
Understands Understands Understands Understands Understands Understands 
little or no wordsand simple classroom mostspoken classroom 
English phrases. sentences in discussions language. discussion 
requires sustained with including without 
repetition conversatio repetition. classroom difficulty 
n and rephrasing. discussion 
requires and 
repetition clarification 
'output.From
 
assessments,students and teachers can find out whatstudents know and can do,because
 
assessmentsshow students'growth and inform instruction.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THEDESIGN OFTHEPROJECT
 
The projectis based onfour principles discussed Chapter Three,which are the
 
following: use a well-designed listening process;involve meaningful activities that
 
activate schemata;choose interesting topics thatincorporate socialfunctions;and provide
 
strategies in orderto improve listening comprehension. Students atthe senior vocational
 
high school,level,who have studied English for three years atleast and have achieved the
 
low-intermediate level ofproficiency,are the target ofthis project.
 
TheCharacteristicsofthe Curriculum
 
Toincrease listening comprehension, students will be asked to identify one
 
strategy,and then try to use the strategy. They are allowed to use the same strategies as
 
long astheyfeel comfortable with the strategy. Students are notforced to use new
 
strategies,but they will be encouraged to try new strategies and will be given the support
 
to do so. Duringthe term,students getthe chanceto discuss these strategies with others.
 
Once students'listening comprehension hasimproved in accordance with
 
strategies,theycan become more active listeners,and get used to listening to native
 
English speakersand authentic materials. Theycan continue to use strategies by
 
themselves. Learning will become easier and more interesting than before.
 
TheContentofTwo Units
 
Twoimits are"ChitChat"and"Resolving Misunderstanding,"which aim to
 
develop students'functional language. Manystudents learn English,butdo notknow how
 
to use it. So these units will provide students with sample Englishfrom the real world.
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Although listening is the central fOcus on the project,speaking,reading,vmting and
 
strategies are also involved. Listening materials are recorded by native English speakers.
 
\TV,.movie.
 
In thh first upit"Ghjt Ghat,"studentsw leam how to start a conversation with
 
new fiiendsincluding introducing themselves,asking questions,becomingan active
 
listener,inviting,giying an opinion,and expressing themselves. Each lesson providesa
 
in class.
 
know how to use appropriate language to express themselves. In the second unit
 
"Resolving Misunderstanding," students will listen to some situations which make people
 
cOhfused or misunderstand. For ejiample,whenthey missan appointment,how dothey
 
niake an apology? Afterthat,students AiIIleam to resolve misunderstanding,and also to
 
use appropriate language in thereal world.
 
Each unit hassixlessons.Each lesSon hasthree stagesof listeningtasks ineluding
 
predistening,focusdistening,postdisteningstage and assessments. Each lesson includes
 
olyectives;strategies;vqeab^ inyolying students'background,interests,and prior
 
knowledge;materials; teaching listening with variety;respondingto diversity with a range
 
ofactivities and assessment.
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In the pre-listening stage, involving students'background,interests,and prior
 
knowledge,students can develop their pnpr^owledge. Students are asked to think about
 
some questions. Second,the teacher will provide strategies for students and encourage
 
students to use them when they listen to tapes
 
In the focus-listening stage,information input is the main activity. Students pay
 
full attention to audiotapes withouttapescriptS. Students are guided to integrate strategies
 
into listening.
 
In the post-listening stage, questioning and cooperative strategies are used,and the
 
teacher assists students'output. Students are engaged in a varietyofactivities to increase
 
listening comprehension including role-play,games,jazzchants,a small group discussion,
 
interview and so on.
 
Each lesson has either atest or a self-assessmentforteacher's evaluation.
 
Assessments can help students gainfeedback. Self-assessmentcan helpstudents evaluate
 
their progress and become awareoftheir learning. The teacher usesa checklistto keep
 
students records(see Table 5.1). Duringthe activities,the teacher will observe students'
 
learning progress. Teacherscan videotape some activities or check in class. Students'
 
notes are also collected.
 
After school, homework keepsthem listening to authentic materials and provides
 
extra practice strategies. Students are encouraged to listen tosome authentic materials
 
which interestthem outside ofclass,to writejournals,orto record their stories. They can
 
regulate their learning style with useful strategies.
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Table 5.1. StudentPerformance Checklist 
Student Name: 
Activities Notes Work Test Cassette Video Project Self- HW 
Observation Sheet tape tape assess 
^Unit'Qne ■ 
Lesson 1 
Lesson2 
Lesson 3 
Lesson4 
Lesson 5 
Lesson6 
' ■■Uiiit'Two" ''. 
Lesson 1 
Lesson? 
Lesson 3 
Lesson 4 
Lesson 5 
Lesson 6 
Average 
Teacher's
 
Comment
 
Grading scale: 	6 = excellent, 5 = good, 4 - fair, 3 = inconsistent, 2= improvement 
needs, l=poor 
;Pass:"3-6;; Fail:Vl-2.-'V' ^ -^' 
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APPENDIXA
 
UNITONE:
 
CHITCHAT
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 ^v-'Ovei^iew
 
Lesson 1:	Say"Hey!"- Starting a Conversation
 
Content: Making asmall talk ata party
 
Lesson 2:	Something AboutMe ■■ Continuing the Conversation 
C myselfand getting someone's attention 
Lesson 3:	YourHometown andMyHometown -Exchanging Conversational
 
Information
 
Content:Cross-cuhui^ cdmparison: f
 
Lesson4:Free Time Activities -Expressing YourselfMore
 
Lesson 5:	Let's Goto a Movie- Inviting and Accepting Invitations
 
Content:Makingmid accepting miinvitation
 
Lesson 6:Making aPlan for the NextTime
 
Content: Making a plan,making a phone call, and leaving a
 
message
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' LessonOne,
 
Say"Hey!''- Starting a CpnYereatipn
 
O'lyectives'''
 
1.
 
3. Identifyown learning style asalistener
 
4. Build socialfunetion^laiowledgeto start a conversation upon first
 
acquaintance and getSomeone's attention in a group
 
Strategies
 
self-management,imagery,questioning,cooperation strategies
 
Vocabuiarv
 
encourage,skip,negative,initiative,recognize,putoff,hit off,allofa sudden,as
 
a matter offact,drive one's crazy,reduce,anxiety,concentration,positive
 
Materials;-.■ ,/ 
1. Focus Sheet~11-1 and1.1-2Pre-listening^Il-S Fdeus-listening
 
2. Work Sheet~1.1-4 Post-listening
 
' 3;^;;Audiotape,cassetteplayer^. '■
 
'4. ■ 1.1-5 Test Sheet , ■ :
 
5. 1.1-6 Homework Sheet 
Teaching listening with Viariety 
Pre-^listening 
1, Evoke students' background, interests andprior knowledge. Ask students 
questions as follows: 
conversation, how do youbegin? 
for the first time? 
what would yourespond? 
2. Prior knowledge about culture - reading a short article about what polite 
Focus Sheet1.1-1) 
■,3.­
strategies can help students.
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4 	Distribute Focus Sheet1.1-2 and explain about self-management strategies in
 
ofderto prepare for listening. Useexamplesto malce sttidents understand
 
self-management strategies.
 
5	 Imagery strategiesfroin pictures- predictand^esS;(see Fogus Sheet1.1-2)
 
Encouragestudents think about whatis going through their minds after
 
viewingthe pictures. Ask students questions:
 
1) ^ atdo you already know aboutthe topk^
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
Fociis-Mstening
 
1. 	Prepare for listening.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen to the audiotape withoutatapeseript.
 
Post^listening
 
1. 	Immediately after listening,ask volunteer students to describe their thoughts
 
while listening and ask them questions asfollows:
 
1) Whathelped you understand?
 
2) Whatproblems did you have?
 
3) Did pre-listening actiyities help you to understand the article?
 
2: 	Usingacooperation strategy: Students are divided into small grqnps.Students
 
discuss abouttheir problemsin English, Askthem to take notes. Meanwhile,
 
niake sure eveiyone participatesequally.
 
3. Replay audiotape:Thistime,listen toa short segment,stop the tape and ask
 
students to think again.
 
4. Usingacooperation sttategy: Students are divided into small groups.Students
 
discussthe whole story.
 
5. 	Distribute Work SheetLi-4 andask students to work together and answer
 
multiple choice and true/false questions to getfeedback.
 
6. Eiicourage students tO^^^^u^ strategy in which students may ask
 
; questions Or clarify unclear ideas with their teacher or with their group.
 
7. 	Ifstudents still don't understand,allow them to listen to the tape again..
 
8. 	Each groupsummarizesthe main ideaandexchanges with other groups.
 
9. 	Distribute tapeseript(see Focus Sheet1.1-3),to see ifstudents can
 
eornprehend the whole concept.
 
Respondiiigto diversity With a range ofactivities
 
1. 	By developiiigimagery,questioning,cooperation and self-management
 
strategies,studentscan getfeedback andcomprehension.
 
2. 	Makesure that studentsrespond to each stepofthe activities.
 
3. 	Allowthemtojuse an English-English dictionary as asupplement.
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 Asseissment
 
1. 	Theteacher will use a performance checklistto keep students' records, (see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	Test:Have students listen to a short conversation and write the main idea,(sc
 
■;^V; 'l\Tl-5'Test'Sheet)	 I:/''" 
3. 	 Coliect studeiits'Work SheetT,1-4 for teacher's evaluation. 
4. Home>vork: Eachgro^
 
; class session, (see 1.1-7 Homework Sheet)
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Lesson Two
 
Something about Me- Continuing a Conversation
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Build self-esteem and social function knowledgeto becomean active listener
 
3. 	Learn why people need to expressthemselves appropriately
 
4. 	Learn whyagood listener can makea conversation more successful and get
 
someone's attention
 
5. 	Explicit strategy training helps students develop note-taking strategies in order
 
to assist listening comprehension
 
6. 	Participate in class and group activities
 
7. 	Become more actively involved in strategies to evaluate students'current
 
performance
 
Strategy
 
note-taking,self-management,self-evaluation,imagery,questioning,cooperation
 
strategies
 
Vocabulary
 
embarrassment,make an eye contact,nod one's head,vary one's facial expression
 
pick up,silence,appropriately
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~L2-l,1.2-2,and 1.2-3 Pre-listening,1.2-4 Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet~L2-5 Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player
 
4. 	1.2-6 Test Sheet
 
5. 	1.2-7Homework Sheet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
Pre-listening
 
1. 	Evoke students'background,interests,and prior knowledge.Ask students
 
questions asfollows:
 
1) Doessilence often happen to you duringa conversation? Why?
 
2) After a small talk,how do you pick up to continue the conversation?
 
3) How can you become a active listener in a group?
 
4) Have you evertaken notes in class before?
 
2. Prior knowledge about culture -reading an article why people need to express
 
themselves appropriately and howagood listener can make aconversation
 
more successful,(see Focus Sheet1.2-1)
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3. 	Explicit listening strategy training about note-taking:Explain what note-

taking is,jahd how itworksin listening,(see Focus Sheet1.2-2)
 
4. Imagery strategies front pictures- predict and guess,(see Focus Sheet1.2-3)
 
Encourage students think about whatis going through their minds after
 
yiewihg the pictures. Ask studentsthese questions:
 
1) Whatdo you already know aboutthe topic?
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Prepare forlistening:Encourage studentsto use note-taking and self-

managementstrategies.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen to the audiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Using acooperation strategy:Immediately after listening,students divideinto
 
small groupsand discuss whatthey heard and share their notes inEnglish.
 
Make sure everyone participates equally.
 
2. 	Encourage studentsto usea questioning strategy in which students may ask
 
questions or clarify unclearideas with the teacher or with their group.
 
3. 	Ask volunteer studentsfrom each groupto describe their thoughts;ifthey
 
answer,they can get points.
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
3) Whathelped you understand?
 
4) W^
 
5)Did pre-listening activities help youto understand the article?
 
6) Did you take notes?
 
5. 	Replay the tape: Thistime,have students listen to a shortsegment,then stop
 
the tape and ask studentsto think again.
 
6. 	Ask each group to discuss again,fill in the missing partoftheir notes,and
 
havethem exchange their notes with other groupsto getthe ideas.
 
7. 	Distributingtapescript(see Focus Sheet1.2-4),to see ifstudents can
 
comprehend the whole concept.
 
8. 	Role-play:In pairs,students practice roles,and then exchange their roles.
 
9. 	Return tapescript.
 
10. Distribute Work Sheet1.2-5,and have students answer true/false questions,
 
and open-ended questions.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. 	Bydeveloping cooperation,note-taking,questioning,imagery,and self-

managementstrategies,students can getfeedback and comprehension.
 
2. 	Make sure that students respond to each step ofthe activities.
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3, Allow them to use an English-English dictionary as a supplement.
 
Assessment
 
1: The teacher willuse a perforrijance checklistto keep students' records, (see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2 From observation ofactivities.
 
3. Collecttheir note^ and Work Sheet 1.2-4 for teacher's evaluation.
 
:;5. ;
 
listening comprehension aftertwo class sessions,(^ee 1.2-? Homework Sheet)
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YoiirHometOTO and Myil 	 fexchartging
 
ConversationalInformation
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Build functional languageImowledge:like and dislike,advantages and
 
disadvantages.
 
3. 	Leam to maintain a conversation in order to become an active listener
 
4; Build geography knowledge and comparison between brie's honaetown and
 
other cities in other cpuntries
 
5. 	Explicit strategy training helps students develop note-taking strategies in order
 
to assist listening comprehension
 
6. 	Participate in class and group activities
 
7. 	Leam to make and presenta project
 
8. 	Beconae m^ in strategies to evaluate students' current
 
performance
 
Strategy
 
note-taking,self-management,questioning,imagery,cooperatipn strategies
 
Vocabulary
 
suburb,advantage,disadvantage,excellent,exhibit,regularly,ancient,collection,
 
resemble,imperial,museum,temple,the Metropoiilan Museiim ofArt,Statue of
 
Liberty
 
M
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~L3-l,1.3-2,and 1.3-3 Pre-listening,I.3r4 Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet—1.3-5 Post-listeiring
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player,videotape,video camera,VCR,TV
 
4. 	1.3-6 Test Sheet
 
5. 	1.3-7Homework Sheet
 
6. 	Supplementary handouts;1.3-8 ProjectPlanning,1.3-9 Writing Project,1.3-10
 
Project Skills,1.3-11 TouristPamphlet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
Pre-listening
 
1. 	Evoke Shidents' background,interests,and prior knowledge.Ask students
 
questions asfollows:
 
1) Whereare ybrifforn?From a city,suburbs,a smalltown?
 
2) How much do you know your hometown?
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 3) Do youlike your home to\\Ti? W
 
4) Have you ever been outside Taiwan?
 
5) DoyouprefertolivOmtheeity or indiecoimtiyside? Why?
 
6) 	Whatgeographical knowledge do you know aboutTaiwan and the
 
U.S.?
 
2. PriorImowledge aboutculture - reading an article onthe topic ofhow people
 
talk abouttheir hometownto maintain a conversation. Use Tike or dislike',
 
and'advantage or disadvantage' in relation to their hometown in order to
 
express their ppinioiis,(see Focus Sheet1.3-1)
 
3. 	Explicitlistening strategy training:Review note-taking and self-management
 
strategies In addition,provide students with tnore details about note-taking
 
strategies,and how it worksin listening,(seeFocus Sheet1.3-2)
 
4. Imagery strategiesfrom pictures- pfedict and guess,(see Focus Sheet1.3-3)
 
Encourage students think aboutwhatis goingthrough their minds after
 
viewingthe pictures. Ask students questions:
 
1) Whatdo youalready knowaboutthe topic?
 
2)i Whatideas would youexpectto hear?
 
Focus-listenihg
 
1. 	Prepare for listening^d encourage studentsto use strategies they have
 
■-;;,Hearned.:?

1 First time, listen to the audiotape without a t£q)escript, :
 
Post-listening 
1. 	 Usinga cooperation strategy: Immediately after listening, students are divided 
iiito small groups of four. Students discuss what they heard and share their 
notes in English. 
2. 	 Encourage students to use a questioning strategy inwhich students may ask
 
questions or clarify unclear ideas with the teacher or with their partners.
 
3. 	Ask volunteer students Of each group to describe their thohghts, if they 
answer, they can get points: 
1) What do you already know about the topic? 
2) What ideas wouldyou expect to hear? 
3) What helped youunderstand? 
4) What problems did you have? 
5) Didpre-listening activities help you to understand the article? 
6) Didyou take notes? 
7) Are strategies useful? Why/ Why not? 
5. 	 Replay the tape; This time, listen to a short segment, stop the tape and ask
 
students think again. ■
 
6. 	 Ask each group to discuss again, and fill in the missing part of their notes. 
7. 	 Distributing tapescript to sec if students can comprehend the whole concept.
 
: (see Focus Sheet 1.3-4)
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 8. 	Return tapescript.
 
9. 	Distribute Work Sheet1.3-5 and have studehts discuss open-ended questions
 
with their grovips togetfeedback.
 
■ ■10. Activity: ■„ . :: ■ ■/■ ■ :■ ■ ■;■ , 
1) Each group makes what,how, why, who, when, where question cards 
as many aithey can. Questions have to be from this lesson, but not 
^ -yes/no^questions. ' ■ 
2) 	Each group exchanges their cards and mixes them. Two group 
students sit face to face. Every student in a group draws a card to ask a 
Student of the other group until each student gets his/her turn. 
3) The teacher will videorecbrd some groups,
 
4) After yideprecording, have students watchthe videotape:
 
Responding to diversity a range of activities 
1. 	 By developing cooperation, questioning, andnote-taking strategies, students 
can get feedback and comprehension. 
2. 	 Make siire ftiat students respoiid during each step of the activities. 
3. 	 AHoW them to use anElnglish-Ehglish dictionary as supplement, but 
encourage them to try not to use dictionary andmake a guess. 
4. 	 From the videotape, students have the chance to look at their performance. 
Assessment 
1. 	 The teacher will use a performance checklist to keep students' records, (see 
Table 5.1) • 
2. 	 From observation of activities. 
3. 	 Collect their notes and Work Sheet 1.3-5. 
4. 	 Test: Look at the pictures. Listening to each dialogue about likes or dislikes 
the cities of pictures and write down the reason, (see 1.3-6 Test sheet) 
5. 	 Homework: Make a tourist pamphlet (see 1.3-7 Homework Sheet) 
Distribute handout and explainhow to write a project. Students work in small 
groups of four to do a project. Ask them to select a city or place in Taiwan or 
in other countries. Turn inafter two weeks andhave presentations in class. 
Teacher will videotape during their presentations, (see 1.3-8 Project Planning, 
1.3-9 WritingProject,1.3-10 Project Skills, 1.3-11 Tourist Pamphlet) 
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Lesson Four
 
Free Time Activities-Expressing YourselfMore
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to dudiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Build social functional knowledge to become an active listener and express
 
their free time activities in the conversation
 
3. 	Explicit strategy training in orderto increase listening comprehension.
 
4. 	Participate in class and group activities
 
5. Becdme more actively involved in strategies to evaluate students'current
 
performance
 
Strategy
 
note-taking,self-management,imagery,questioning,self-evaluation,cooperation
 
strategies.
 
Vocabulary
 
leisure.Signal,indicate,soccer,rhythrti,expert,critic,historian,descendants,in
 
conclusion,characteristics,instrument,percussion,synthesizer,prerecorded,
 
mainstream,reality,inner-city,gang,audience,;predomination,violence,
 
minority
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~I.4-l,1.4-2,and 1.4-3Pre-listening,T.4-4 Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet~I.4-5 and 1.4-6 Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player
 
4. 	1.4-7 Test Sheet
 
5. 	1.4-8 Homework Sheet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
Pre-listening
 
1. 	Evoke students'background,interests,and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students questions:
 
1) How do youspend yourfree time,such as listening to music,sports,or
 
shopping?
 
2) Do youenjoy your free time activities?
 
3) In your country,whatkinds ofleisure activities are popular?
 
4) Whhtare sonie phizes youcan useto express your
 
pleasure and positiye feelings?
 
5) Howdo you interactin a conyersatipn when people talk abouttheir
 
free time activities?
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2. 	Prior knowledge-reading an drticle about how people expressthemselves
 
when they talk aboutleisure actmtiesand provide a list ofactivities,(see
 
'Focus'Sheetl.4-1
 
3. 	Explicit listening strategy training;Review note-taking and self-management
 
strategies. Moreover,listen to signal wordsand phrases to help students
 
listening comprehension,(see Focus Sheet1.4-2)
 
4. Imagery strategiesfrom pictures- predictand gUess.(See Focus Sheet1.4-3)
 
Encourage studentsthink about whatis goingthrough their minds after
 
viewingthe pictures. Havesome volunteer students to ask studentssome
 
questions aboutthe pictures.:
 
;:;'7:;Forexample.
 
1) \^^atdo you alreadyknow aboutthe topic?
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Prepare for listening. Encourage studeftts tointegrate strategies while
 
listeniiig. /'^:: '
 
2. 	First time,listen to the audiotape without a tapescript.
 
Post-listening .
 
1. 	Immediately after listening,ask volunteer studentsofeach groupsome
 
questions,for example,
 
1) 	Whatdoyou already know aboutthetopic?
 
2) 	Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
3) 	Whathelped you imderstand?
 
4) 	Whatproblemsdid you have?
 
5) 	Did pre-listening activities and strategies help you to understand the
 
article?
 
6) From this lesson,the task will become more difficultthan previous
 
lessons,how do you deal with it?
 
2. 	A cooperation strategy:Have students workin small groupsoffour and
 
discuss the ideas,and share their notes.
 
3. 	Encourage studentsto use a questioning strategy in which students may ask
 
questions or clarity unclearideas with the teacher or with their group,
 
4. Replay the tape: Thistime,listen to a short segment,stopthe tape and ask
 
students think again.
 
5. 	Ask each group to discuss again,fill in the missing partoftheir notes,and
 
exchange their notes with other groupsto getideas.
 
6. 	Distributing tapescript.(see Focus Sheet1.4-4) Ask students'opinions.
 
Students can practice with their group or an individual.
 
7. 	Return tapescript
 
8. 	Distribute Work Sheet14-5. Students work in pairsto answer multiple choice
 
and open-ended questions.
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 9. 	Distribute Work Sheet I. 4-6.
 
1) Guessing game-

a) Ask students to write one ofactivitiesona stick card;Then put it
 
onany'classniate'sback;'-.:^.,.^:
 
^ b) Studetrts stand uptoaskclassm^esto findthea^
 
example,studentA asks studentBa question,"Whatkind of
 
activity doI like?"StudentB has to look atthe stick card on
 
StudentA'back and expressesthe activity withoutsayingthe exact
 
activity to Student A.StudentA hasto guessfrom studentB's
 
explanation..IfstudentA carmotfind the answer,he/she keeps
 
asking another student until he/she gets the correctanswer.
 
2) Interview-

a) Give students a chartabouthow to use always,often,sometimes,
 
hardly,neverto dothings.
 
b) How often dothey dothese things?
 
Have stiidenfti write downtheir aiiswers first and interview two
 
partners.
 
Responding to diversity with a ran ofactivities
 
1. 	By developing imagery,questioning,cooperation and note^aking strategies,
 
studentscan getfeedback and comprehension.
 
2. 	Makesure that studentsrespond during each step ofthe activities.
 
3. 	Miow students to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement. Ask
 
students' opinions,'Withouta dictionary,can studentstdke a^ess?"
 
Startto encourage studentsto make a guess orignore vocabulary.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	Theteacher will usea performance checklistto keep students' records, (see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	From observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Collect notes and Work Sheet1.4-5 forteacher's evaluation.
 
4. Test:Listening to asong performed by Elton John and George Michael,
 
Step 1.Encourage studentsto think some good wordsfor the blanks first.
 
Step 2.Then,listen to the song and fill in the blanks,(see 1.4-7 Test Sheet)
 
5. 	Homework:Useaself-evaluation strategy. Students do listening exercises at
 
home and evaluate their progress,(see 1.4-8 Homework Sheet)
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Lesson Plan Five
 
Let' ■
 
Objectives
 
2. Build social funGtional knowledgeabout howto make and acceptan
 
\	 ^■^V ■invitation/^.■
 
3/ I^arn to express opiniphs ;in a conversatiop

4. 	 Strengthen theirback^ouhd knowledge 
5. 	Explicit strategy traininginorder to increase listening comprehension 
6. 	 Becorde niore actively involved in strategies to evaluate Students' current 
performance 
7. 	 Involve students in the learning process 
Strategy 
note-taking, self-management, imagery, self-questioning, questioning, planning, 
affective, translation, cooperation strategies 
Vocabulary 
meditation, pushy, delighted, terrific, Jurassic Park, dinosaur, science fiction, 
horror, take place, fantastic, iiicredibiei terrible, comedy^ exciteinent, realistic, 
compare, interpersonal, mood 
"Materials":'- ­
1. 	 Focus Sheet~1.5-1,1.5-2, and 1.5-3 Pre-listening, 1.5-4 Focus-listening 
2. 	 Work Sheet~I.5-5 Post-listening 
3. 	 Audiotape, cassette player, videotape, video camera, VCR, TV 
4. 	1.5-6 Test Sheet 
5. 	 1.5-7 Evaluation Sheet 
Teaching listening with variety 
Pre-listening 
1. Evoke students backgroimd, interests, and prior knowledge. Ask students 
questions as follows: 
1) How do youmake an invitation? 
2) How do yourespond whenpeople ask you out? 
3) In your country, is it possible to invite a stranger out after you have 
just met? 
4) How do you give opinions about a movie that you've just seen? 
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2. 	Prior knowledge -reading an article about how people make an invitation and
 
how do people acceptan invitation,(see Focus Sheet 1.5-1)
 
3. Explicit listening strategy training:Review note-taking and self-management
 
strategies and providetwo more strategies.
 
1) Flanmng strategies help students to makea list to organize while
 
listening.
 
2) Affective strategies help students to ntanagetheir emotion and
 
attitude,(see Focus Sheet1.5-2)
 
3. 	Imagery strategiesfrom pictures- predict and guess.(see Focus SheetI;5-3)
 
Usinga self-questioning strategy:Encourage studentsto create questions
 
themselves and make a plan after viewing the pictures.
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Use planning and affective strategies to prepare for listening.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen tothe audiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Immediately after listening,ask volunteer students questions,"Whatdid you
 
hearfrom the conversation?"
 
2. 	Replay the tape:Thistime,listen to a shortsegment,stopthe tape and ask
 
studentsthink again.
 
3. 	Usinga cooperation strategy: Students work in small groupsoffourto
 
discussthe ideas.Duringthe discussion,encourage students to usea
 
questioning strategy in which students may ask questions or clarify unclear
 
ideas with the teacheror with their group.
 
4. Each group fills in the missing partoftheir notes,summarizesthe main idea
 
and share their notes with other groupsin orderto getfeedback.
 
5. 	Distributing tapescript;(see Focus Sheet1.5-4)have studentschoose either
 
practice in small groupsor individuals.
 
6. 	Return tapescript.
 
7. 	Distribute Work Sheet1.5-5,and have students work in small groupsto
 
answer open-ended questions and matching exercises.
 
8. 	Drawingand Guessing:One studentofeach group drawsthe picture and let
 
students guess whatkind ofmovie he/she draws.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. 	By developing self-questioning,questioning,cooperation,planning,and note-

taking strategies,studentscan getfeedbackand comprehension.
 
2. From affective strategies,studentscan manage their emotions and attitudes to
 
listen effectively.
 
3. 	Sincethe task becomes more difficultthan previous lessons,the teacher
 
should be awareofstudents'reaction."Dostudents have difficulty in
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English?"The teachercan use translation into Chinese and grammar
 
strategies with which students are often familiarto helpstudent's
 
understanding.
 
4. 	Make sure that students respond to each step ofthe activities. Ifstudents do
 
notfeel comfortable with activities,the teacher should stop or change
 
activities immediately.Also the teacher can ask students whatkind of
 
activities will be good to use.
 
5. 	Allow students to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement,but
 
encourage studentsto makea guess instead ofdependingona dictionary.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	The teaclier will use a performance checklisttokeep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	From observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Collect notesand Work Sheet1.5-5.
 
4. 	Test:Look atthe picture and encourage students to use a self-questioning
 
strategy first. Then listento two people's conversation in the movie theater
 
and write downthe main idea,(see 1.5-6 Testsheet)
 
5. Group presentation: TouristPamphlet.Distiibute an evaluation sheet to each
 
group(see 1.5-7Evaluation Sheet).Students and the teacher evaluate the
 
projectand presentation. Studentscantake alook attheir presentations.
 
Teacher will videorecord each group's presentation.
 
6. 	Homework:During this weekend,listen to,record,and take notesForm
 
ACRT(English spoken radio program in Taiwan)aboutthe weather,traffic
 
report,or anythingthat is aboutthree minutes long.
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Lesson Six
 
]VI a Flan iFoi*the NextTime
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Strengthen their baekgroiittd knowledge about howto make a plan,howto use
 
an answering machine,and how to leave messages on an answering machine
 
3. 	Explicit strategy trmhing in orderto increase listening coihprehension
 
5.
 
6. 	Identify own learning style as alistener
 
7. 	Becorhe more actively involved in strategies to evaluate students'current
 
perfbmiance ' "
 
.'v' Strategy
 
note-taking,self-management,imagery,self-evaluation,cooperation,self-

questioning,questioning,planning,translation,affective strategies
 
Vocabttlarv
 
answering machine,message,convenient,pick up,voice mail,go outofone's
 
mind,hang up,get upthe nerve,freeze,gettongue-tied,call-waiting,a rotary
 
phone, operator, jazzchant,chap,rhythm,snap.
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~I.6-l,1.6-2,and 1.6-3 Pre-listening,1.6-4 Focus-listening,
 
2. 	Work Sheet~1.6-5 and 1.6-6 Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player
 
4. 	1.6-7 Test Sheet
 
5. 	1.6-8 Self-evaluation Sheet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
Pre-listening
 
1. Evoke students' background,interests,and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students questions as follows;
 
1) Howdo you make a plan?
 
2) Do you have an answering machine?
 
3) Howdp youleave a message on an answering machine?
 
4) How do youfeel when you call a person that you have to speak to in
 
English?
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2 Prior knowledge - reading an article about how people leave a message on an
 
answering machine and wlmtis voice mail,(see Focus Sheet 1.6-1)
 
3. 	Explicitiisteiiing strategy training:R.eview note4aking,self-management,
 
planning,and affective strategies.
 
4. 	Have students work in pairtb guess meaningsofphraseS;(see Focus Sheet1.6­
5. Imagery Strategiesfrom pictures-predict and guess,(see Focus Sheet1.6-3)
 
Use a self-questipn strategy,and encourage studentsto ask themselves
 
questioiis about what is goingonin the pictiuresand inake alist oftheir
 
q^ Theteacher wllshare sonie clUes wth students:For
 
makea''phone call^
 
Focus-listeriing ■ ■ 
1. 	Preparing to listen: Encourage studentsto use strategies they have learned,
 
siwhas affective stiategies-deep breath and rnediatibn:
 
2: 	EirSttime,listen tothe audiotapetvithoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. Immediately after listening,have students check their notes,and ask students
 
1) Doself-questions match their notes?
 
2) Whatdid youalready know afterthe firsttime?
 
2. 	Replay the tape:Thistime,listen to a shortsegment,stop the tapeand ask
 
students to fill in the missing parts oftheir notes.
 
3. 	Usingacooperation strategy:Have students discuss in small groupsoffour
 
and encourage studentsto use a questioning strategy in which students may
 
ask questions or clarify unclear ideas with the teacher or with their group.
 
4. 	Distributing tapescript(see FocusSheet1.6-4)to see ifstudentscan
 
comprehend the whole concept.Studentscan work together or practice
 
individuals.
 
5. 	Return tapescript
 
6. 	Recall and summarizing strategies:Haveeach group discuss again. Thistime,
 
each groupsummarizesthe main ideaand exchangestheir notes with other
 
groupsin orderto feedback.
 
7. 	Distribute Work Sheet1.6-5.
 
a) Role-play:In asmall groupoffour and switch the roles. The teacher
 
will demonstrate with volunteer students once.
 
b) Students answer open-ended questions and vocabulary matching
 
exercises.
 
10. Distribute Work Sheet1.6-6 aboutJazzChat"Whatare you going to do?"
 
Students listen to the first presentation ofthe chanton the cassette.Have
 
students repeateach line ofthe chant after the teacher.
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Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. By developing strategies,students can getfeedback arid increase 
;' 'Y ■ ■ 'V: :--Cdmprehensiori; , ^ 
2. 	Since the task becomes more difficult than previous lessons,the teacher
 
should be aware ofstudents' reactiori."Dp students have difficulty in
 
English?"Theteacher can use translation into Chinese or grammarstrategies
 
with which students are often fariiiliar to help student's uuderstandingi
 
activities will be good to use.
 
4. Allow students to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement,but
 
Assessment
 
y;:Tabie:5a):;v'^;-./-::;;^-;^ 	 : ■■>■ ■■ ■ 
2. 	From observation of activities. 
3. 	 Collect students'notes and Work Sheet 1.6-5. 
4. 	 Test: Listen to five riiessages oit Danny's answering machine and write down 
messages from whom and the purpose of inessage; then arrange Danny's plan. 
, V''(see I.6-7;Test'Sheet) 
5. 	 Distribute 1.6-8 Selfrevaluation Sheet: After six lessons, students evaluate 
6. 	 Homework:Duringthis weekend, go to a movie, rent a video, or watch a 
program on cable TV (at least anhour) inEnglish. Write a journal (one page. 
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Focus SheetI.l-l Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutCulture(Reading)
 
In North America when people meeteach otherfor the first time?they talk
 
aboutthings likefamily,work,school,or sports. They ask questions like"Do you
 
haveany brothers or sisters?";"Wheredo you work?";"Whatschool do you go
 
to?";and"Do you like sports?" They also ask questions like,"Wheredo you Come
 
from?"and"Wheredo you live?" These are polite questions. They are not personal
 
>rprivate.
 
Butsome things are personalor private and questions aboutthem are not
 
polite. People don't ask questions abouta person'ssalary. They don't ask hovr
 
much someone paid for something. It is QKto ask children how old they are,but it
 
is not polite to ask older people their age. It is also not politeto ask people questions
 
about politics or religion unless you know them very well. People don'task
 
unmarried people"Whyare you single?",and they don't aisk a married couple with
 
no children"Whiy don't you have any children?"
 
(Richards,Hul,&Proctor,1991,p.22)
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Focus Sheet 1.1-2Pre-Listening
 
Self-Management Strategy
 
1. Reduce anxiety.
 
2. Improve your concentration-learn to pay attention to a speaker.
 
3. Maintain a positive attitude.
 
4.^^ to listen audio tapes recorded by natlYe English spea^
 
5. Listen to stress:in spoken English,important\ydrds are usually stressed.
 
This meansthatthey are1)higher 2)louder 3)spokeh more clearly.
 
Forexample:Good lUck on the placementexam^
 
ThewordsTuck ahd/ddceiiieiitare stressedin thesentence. ^
 
6. Listen to reductions:in spoken English,wordseither stressed or reduced 
:. ■■ ■ (shortened).^ ■ 
Forexample,"Could you tell me wherethelibraryis?"changes to 
"Gudja tell mewherelibrary is?"
 
This is called reductions butit is not acceptable in written English.
 
"wantto" "wanna"
 
"gotto" "gotta"
 
"going to"^ "gonna"
 
"What's your name?"->"Whatcher name?"
 
(Tanka&Baker,1996,p.3-5)
 
lihageiy^Straiegy;,:
 
Makea guessand predict whathappen in the pictures asfpllows.
 
r
 
S
 
-N
 
A
 
r
 
y
 
(Fragladakis,1997,p.1)
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FocusSH^
 
'/Typescript' '
 
A;What's bothering you?
 
B:Whatdo you mean?I'm fine.
 
A:No,you aren't Come on,tell me what's going on.
 
B: Well...see that girl overthere? Her name's Nancy,I've been trying to find a
 
way to meet her for months,and now,here she is. ButI don't have the courage
 
to walk overthere.
 
A;Come on.Bill,this is your chance. Justtry it. Whatdo you have to lose?
 
B; 1 don'tthink she likes me.
 
A:Whydo you saythat?
 
B;Oh,let's skip it,OK? 1 don't know why I even told you.
 
A:How do youknow her?
 
B: I saw her with Eric once,and someone told meshe's Eric's sister.
 
A: Well,I still think you should go over there,and start a conversation.
 
B:Maybe later.
 
A:Why put it off? Who knows? Youtwo might hit it off.
 
B;Never happen.
 
A:Why are you so negative all ofasudden?I've never seen you like this.
 
B:Maybe you are right. 1 should take the initiative and walk over there.
 
But what should 1 say?
 
A:Just introduce yourselfand start talking aboutthe party or mention that
 
you've seen her on campus. She'll probably recognize you,too.
 
B;Well,maybe.Oh... you're right.If1 missthis chance,I'll neverforgive myself.
 
Well,here 1 go. Wish meluck!
 
(Afew minutes later...)
 
B:Excuse me.I've been looking at youforthe lastfew minutes,but don't1know
 
youfrom somewhere?
 
N:No,no,1 don'tthink so.
 
B:Really? Are you sure? This is driving me crazy because I neverforgetaface.
 
Waita minute-are you Eric's sister?
 
N;Yes,I'm,as a matteroffact.
 
B:Myname is Bill.I'm Eric's friend.
 
N;Mynameis Nancy.It's nice to meet you.
 
B:Metoo.
 
(Fragiadakis,1997,p.1-2)
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 WorkSheet1*1-4
 
Group:
 
Grader •^V;-rr
 
A,Circle the vocabulary ofthe word with thesame meanmg asthe
 
■' 'underlined.-word. 
1. 	 1don't have the courage to do it. a) energy b) bravery c) power 
2. 	Don't put itoffuntil tomorrow, a) try b) force to do c) delay 
3. 	 Let's just skip it. a) forget b) do c) leave 
4. 	 You might hit it off. a) get along very well b) cancel c) remember 
5. 	 You are so negative about everything you've been doing,
 
a) happy b) active c) not:
 
6. 	 All of sudden, she understands what teacher said, a) slowly b) gradually 
. c) unexpectedly 
7. 	If you take the initiative, you would succeed, a) first step b) ending 
c) middle. 
8. 	Ican't recognize her because she got a haircut, at accept b) know
 
c) see ■­
B. Tell whether these sentences are true(T) or false (F). Write the reason yon 
feelit is true or false. 
1. 	 Is it polite to ask, "How much money do you earn?" when youmeet 
someone for the first time? 
2. 	 When you start out a conversation, you ask people polite questions about 
such topics as school, family, hobbies. 
3. 	 The focus-listening section is related to a formal conversation. 
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1,1-5 Test Sheet
 
Name: .. .
 
Grade:
 
Look atthe pictures:Twostrangers are on their lunch hour in a parkin New
 
York City.How do they starta conversation? Now,listen to the audiotape and take
 
notes.
 
II »
 
/V.
 
;
 
*tu
 
CL
 
rnT»
 
V»j.
% 'r
 
(/
 
U % F5
 
^ UrTT
 jPiirir-n
 
C < .
 
M
 
B
 
vS2
 
n
 
(Dye&Frankfort, 1994,p.128)
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1.1^6HomeworkSheet
 
Record a short eonversation in each group and turn it in nexttime.Look atthe
 
picture.Imagine that you are atafriend's birthday party with the rest ofthe class. You
 
don'tknow anyone exceptthe hostor hostess. Itnagine you are the only one that speaks
 
English asasecond language.How do you start a cohversa^tion? Thiiik ofa greeting
 
someone you have metbefore and someone you haven't metbefore.Here aresome
 
useful waysofstarting a conversation with people:
 
1. Nice day,isn't it?
 
2.Excuse me,is anybodysitting here?
 
3.Hey^don'tIknowyou from somewhere?
 
4. Nice party,isn't it?
 
5.Excuse me,could you help me.Fin lookingfor...
 
6.Hi,myname is...
 
7.Haven'twe metbefore?
 
=5
 i
 
3
 
(Tanka&Baker,1996,p.92)
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Focus Sheet1,2-1 Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutCulture(Reading)
 
After making contactand having a short conversation with a stranger,you
 
still wantto continue the conversation. There aresomesituations that you should
 
know. Firstofall,it's very importantto keep expressing oneselfand asking
 
questions. Theone who asfcs questions usually controlsthe conversation. Most
 
people haveto be very polite when they aska stranger aboutsomething-ifyou are
 
more direct,you mayappearto be rudO. Personalquestions have to be expressed
 
very politely. On the other hand,it's very importantto let thespeaker know that
 
you are paying attention to whatshe/he is saying. In other words,a good listener
 
should listen actively toshow interest in whatthespeaker is saying. Youcan make
 
eye contact,nod your head,or vary yourfacial expression. Sometimes,silence
 
causesembarrassment. Therefore,you had better learn how to express yourself,
 
offer polite questions,and fill thesilence.
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 Focus Sheet 1.2-2 Pre-Listening
 
Note-Taking Strategy
 
1. Prepare to take notes:your notes need to be shortand clear.
 
2. Note-taking helps you concentrateptt listening,laaddition you can Cetain
 
the information ifyou review your notes after class.
 
3. Listening to key words:When you take notes,it is not necessary to write
 
every word.Listen to the mostimportantideasorfocuson key words.
 
Mostkey wordsare nouns,verbs,and adjectives.Before listening,you
 
may makea listsuch as when,what,where,howjWhoi,ivhy.^^
 
4. Useabbreviationsand syinbols:shorten wordsand usesymbolsias much
 
as possible.Meanwhile,you can develop orcreate yourown system for
 
them.Thesewillsave yoilr time and allow youfocuson the impdrtant
 
ideas.
 
=
 is like,equal,means t increase,go up,rise
 
is unlike,notthesame decrease,go down. 
# number therefore,asa result,so 
< is smaller/lessthan '';:;cau^^;:'. 
> islarger/more than { include 
+/& plus,in addition,and "'■each'; 
% percent ~ approximately 
money 9 question, unclear, doubt 
The list of abbfeviatiohs 
w/ with w/o without 
btwn ■■ ^hetTSveen:;:'' e.g. for example 
am morning pm afternoon, evening 
i,e. thatis,inother words yr. year 
re: concerning, regarding mo. month 
etc. and so on wk. week 
vs. versus no. number 
ch. chapter pd. paid 
p,/pp. page ft. foot 
lb. pound hr. hour 
Create your own system 
pro professional lang language 
com communication 
(Beglar & Murray,1993,p. 46) 
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Focus SheetL2-3Pre-Listening
 
,:::Imagei^Strategy' V:; ,
 
After a small talk,twopeople stait talking inore atthe pai^. Mak^
 
whatthey aregoingto talk aboutinthe pictures below;
 
m
 
o
 
(2^

c?
 
o
 
/
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Focus Sheet 1.2-4 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
B:So,tell mea little about yourself.
 
N:Gee...uh...I don'tknow where to begin. Whatdo you wantto know?
 
B:Well... Are you originally from around here?
 
N:Yes,I wasbom right here in Taipei and lived here until I finished college.
 
Mm...ThenIstudied in the U.S.for several yearsandcameback herejusta
 
year ago.How about you?
 
B;Me?
 
N:Yes. Where are youfrom?
 
B:I'm from New Y^ there and grew upthere and wentto school
 
there.I work here afterI graduated from college. Oh...Yousaid that you
 
studied in the U.S. Where did you stay?
 
N:Oh..Actually,Istayed in several places before I wasa graduate student.
 
Like Seattle,San Diego,andPalm Spring.
 
B:Oh...I have a sister. She lives in San Diego.
 
N;Really. So,have you been there?
 
B;Sure.It's a wonderful place,isn't it?
 
N;Yeah... Do you have other brothers or sisters?
 
B:No.Ionly have a sister. That's it. How about you?
 
N:Uh...I have a brother andtwo sisters. They all live in Taipei,too.
 
B;Bythe way,whatdo you do?
 
N;I'm ateacher. And you?
 
B:I'm aengineer.
 
N:A engineer? That's interesting.
 
(Molinsky&Bliss, 1987,p.15)
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 :;W6rk::Sheet L2-i5;P^
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
A, Tell whythese sentences are True(T)or False(F).
 
1. 	Asan active listener,you should makeeye contact,nod your head,or vary
 
your facial expression.
 
2.
 
B. image you're talMng tosomeone you'vejust metata party.Createa
 
;::nonversation./;'''^' - . ;,//
 
A:So,tell mea little about yourself.
 
A:M^ll..Are you originally firam around
 
■■ V R- y ''■V' •
 
A: Me? I': ^v-

B; ^
 
A:Iam fromNew York:I born there and grew up there and went to school. 
B: 
A: Nice to meet you 
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1.2-6 TestSheet 
Name: 
Grade: 
Lo atthe pietares.Now, 
order. Writethe main ideasaboiitthestory. 
m 
C 
* 
) 
Cathy 
Gulscwite 
c > 
R1 
( ) 
CD 
m 
5 
L 2 
?7. o 
(Jones&Baeyer,1983,p.80.)
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1.2-7 HomeworkSheet
 
Name;
 
: '-.Grade: V/-;
 
'Self-Evaluation''I^rdtegy
 
Tolearn effectively it is importantto setobjectives and formulate strategies
 
for your learning. Please answer thefollowing questionsas honestly and thoroughly
 
as possible. Youranswers will help you and a teacher understand what you need as
 
astudent.--- - -^'>-^--V--;\--;'---'^:
 
1. 	Please write the tdpics that you are mqstintere^ed in discussing and or
 
2. 	Rank the following according to which you need to improvethe most.In the
 
space undereach area,please write what it is that you wantto work on.For
 
example,under listemng you might write"Iwantto be able to better
 
understand movies and TV programs
 
.Tistening'-;; 	 -v. speaking':
 
reading ; 	 writing
 
grammar 	 vocabulary
 
3; 	Completethefollowing questions.
 
T am studying English because
 
In this classjiny favorite activities are
 
Strategy trairiing helps me
 
Mylistening comprehension
 
(Sharkey,1994,p. 19)
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Focus Sheet 1.3-1 Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge about Culture(Reading)
 
During the conversation,you may talk about your hometown. How do you
 
introduce your hometown to a stranger? In addition,some people like to live in the
 
city. Some people like to live inthe country. You may ask their opinion aboutthe
 
disadvantages and advantages ofliving in the country or in the city.
 
Here is a list which gives you someideas aboutthe place you like or dislike to
 
live. ■ 
Use"itis"and"there is/are":
 
There's alwayssomething to do. There's nothing to do
 
There area lot ofgreat restaurants. There aren't many good restaurants.
 
There are excellent museums. There aren'tany museums.
 
There are a lot oftrees and flowers. Therearen't many trees and flowers.
 
There are open spaces/friendlypeople/helpful neighbors/shops/theaters...
 
There is no traffic/fresh air/fresh food/no public transport/
 
not enough/entertainment/...
 
It is 	 healthy/quiet/peaceful/clean/exciting/safe/cheap/...
 
bbring/expensive/dangerous/noisy/dirty/...
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Focus Sheet1.3-2 Pre-Listeiiing
 
Note-Taking Strategy
 
1. Review two lessons' handoutabout note-taking andself-maiiagement
 
strategies.
 
2. Listen for repeated terms,or ideas.In a conversation,aspeaker usually
 
uses repetition to emphasize important points.
 
3. When you listen to people talk,you may not understand all the words.
 
However you can use the words you know.
 
4. Do notstop listening when you don't understand.Jumptothe next part.
 
5. Indentation:Indenttoshow the relationship between inain ideasand
 
specific details.Write main headingsor topics nextto the left margin.
 
Indent(begin writing afew spaces to the right)as information becomes
 
morespecific,mostoftime your not^ will have three orfour levels of
 
indentation.
 
NOTEBOOK
 
Forexample:
 
Topic Space
 
English and Chinese aredifferentlanguages
 
———■1. diff. (use abbreviation) Chinese words:Character : 
2. 	" " no verb tense, 
no SV agree — 
3. 	" " wordordernot 
important ■—­
6. Developing your ovirn note^taking style and regulation will assist your 
learning. 
(Tanka & Baker,1996, p. 8) 
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 Focus Sheet L3-3Pre-Listening
 
: : vV ■ ■■ /. ■ 
Ijook atthe pictures.Makea guesiaiid predict whatthey are gOin 
about 
Pictured
 
5i^®­
(Chou,1996,p.22-23&59)
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FocusSheet1.3^4 Focus-Li$tenm^ ^^^
 
■ Transcript ; 
fi: So, teUme about your hometown-Taipei. 
N: There's so much to do in Taipei. Taipei is truly a city ofmany faces, where 
ancient andmodem co-exsit. For those who know where to look, the city is 
alive with beauty and culture. 
B: You're tellingme that there are plenty ofplaces to go in Taipei. I'm just sick 
of staying at home after workpr during the weekend, Can you tell me whereI 
^cail'gO?;: 
N:Mm...Tet'ssee. How abPut theNati6nalPalace Museum? This is the World's 
largest collection ofpriceless Chinese treasures. Tlie buildingresembles ftie 
imperial palaces of the Ching dynasty, and the collection has more than 
620,000 items. Or you could go to the Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall. The 
beautiful park surrounds it. Or you can visit the Lungshan Temple. It's the 
oldest temple in Taipei. By the way, you could visit the night market near the 
temple. At night, you still can go shopping, go to bars, and see movies. There's 
too much to do and to see in Taipei. 1just love livinghere. How about your 
hometown-New York? ■■ ■ ■ ;■ 
(Lui, 1995, p. 238) 
B:New YorkTlJh .,Tliere are several veiy well knownmuseunas inNew York^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ 
For example, the MetropolitanMuseum of Art, and the Museum ofModem 
Art. They're all excellent and their exhibits chmige regularly. There's Central 
Park inNew York. You can spend all day long around there. And what 
else...Oh,Ialmost forget about Statue of Liberty...Gee, 1 can't remember 
anything else. The only thingIremember is traffic.Actually,1prefer to live in 
the countryside. 
N: Why? 
B: BecauseIlove the wide open spaces and the quiet. And it's generally healthier, 
Ifeel.Ithink one of the major advantages of living in the countryside is that 
people know all their neighbors. And they're all very helpful and friendly to 
one another. Another advantage of living in the coimtryside is the fresh food. 
As well as meat, they have chicken so they have fresh eggs... 
N: But... Don't you think there's always something to do andit's never boring 
to live in the city? 
B: The countryside isn't boring, either. You can do all kinds of things. 
N: Iguess. 
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WorkSheet1.3-5 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Cooperation Strategy
 
Workin small groups offour and answer questions.
 
1. Which places did shetalk aboutin Taipei?
 
2. Can you tellshe liked Taipei? Why?
 
3. Which places did he mention in New York?
 
4. Did he like New York City?How do you know?
 
5. According to the dialogue,whatare the advantagesand disadvantages of
 
living in the countryside?
 
6. Whatdo you think aboutliving in the city?
 
7. Whatdo you like or dislike about your hometown?
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1.3-6 TestSheet
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
dislike the citi^ beldw;
 
nil '
 
I. Sydney,Australia 2. Sao Paulo,Brazil
 
3. Tokyo,Japan 4. Toronto,Canada
 
M R M 1
 
5. Kuala Lumpur,Malaysia 6. Mexico City,Mexico
 
(Helgesen&Brown,1994,p.13)
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 1.3-7 Homework Sheet
 
Projectand Presentation Preparation
 
Make a tourist pamphlet.
 
1. Work in small groups offour.
 
2. Handout:
 
1.3-8 ProjectPlanning
 
1.3-9 WritingProject
 
1.3-10Project Skills
 
1.3-11 TouristPamphlet-New York City
 
3. The purpose ofthe project is to getto know the geography ofTaiwan and
 
other countries.
 
/ ■ ■ ■ . ■ 
4. Each group selects a city or place in Taiwan or in other countries that you
 
introduce.
 
5. Tourist pamphletsshould be turned in after two class sessions.
 
6. Each group presents their tourist pamphletin classfor aboutten minutes.
 
7. Students presentation oftheir tourist pamphlet will be videorecorded by
 
the teacher.
 
8. Ifstudents haveany questions,they can askfor helpfrom the teacher.
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1,3-8 ProjectPlanning
 
Example
 
Project Planning Form
 
Project Name:
 
Date: ^2.
 
Who willread mywriting?
 
(forexample,my writing class;studentsin myschooh a pen pal whois astranger maforeign country;an empioynient
 
officerin acompany^foreigners visiting mydty;my boyfriend or girlriiend)
 
Whatis the purpose ofthis writing?
 
(for example;to teach aboutlocal touristates;tointnxiuce myselftoa pen pal;to getajob)
 
Whatspecial vocabulary wiUIneed?
 
(for example/technical words;job titles;descriptive expressions) ■
 
Is this writingformalorinformal?
 
(forexample,interviewingand taking notes;readingand taking notes;listingideas;
 
a(^uick Write toexplore myideas;idea bubbles)
 
Project Planiiing Form
 
Project Name: '• ' ■ ■■
 
-Date: ' '' ■ ''
 
Who will read my writing?.
 
Whatis the purpose of this writing?,
 
WhatspecialVocabulary will I need?.
 
Is this writing formal rir informal?
 
mef
 
(Copy this form on your own paper.)
 
(Olsher,1995,p.74)
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 1.3-9 Writing Project
 
Follow the steps below to write a tourist pamphlet* Check(%0 each
 
step as you complete it.
 
1. Read the tourist pamphlet in the Writing Samples section on page 89.
 
2. Look at theform for a tourist pamphlet below.
 
tellssomething 
aboutthe place 
r 
title 
7-v. .■ 
someimportant 
Introduction 
featuresofthe place 
^ '.I' -SiTr irW ^Vi-I 
explainsthe interesting
 
features(sites,history, r
 
location^festivals,etc.) body
 
aldviMfor
 
avisitor^such aswhento
 
closing ^Ifeftolfwhatto^c^^^
r
 
3. Practice the tourist pamphlet project skills exercises on the next page.
 
4. Pick a tourist site(such asa church or temple,museum,shopping area,
 
nature area,or amusement park)ora city you want to write about.
 
5. Gatherinformation and take notes.You can look in books and
 
magazines,and you can also visit places,take pictures,and interview
 
people.Lookfor mapsand illustrations,too.
 
6. Write a draft of your pamphlet.Follow theform for a tourist pamphlet
 
above.
 
7. Show your draftto your teacher for comments and suggestions.
 
8. Read your draft and comments.Make revision markings and rewrite
 
your pamphlet text.
 
9. Finally,design the layout for your pamphlet.Include a map,drawing,or
 
photograph if possible.
 
10. Complete the Project Log on page
 
(Olsher,1995,p.77)
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1.3-10 Projett Skills
 
TouristJPamphlet
 
► Writing Tip: Use verb tense to fit your purpose. 
Use past tense verbs for writing about history. Use present tense verbs for 
describing places and writing about things that happen regularly. 
Exaiiiples 
History 
The attractions of the Performing Arts 
Center were enhanced in 1983 with the 
opening of the BalletBuilding. 
Exercise 
Description and Regular Events 
Locatedat 455Franklin Street, this facility is 
the home of the celebratedSan Franciscof 
BalletCompany. Tours of the Performing 
Arts Center are offeredeveryMonday from 
10 a,m. to 2:30p.m. 
Read part of a tourist pamphlet below and; correct any verb tense errors. 
Bunt in 1906 in San Frajicisco, The : 
Cannery was once a Del Monte peach 
cannery.. These historic,buildings are 
renovated in the late 1960s, with three 
levels of walkways, balconies,, and bridges 
around a beautiful courtyard. 
Here you „can relax under 100-year-old 
olive, trees and have a snack or an 
, elegant meal while being entertained by 
street performers. Live enteitainment was 
featured daily and TheCanneiy offers one 
of the finest comedy clubs in the city. 
; cJust one-half;block from the Hyde 
Street cablecar turnaround, l^e Cannery 
was located at the.corner of Leavenworth 
and Beach. 
► Project Tip: Research-where to find the information you need. 
. Exercise ';. ' ■ ' 
Read the list of places to get information. Glrcle three places you want to call or 
visit. Then circle any ways to get information you want to use. 
Places to Call or Visit 
• travel agency 
• tour bus company 
• government tourist office 
• embassy 
• library 
•bookstore 
• souvenir shop 
^ information desk 
(of a store, museum, etc.) 
W^ys to Get Information 
•! get free phmphlets, guides,
1 or programs 
^ buy or borrow guide books 
• interview visitors 
• interview workers 
• look around and take piGtures 
(Olslier, 1995, p. 78) 
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1.3-11 TouristPamphlet
 
Sample
 
NEW YORK CITY &
 
New York is the largest city in the United
 
States. More than seven million people live
 
!fl
 
there. New York has very tall buildings like WiNNKm N#
 
the Worid Trade Center and the Empire
 
State Building. It is the biggest port in the
 
world. Thousands of ships come to the port
 
of New York each year. It has Macy's,one of
 
the biggest stores in the world. New York lilt
 
also has the largest lady in the world—the
 
Statue of Liberty^
 
New York is a very cosmopolitan city.
 
People from many countries came to live in
 
New York. Three-quarters, or 75 percent, of
 
the peopie in New York City come from five groups. The groups are:
 
blacks, Jews, Italians, Puerto Ricans,and Irish. The other quarter, or 25
 
percent, comes from all over the world.
 
New York City is the centerfor culture in the United States.It hasthe
 
finest museums and best art galleries in the country. If you wantto see a
 
play, there are many theaters you can go to or^ Broadway. The street
 
called Broadway is the center fOr theater in the United States.
 
People call New York City the "Big Apple." Jazz musicians in the
 
1920s gave New York this name. When a musician says he is going to
 
the Big Apple, it means he is the best. Today, N^w York is still the U.S.
 
center for art and business.
 
(Broukal&Murphy,1993,p.61)
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Focus Sheet1.4-1 Pre-Listening
 
Free time activities can include hobbies,sports,and games. They are
 
enjoyable activities you usually do in your spare time.
 
and positive feelings they getfrom activities. They also give reasonsfor the way
 
reasons.
 
Look at wordssuch asfun,relaxing,exciting,healthy^ social. They describe
 
positive feeslings. They can be used totalk aboutleisure activities.
 
Lookatthe list ofwords below. They atesomefree time activities.
 
1. collectiiig stamps 11. playing the piano 21. travel 
2. gardening 12. going to a movie 22. eating 
3. cooking 13. shopping 23. swimming 
4. reading 14. photography 24. others 
5. collecting haseballcards 15. traveling 
6. playing in a band 16. study 
7. listening to music 17. vratcbing TV 
8. playing computer games 18. playing basketball 
9. hiking 19. painting 
10.sleeping 20. singing 
(Hynes «& Baichman,1989,p.61-62)
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Focus Sheet1.4-2 Pre-Listening
 
Strategies Review
 
1. 	Self-management:Reduce anxiety.
 
Improve your concentration on speakers.
 
Maintain a positive attitude.
 
2. 	Note-taking:Listen to the main idea and key words.
 
Use abbreviations and symbol
 
Create your own notessystem to help you retain information.
 
Listenfor repeated terms,or ideas.
 
Indentation.
 
Listen to signal wordsand phases
 
Signal wordsand phases willhelp you listen for ideas.Eprexample,ifa speaker
 
says,"there are three majorfactdre.."The word ^three' is a signal word;then you write
 
numbersin your notes,skip lines between,and listen for three factors.Ifyou only
 
recognized twofactors and missone,you needto ask for help forateacher or peers.
 
Here is a listofsignal words and phrases.As you hearthese,you need to pay
 
attention. Thefollowing sentence which may be the important part.
 
1. 	Toindicate thatanother point orexaniple follows:
 
also,furthernlore,another,in addition,moreover.
 
■	 ';2;"To addoniphasis; 
mostimportant,above all,ofprimary concern,most significant,the main 
point. 
3. To indicate that an example fbllbWs:
 
for example,such as,for instance,specifically.
 
4. 	To indication thata conclusion follows:
 
therefore,in conclusion,finally,to conclude,so.
 
5. 	Toindicate an exception to a stated fact:
 
however,although,but,though,except.
 
6. 	To indicate cause or effects:
 
because,dueto, since,reason,result,for,cause,effect.
 
7. 	To indicate that categories will be named:
 
types,parts,kinds,characteristics.
 
8. 	Toindicate a sequence:
 
steps,numbers(1,2,3...),stages,first,second,etc.
 
9. 	To indicate thatitems are being compared:
 
similar,different^ eqiially,like,in contrast,onthe other hand,advantages,
 
disadvantage,contrary to.
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FoNsSheet1.4^^ Pre-Listening
 
Imagery Str^egy^: ^
 
iMter theconvemtion,twestrangere are gettingtoImow
 
changetopics into^..Lookatthe pictures,can you guess whatthey are talking
 
about?
 
Qi
ol
 
m
 
V
 
Ol
 
m
 
m-.
 
7^
 
n
 
(Carver&Fotinos,1994,p.172)
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Focus Sheet1.4-4 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
B:So,whatkind offree time activities do you usually do?
 
N:Mm...Idon'tknow.How about you?
 
B:Ilike to play soccer.Do youlike play any sport?
 
N:No,I'm not really interested in sports,butsometimesI watch NBA or Tennis
 
games.Actually,i like music.
 
B:Really,metoo.Wtekind ofmusicdo youiike?
 
N;Mostkinds.Rock,Rap,Jazz,Blue...
 
B;;Metpo.:/'
 
N:But 1 prefer classical music.
 
B;Oh,that^sthe only one ofmusic1don'tlike. It puts meto sleep.
 
N:That'stoo bad.Sometimes,Tgo to a concert.
 
B:How often doyou go?
 
N:XJh.,.Maybe onceortwicea month.I'm notsure. It depends... So,whatkind
 
/-^pfniusie;do'^youlike.best?.
 
B;I'm not sure.ButIthink thatI'm interested in Rap music recently.
 
B:Because 1just read a article about Rap...(Rap is playing)
 
^N::What'.s-^out? ,
 
B:Uh...Itdescribed thatRapis a vocal style thatcombinesjazzand blues
 
rhymingtechniques.The music had its beginnings in the street culture ofNew
 
York City in the late 1970s. The songs reflectthe realities ofinner-city life:
 
discrimination,violence,and gang life. Some music critics and historians
 
consider rap musicians to be descendants ofthe African storytellers,whose
 
stories reflected people's history and traditions. The predominant musical
 
instrmnents are voice,percussion,synthesizer,and prerecorded sounds.
 
N;Wow... Are you an expert? You're really enjoying it, isn't it?
 
B;Yeah,1 listen to rap very often butjust interested I'm not a expert.How about
 
movies? Do you like to go a movie?
 
N;I love it. I spend a lot oftime on movies.
 
B:Metoo. Well,we have the same interests,haven't we?
 
N-.Yeah...
 
(Whpley&Ritter, 1995,p.3)
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Work Sheet1.4-5 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Cooperation Strategy
 
A.Read the paragraph and answer multiple choice asfollows.
 
Rap music derivesfrom musical traditions ofthe
 
a. Indian a. country music 
b. African-American b. folk song 
c. European c. jazzand blue 
Originating in the late in ,it began asthe creation ofyoung
 
a.1970s a.L.A.
 
b.1960s b.Boston
 
c.1980s c.New York city
 
men whocalledthemselves mastersofceremonies. Today,rap
 
a. Indian
 
b. African-American
 
c. European
 
music isevolving as it reaches a more mainstream audience.The songs reflect
 
the realities ofinner-city life; and gang life. The predominant
 
a. discrimination and violence
 
b. minority and peace
 
c. war
 
musical instruments are voice,percussion,synthesizer,and prerecorded sounds.
 
B.Workin pairs and answer questions.
 
1; Whatare Bill's interests?
 
2. Whatare Nancy's interests?
 
3. Whatis"Rap"?
 
4. Whatare yourfreetime activities?
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WorkSheet1.4-6 Post-Listening
 
Cooperation Strategy
 
A.Guessing game:
 
1. 	Write one free time activity you like onthe stick card. Stick it on anyone's
 
back.You make sure the person stuck on his/her back thatcouldn't see it.
 
2. 	Students stand upto ask others to find the activity which is stuck on their
 
back.
 
3. For example,studentA asks studentB a question,"Whatkind ofactivity doI
 
like?"StudentB hasto look atthe stick card on Student A's back and express
 
the activity without saying the exact activity to Student A.StudentA hasto
 
guess.IfstudentA can't answer,he/she hasto find another student until
 
he/she getsthe correct answer.
 
B.Interview:
 
These wordstell how often people do things.
 
Always sometimes never
 
100% 0%

-sA- yt—7*
 
often	 hardly(ever)
 
Write down your answer first How often do you dothese things?
 
And interview two partners.
 
How often do you...	 ;'/:--'Parti»efT'''/>/- Partner2
 
read magazines?
 
play a sport?
 
study English?
 
listen to music?
 
watch TV?
 
go to arestaurant?
 
Others
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1.4-7 Test Sheet
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
Dictation:Song-'Don'tLettheSun GoDown on Me'byElton John&
 
George Michael.
 
Step 1. Try to find some wordsfor the blanks.
 
Step 2. Then we will listen to thesong.
 
1 can't light no moreofyour-

All my seem tofade to.
 
I'm going stands still before me.
 
here on the ladder ofmy life.
 
Too late to myself falling
 
Itook a and changed your wayoflife
 
ButI my whenI metyou
 
Closed the doorand left me the light.
 
Don'tletthe sun go downon me
 
Isearch myself,it's alwayssomeone else I see
 
I'djust allow afi-agmentofyour life to
 
But jslike the sun going down oh me.
 
I can'tfind oh,the rightromantic line
 
Butsee meonceand see the wayIfeel
 
Don't mejust youthinkI mean you
 
Butthese cutsI have,ho they need love to helpthem
 
Step 3. After listening,summarizethesong.
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1.4-8 Homework Sheet
 
Self-Evaluation Strategy
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
Step 1. Exercise.
 
The purpose ofthis exercise is for you to discover how good you are at listening
 
for information. Youcan do this at home.
 
Whatyou haveto do is listen to asongin English and see how much youcan
 
understand.Eaterread the lyric and check how well you did. Youcould then play it
 
again,ifyou didn't understand well.However,even ifyou Use the audiotape,when you
 
first listen to the song,do it witHput pausing. This will let you see how good you are at
 
once only listening.
 
Before you dothis exercise,try your bestto use some strategies which you've
 
already learned from theclass. Those might help youdo better.
 
Step 2. Self-evaluation.
 
How do youthink your score? excellent,good,fair,or bad.
 
i^e ybu satisfied with your self-assessment?How good do you wantto be? Why?
 
Ifyou have made over50%ofmistakes,what's your weakness?
 
Whatstrategies did you use in listening? Werethey useful? Why?
 
Will you use these strategies again? Why?
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FocusSh^et1.5-1 Pre-Listenirig
 
InJEnglish,jjieople generally do notimmediately mal^an invitation atthe
 
beginning oftheir cdnversation.W greeting someone,they usually usesome
 
ofthesmall-talk topics to lead into a conversation;after talking a while,they then
 
appropriately maike the invitation.Even ifyou know theother person well,it is
 
Considered polite to talkafew minutes before making an invitation.Makingan
 
invitation too quickly mightseem forward or pushy.
 
You can invitesomeone by saying:
 
cometo oiir housefor dinner?
 
Would you like to...(formal/informal) go to the theater with me?
 
Do you wantto...(informal) go outto dinner? 
goingshopping? 
going to the library with me? 
flow about...(informal) go toa movie with me? 
gettinga cup Ofcoffee? 
You can acceptan invitation hy saying:
 
I'd be delighted. Thank you(very much)for asking.
 
I'd like that very much ' (formal)
i
 
Thatwould bevery nice.
 
(Yes)I'd loveto. r (informal)
 
Sure,thatsoundsgreat/likefun. Thanks(a lot)for asking.
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FocusSheet13-2P
 
Planniiig Strategy ! ^
 
Here isa list listening prepat^pns.
 
Setting
 
isthis happening?
 
How did youdecide?
 
Interpersonai relationship
 
Whatis the reiatipnsl
 
How did you decide?
 
Mood
 
Whatis the mood?
 
How did you decide?
 
Whatarethey talldngabout?
 
How idid you decide?
 
Affective Strategy
 
up because you cannot understand some partofinformation.
 
Remember,it is veiy difficultto learn tplisten to aforeign language,butifyou
 
can regulate yourlearning and makea plan,sooneror later you will increase your
 
listening skill.
 
Affective sRategiesinclude;
 
using progressive relaxation,deep breathing,music,or meditation.
 
3. Take your emotional temperature-you can use a checklist,listen to your body,
 
and discuss yourfeeling with someone else.
 
(Mendelsohn,1994,p.94)
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FocusSheet13-3Pre-listening
 
Imagerystrategy
 
'y «
 
r
 
A
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I
 
(Fragiadakis,1997,p.135)
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 Focus Sheet 1.5-4 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
(Atthe party...)
 
A:I've enjoyed talking to you.Maybe wecould geltogether sometime?
 
B:Yeah,sure.
 
A:Uh,are you going to be busytomorrow night?
 
B:No.Why?
 
A;Um,I wasthinking ofgoing to a movietomorrow night? Would you like to
 
come?
 
B:Hey^ that soundab Sb,whatcould wesee?
 
AiMpwalboutJurassicPark^Ijustheardit'sa greatfilm.Ifyou don't mind.,.
 
B:'0reat,Ylike^it^:t6oi.y
 
-■■r^.'. -^A:lthink'lhat's'playing''oyer'at/,^^ 
B:AH... 
A: ...OnMainStreet there WellIguess, we shouldmeet about 7 pm then, 
'cause 1think the movie starts about 7:30 pm. Uh, where would be a good 
place to meet? 
B. There's. .U^ there's a clock tower near movie theater. We could meet there 
at about 7pin. How about that?
 
A; OK. See you tomorrow, thett.
 
B;I'll see youthen. Goodbye,
 
(After they saw a movie...)
B: What didyou thinkof&movie? 
A^^ 	 It'is one ofthebest filirisI'veever seen. The special effects 
^ looked; It's 
g what these special effects people are able to do. 
B: You did?Ithought is was a littlebit terrible. Didn't you think there wastoo 
much violence. 
A:Itfidri't think so.Iknow alot ofpeople have been saying that it'stoo violent 
andtoo realistic and wall scare children^ butIdisagree. Did youremember 
there were abrmch ofkids with their parents in the row infront ofus,Icould 
tell that kids in the audience just loved the film. 
B: Uh... ButIstill think that kids shouldn't see it. 
A: Why? 
B: AsIsaid it's too much violence. Parents shouldn't bring their kids to see it. 
A; To be honest with you, comparing to a lot of violent stuff on TV, there's 
nothingin the film. 
B: Yeah, probably, you're right. Anyway,Ihad a good time tonight. 
A; Me too. 
B: I'm glad you invited me. Oh...it's 11 pm. 1got to go home now. Bye. 
A: Bye! 
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WorkSheet1.5-5 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Cooperation Strate^
 
Twofriends go to the same sehool.One fiieild is inviting the other to goto
 
the baseball gameon Saturday afternoon.
 
A:Do you wantto go to the baseball gameon Sunday afternoon?
 
B:
 
A:
 
B:.
 
A:
 
B;
 
A:OK,see you,then.
 
R
 
description.
 
1. Western ■0.D 
2. Science fiction b.D 
3. 	 Horror movie . S.
 
in the nineteenth century.
 
4. Actionmovie 
5. Musical 
6. 	 Comedy f. □ a movie with a fast-moving story that is full 
ofdanger and excitement 
(Richards, 1996, p.32) 
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1.5-6 TestSheet
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
Thinkaboutthe pictiireis below.Then listen to thetapeand write down the
 
storyabfi^twopeople mjhejn^
 
/
 
/
 
iff
%
 
©
 
>=*•■ Q
 
H =□ 
<3? 
5^s? O 
□ 
cr\ 
Men 
WiMg
 
V,
 r? 
<3 
5d 
(Carver &Fotinos, 1994, p.172) 
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1.5-7 Evaluation Sheet
 
Group Projectand Presentation
 
Each groupshould evaluate and analyze othergroups'projectand oral
 
presentation.Thescore scale is asfollows:
 
5-excellent,4-good,3=fair,2=poor,l=need a lotofimprovement
 
OralPresentation Evaluation Form
 
Group:
 
Date:
 
Topic:
 
Evaluator:
 
Volume 5 4 3 2 1 
Gesture 5 4 3 2 1 
Eye contact 5 4 3 2 1 
Organization 5 4 3 2 1
 
(Introduction,body,conclusion)
 
Best part ofpresentation:
 
Group: 
Date: 
Topic: 
Evaluator: 
Groun ProiectEvaluation Form 
Organization 5 4 3 
(Introduction,body,and conclusion) 
Visual aids 5 4 3 
(Pictures,design,and so on) 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Best part ofproject: 
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Focus Sheet 1.6-1 Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutan Answering Machihe(Reading)
 
In the U.S.,people usually haveanswering machines. When people are not
 
at home,their friends can leave their messageson answering machines. Also,it's
 
convenient when you don't wantto pick up messages which arefrom salesmen. So
 
you need to leave a message.
 
You will hearfrom an answering machine;
 
Hi! This is Mark(or you reach the number is 777-9900),I'm notin
 
right now. Pleaseleave a message,I'll call you back(or I'll get backto
 
you)assoon as1can.
 
People usually leave a message like:
 
Hi,Mark. This isAmy.I'm sorry1 missed your call earlier. Call me
 
back.I'll be at home all night.
 
But,when you wantto callsome places,there is only voice mail. Some people
 
get very upset with this because you keep pressing numbersand may have trouble
 
finding a real person to talkto. Have you ever called a place that uses voice mailin
 
English? Let's read this voice mailnow.
 
"Thank youfor calling GTE. Ifyou are callingfrom touch-tone phoneand
 
would like information about your phone bill,press1 now. Ifyou would like
 
to change yourservice orarrange new telephoneservice,press2now. Ifyou
 
would like information aboutour telephone store,press3. Ifyou havea
 
rotary phone,please stay on the line and an Operator will help you shortly."
 
(Fragiadakis,1993,p.31)
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focus sheet 1,6-2 Pre-Listening
 
■ImageryStrategy;-Guess 
A. Work in pairs. From the content, make a guess of each vocabulary. 
1. 	 To go out of tnv mind= To go crazv 
A; You're going out of your mind. Why are you driving sO fast in this traffic 
B; 
2. 	 -Tofiahg-'uF^^ ■ ^ ' 
A:I'm sorry.Ineed to hang upright now because sOineone'sat my door 
B: OK.I'll talk to youat school. 
3. 	 To stand still= -y'v:; - ■ ■ ; ' V; . ' :;-' 
A: TJh-oh, you'dbetter stmid stilt. There's a bee on your shirt; 
B: Ohno! Get it off! ■ ■■ 
4.i-;To'.get'iup-die^nerve	 V- ' : , . 
A:Iwant to ask her to marry me, butIcan't get up the nerve to ask. 
B; Are you afraid that she'll say no? 
5. 	 To freeze =. 
A: WhenIgot to the front of the class to make my speech,Ifroze and forgot 
everythingIwas going to say. 
B: Then what happened? 
6. 	 To get tongue-tied= 
A: 
B: What doyou mean? 
A: Oh	 me so nervous 
thatIcan't talk. 
7. 	 Good for you=
 
A;Igot an A on my test!/1got the job!
 
B: Good for you. 
(Fragiadakis, 1993, p.24-28) 
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Focus Sheet1.6-3 Pre-Lisienihg
 
Imagery Strategy
 
Now,
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o
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K 
(Fra^adakis, 1993, p23) 
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FocusSheei1.6-4 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
(Afew dayslater.Bill decided to makea call to Nancy.)
 
Telephone(recording):This is 888-04389.Please leave a message after you hear
 
B: Oh,my God.I canT do it.. Everyone has an answering machinethese days.
 
It's really a pain.I'm going to go outofmy mind.I'm goingto hang up:., but
 
Ihave to leave a message.Iknow,I'll write itdownsoIcancall back
 
and read it... where's pencil?... OK...I'llsay,"Hi,this is Bill.I'm calling
 
abouta concert.Do you wantto go to a concertthis weekend?Please call
 
the back at889-4358.I'm usually at home in the evening.Thank you."
 
Ok...Where'sthat number?
 
C; Bill,what's going on? Youlook so nervous.Can you stand still fora minute?
 
B: No,I can't.I'm trying to get up the nerve to leave a message on someone's
 
answering machine.
 
G: You're afraid ofanswering machines?
 
B: Uh-huh.Ifreeze and gettonguertied,iaud I don'treally know why.Ijust
 
don't like talking into a machine.
 
C: Wantmeto do itfor you?
 
B: Thanks.ButIthink Ishould dothis on my own.I wrote down whatI wantto
 
say andI wasjust aboutreadyto calland leave a message when you walked
 
in.
 
G: Goodfor you.Do you want meto leave while you make your call?
 
B; Yeah:Please...
 
(Phone rings:pickup)
 
N: Hello?
 
B: MayISpeak to Nancy?
 
N: Speaking. Who'sit?
 
B: Thisis Bill Ijust called you afew minutes ago,butyou were notin.
 
N: Oh,Ijust gothome.How are you doing?
 
B: Fine Mm...I was wondering do you have any plan to do during this weekend^
 
because Igottwotickets ofaconcerton Fridaymight?
 
N: Uh... Friday night? Letmecheck myschedule...IrememberI'm supposed to
 
visit my sister...No,no,we'vejustchanged the time.Are you inviting me?
 
B: Yes.Would you like to go with me?
 
N: Sure,Iaccept it. So where are we goingto meet?
 
B: Wecan meetinfront ofthe National Theater Hall at7pm.Ordo you need a
 
ride?Ican pick you up.
 
N: No.Thanks,anyway..(A call-waiting)Oh... sorry.I've gotanother call.I will
 
meet youthere. OK?
 
B: Deal.Byethen.
 
N: Bye..(hang up) (Fragiadakis,1993,p.23-26)
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Work Sheet1.6-5 Post-Listening
 
Cooperation Strategy
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
A. RolePlay:In a small group ofthree,practice the conversation.Then
 
switch the roles.
 
B. Workin a small group offour,and answer questions.
 
1. When Bill called Nancy atthe firsttime,what happened?
 
2. Atthe second time,when Bill called Nancy,what happened?
 
3. Whatis their plan to do on Friday night?
 
C, Find the answer on the rightside which match the meaning ofphrases.
 
1. to go outofmy mind a.
 
2. to freeze	 b.
 
3. to get upthe nerve c.
 
4. to hang up	 d.
 
5. to stand still	 e.
 
6. to gettongue-tied f.
 
7.	 goodfor you g-

phone
 
(Fragiadakis,1993,p.23-26)
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 "SmallTalk"-JazzGhan^
 
Students listen to the first presentation ofthe chanton the cassette. Students
 
repeateach line ofthe chant after the teacher. It's importantto establish a clear,strong
 
beatby counting,clapping,using rhythm sticks,or snapping fingers.
 
WhataPe you going to do?
 
Whatare you going to do when you finish this course?
 
■V I'mnot quite'sure.,;^; ;v: 
Whatare you goingio do? 
..I'm ootquftesuro.. 
Ihaven't,decided. v:;.-; ' . 
What'S'are'youPpIan?'^: : 
Are you going to stay here? 
I'm-not quite sure. '' '.v 
■ ; Are:you goingto stay?. 
^■ • ^ . ,;^:^Itali.depends.. ,■ ■;v■'■^ 
■'I'm:not-quite.sure.­
V; '\ v;-y<I Are:you.going to-getaJob? .
 
:;y\, -.It:alldepends..
 
Are you going to buy a car?
 
ituH depends.:
 
^ ^ Are.you-.going:tq^
 
It.all depends.
 
-'l.	 I'ui:-not'quitesure.;;>>:- .-^--:':. 
I'in;hot^quite sure. 
Step 2. Students repeat after the teacher. 
Step 3. Students are dividedinto^o groups, each taking a role in the dialo^e of 
the chant. Each group repeats their line after the teacher. Then, two 
■ 	 j, ^:.^■■;groups-switchthe:roles.­
Step 4. Sttidents do the chant by themselves without the teacher's rnodei. 
(Graham, 1985,p. 76) 
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1.6-7 Test Sheet
 
Name;
 
Grade;
 
A.listen to five massageson Danny'sanswering machine and answer questions as
 
follows.
 
1. 	Message from:
 
The purpose:
 
2. 	Message from:
 
The purpose:
 
3. 	Messagefrom:
 
The purpose:
 
4. 	Message from:
 
The purpose:
 
5. Message from:
 
The purpose:
 
B:Afterthe aboveinformation, please help Danny to arrange his plan.
 
Today	 5;00- 6;00pm
 
6;00- 7:00
 
7;00- 8:00
 
9;00-ll;00 movie with David
 
Tomorrow	 7;0a- 8;00am
 
8;00- 9:00
 
9;00.10;00
 
10;00-11;00
 
pm ■ 
(Thrush,Baldwin,&Blass,1993,p.44)
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l.6>-8 Self^Ey^^^ Sheet
 
Name:'
 
your progressforthe second halfofthe term,please fill inthe form.Donot hesitate to
 
past six lessons.Use this scale:
 
1=don'timderstand,very unclear:
 
3= have full understand,can recognize and use
 
From Lesson 1,1 knew how to starta conversation and all exercises in this lesson.
 
From Lesson 3,1knew the geography knowledgeofTaipei and New Ydrk.And
 
also Ilearned to make a project.
 
From Lesson 4,1knew how to iiiteractin a cdnversaticm.
 
Fjx)in Lesson 5,1knew how to n^keanihyitmion.
 
From Lesson 6;,rknew how to make a plan and leave a message ona answering
 
machine/--'
 
From the lessons,I knew all the strategies that I've learned in the class.
 
How do you know your evaluation is accurate?
 
What will you improve your listening comprehension?
 
Whatare your goalsforthe nest six weeks?
 
How will you achievethem?
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APPENDIXB
 
UNIT TWO:
 
RESOLVING MISUNDERSTANDING
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UNITTWO:RESOLVING MISUNDERSTANDING
 
Overview
 
Lesson 1:1 Mssed^t^^ Making an Apology and Forgiving.
 
Content:When you missed the appointment,how do you make an
 
apology and offer an explanation?
 
Lesson 2:Refusing and Avoiding an Invitation
 
Content:Ifyou don't have the time or you don't wantto go out
 
with someone,how do you refuse Or avoid an^^^^^^m^
 
Lesson 3:1Don't GetIt: Reading BodyLanguage
 
Content: Cross-cultural nonverbal meanings.
 
Whatgestures do youknow in many different countries?
 
Lesson 4:Idiom Idiocy
 
Content:Cross-cultural translation.
 
How can youknow American idioms?
 
Lesson 5:Generation Gap
 
Content:	Comparingfamily values between the U.S.and
 
Taiwan.
 
Resolving the misunderstanding between parents and
 
Children.
 
Lesson 6:Are Men and WomenFrom DifferentPlanets?
 
Content:How can you understand men and women?
 
Gender comparison and cross-cultural differences.
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Lesson One
 
IMissed tjie Apppintmentl 	 Apology and Forgiving
 
:Objectives
 
3. 	Identify own learning style
 
4. 	Build socialfaction loiowledge about how to makeand to acceptan apology
 
■ V,; {S: ■' 
Strat^ies
 
note-taking, self-manageinent/self-questioning, qPestiohittgi imagery, planhitig,
 
affective, tjrahslatm^
 
:;^V'';yoCab]ilau;X' . 
unconscibusly, essential, inabadmood, look forward to, postpone, it'stip to you, 
inform, exactly, calm down, make up, work out, stand one up 
^Materials'-- ^ 
1; Focus Sheet--n.l-l andn 1-2 Pre-listening,II.1-3 andH I-4Focus-listening 
2. 	 Work Sheet-^n i-S andIl l-b Post-listening 
3. 	"Audiotape, cassetteplayer ^ 
4. 	■'n.l-TvTest^ Sheet' 
■ :"H.l-kHomework.:Sheet ' ■ ? . 
Teaching listening witb variety 
Pre-iistening 
1. 	Evoke students' backgroxmd, interests, andprior knowledge. Ask students 
questions as follows: 
1) When you andyour friends have made a plan anda few days later you 
have to Change it,how do you tell your friends? 
2) 
some place, how do you feel? 
3) 
missed the appointment? 
4) Will you forgive your friend after she or he tries to apologies? 
2. 
3. 
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4. Imagery strategiesfrom pictures - predict and guess,(see Focus Sheet II.1-2)
 
Encourage studentsto use a self-questioning strategy and make a list of
 
questions after yiewngthe pictures. )
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Once again,ask studentsto take notes and use strategies to prepare to listen.
 
For example,take adeep breath,smile,close theireyes,meditation and so on
 
2. 	Startlistening to theaudiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Immediately after listening,ask volunteer students to describe their thoughts
 
y^ile listening andaskthem questions asfbllovvs:
 
1) Whatdid you know aboutthe story?
 
2) Whathelped you understand?
 
3) What problems did you have? :
 
2. 	Usinga cooperation strategy: Students are divided into small groups.Have
 
students discuss the mainidea ofthe story in English.
 
3. 	Replay audiotape:thistime,listen to two segments,stopthe tape and ask
 
questionsofvolunteer students. Forexample,
 
1) Whatdid you know aboutthe stoiy?
 
4. Usinga cooperation sftategy: Sftidente(iiscussthe whole story again and fill 
in the missing partsofnotes. Encourage students to use aquestioning strategy 
in which students may ask questions or clarify unclear ideas with the teacher 
or with their group. . ' ■ 
5. 	Distribute Work Sheet II.1-5,and have students work in thesame groups to
 
answeropen-ended questions.
 
6. 	Distribute tapescript.(see Focus Sheet II.1-3 and II.1-4) Studentscan
 
comprehend the whole concept with their group or individuals.
 
7. 	Role-play:The teacher will ask a volunteer studentto play the roles. The
 
teacher will demonstrate with volunteer students to show Nancy's anger and
 
Bill's embarrassment. Practice the conversation above with their group.
 
Encourage students to expresstheir emotion.Then switch the roles.
 
8. 	Return tapescript.
 
9. 	Using a imagery strategy: Ask students to share their opinions as ifthey were
 
Bill and Nancy.When Bill try to apologize that he didn'tshow up,whatis
 
Nancy'sreaction?(see Work Sheet II.1-5)
 
10. Distribute Work Sheet II.1-6.
 
"Jazz-chant"
 
Step 1. 	Students listen to the first presentation ofthe chanton the cassette.
 
Students repeateach line ofthe chantafter the teacher. It's
 
important to establish a clear,strong beatby counting,clapping,
 
using rhythm sticks,or snappingfingers.
 
Step 2.Students repeat after the teacher.
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Step 3.	Students are divided into two groups,each taking a role in the
 
dialogue ofthechant Each group repeats their line afterthe
 
teacher. Then,two groupsswitch the roles.
 
Step4. Studentsdo the chantbythemselves withoutthe teacher's model.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. 	By developingimagery,questioning,cooperation and self-management
 
strategies,students can getfeedback and comprehension.
 
2. 	Make surethat students respond during each step ofthe activities.
 
3. 	Be aware ofstudent's reaction.Ifstudents feel frustrated,the teacher can stop
 
the task or activities.
 
4. Allowthem to use an English-English dictionary as a supplement,but
 
encourage studentsto make guessofvocabulary.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	The teacher will usea performance checklist to keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	From observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Collectstudents'notesand Work SheetII.1-5 for teacher's evaluation.
 
4. 	Test:Look atthe picture,and makea guess first. Then,listen to the audiotape
 
and summarizethe story,(see 11.1-7 Test Sheet)
 
5. 	Homework:
 
Distribute 11.1-8 Homework.
 
Step 1. Writedown any experience aboutforgetting a date or other stories.
 
Step2.Record astory,and bring ittothe class nexttime and exchange
 
tapes with classmates.
 
Step 3.	Remind students to use intonation and pause while they describing
 
the story.
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Lesson Two
 
Refusing and Avoiding an Invitation
 
Objectives
 
1; Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Explicit strategies trainingin ordertoincrease listeningcomprehehsiori
 
3. 	Build social function Idiowjedge how to refuse and avoid an invitation
 
4. 	Buildd^learning style
 
5. 	Develop a self-motivated and self-directed attitude
 
Strategies
 
note-taking,self-'managenienf,imagery,questioning,self-questioning,
 
cooperation,planning,translation,affective strategies
 
Vocabulary
 
take a rain check,turn down,maketime,taketime off
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet--n.2Tl and n;2''2 Pre-listening,IL2-3 Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet~n.2-4^^Post-listening
 
3. AudiotapejCassette pl£tyer,videotape.Video camera,VCR,TV
 
4 n.2-5 Self-evaluation Sheet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
fre-listening
 
1. 	Evoke students'background,interests^ and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students questions asfollows;
 
1) Ifyou don't havethetime or you don't wantto go out with someone
 
how do you refuse or avoid an invitation?
 
2) In your country,ifsomeone invite youto do something,is it very
 
difficultto say"No"?
 
3) Whatdo you think that men and women can be friends?
 
2. 	Prior knowledge-readingan article about how to refuse and avoid an
 
invitation,(seeFocus Sheet11.2-1)
 
3. 	Explicit strategy training:Review strategies.Encourage studentsto give their
 
opinions about whatstrategies they have learned are useful. Why/why not?
 
4. Imagery strategiesfrom pictures- predictand guess,(see Focus Sheet 11.2-2)
 
Encourage students to usea self-questioning strategy to think about whatthe
 
story is aboutafter viewingthe pictures.
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Focus-listening
 
1. 	Once again,ask studentsto take notes and other strategiesto concentrate
 
while listening.
 
2. 	Start listening to the audiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Immediately after listening,ask volunteer students to describe their thoughts
 
while listening and keep askingthem questions asfollows:
 
1) Whatdid you already know?
 
2) Whathelped you imderstand?
 
3) What part do you still feel unclear?
 
2. 	Using acooperation strategy: Students are divided into small groups.
 
Students discuss abouttheir problemsin English.Askthem to take notes.
 
3. Replay audiotape:Thistime,listen to ashortsegment,stopthe tape and ask
 
studentsto think again.
 
4. 	Using a cooperation strategy: Students in smallgroups discuss the whole story
 
again.
 
5. Distribute Work SheetII.2-4,and askthem to answer open-ended questions
 
aboutthe story.
 
6. Encourage studentsto use a questioning strategyin which students mayask
 
questions or clarify unclear ideas with the teacher or with their group.
 
7. 	Ifstudents still don't understand,allowed them tolisten to the tape again.
 
8. 	Distribute tapescript:(see Focus Sheet n.2-3)Students can comprehend the
 
whole conceptand correcttheir Work Sheet n.2-4.
 
9. 	Return tapescript.
 
10. Theteacher asksthem to create some activities they have learned and invite
 
five classmates out Invited students haveto refuse or avoid aninvitation. The
 
teacher will videorecord some ofthem.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. Bydeveloping imagery,self-questioning,questioning,cooperation and self-

managementstrategies,studentscan getfeedback and comprehension.
 
2. 	Makesure that students respond duringeach step ofthe activities.
 
3. 	Allowthem to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement.
 
4. 	Ifthe teacher can tell that students do notrespond, either stop or postpone the
 
task or activities.
 
5. Use atranslation strategy in Chinese to help students'comprehension if
 
necessary.
 
Assessment
 
I. 	Theteacher will use a performance checklistto keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
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2. 	The teacher will observe students' activit^^
 
3. 	Collectstudents' notes.Work SheetII.2-4 and videotapeforteacher's 
evaluation.- ';./.'' ■ ■ / '■ ■ ' ' ■ 
4. 	 Distribute II.2-5 Self-evaliiation Sheet; have students evaluate their progress. 
5. 	 Homework: 
lyrics. 
I 
and share with classmates. 
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Lesson Three
 
IDon'tGetIt: Reading Body Language
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. 	Explicit strategies training in orderto increase listening comprehension
 
3. 	Build own learning style
 
4. Build social functional knowledge about crosscultural non-verballanguage
 
and geographical knowledge.
 
5. 	Develop a self-motivated and self-directed attitude.
 
Strategies
 
note-taking,self-management,imagery,inferencing,cooperation,planning,
 
self-questioning,questioning,translation,affective strategies
 
Vocabulary
 
gesture,non-verbal,Brazil,Canada,Colombia,Greece,India,Italy,Tonga,the
 
Netherlands,Nigeria,Peru,Spain,Germany,raise eyebrows,opposite,toss one's
 
head,tap one's head,flick one's chin,thumb up,elbow
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~II.3-l,n.3-2,II.3-3 and II.3-4 Pre-listening,n.3-5 and n.3-6
 
Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet~II.3-7and n.3-8 Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player,videotape,video camera,VCR,TV
 
4. 	II.3-9 Test Sheet
 
Teaching listening with variety
 
Pre-listening
 
1. 	Evoke students' background,interests,and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students questions asfollows:
 
1) Whatgestures do youknowin many different countries?
 
2) In your culture,whatkind ofbody language do you use?
 
3) Sometimes,you mighthave difficulty communicating with people
 
you'vejust met,so whatkind ofproblems would cause you to
 
misunderstand?
 
4) 	Ifyou were in a different country and they used some body language
 
which confused you or you misunderstood,what would youfeel?
 
2. Prior knowledge aboutculture- reading an article about hory people use body
 
language to communicate witheach other in the world.Check countries listed
 
on world map.(seeFocus SheetII.3-1 and II.3-2)
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3V 	Explicit strategy Gaining:Review strategies and emphasize students
 
can learn strategies and regulate themvthey \vill becCnie self-motivated
 
learners. TheyCan apply strategies to any subject oroutside ofclass in order
 
to be good learners.
 
4. Irriagery andihferencing strategies;(see Focus SheetII.3-3 and n.3-4)
 
Encourage studentsto make a guess or use their prior knowledge about what
 
these gestures meaninsome countries afterviewingthe pictures,
 
5. 	Return Focus Sheet n.3-3.
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Preparefor listeiung with useftil slrategie^^^^
 
2. 	Start listening to the audiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Using cooperation and questioning strategies:immediately after listening,
 
have students workin small groupsto discuss their questions
 
2. 	During their discussion,teachercanjoin any group to helpthem interactin
 
groups.
 
3. Replay audiotape: This time,listen to eight segments,stop the tape and ask
 
students think again andtake notes.
 
4. 	Usinga cooperation strategy: students are divided into small groups. Students
 
discussthe wholestory.Encourage studentsto useaquestioning strategyin
 
which students may ask questions or clarify unclear ideas v«th the teacher or
 
with their group.
 
5. 	Distribute Focus Sheetn.3-3 again. ASkthem fO Circle the meam
 
gestures and write acovmtry's nam®,because gesturesin different countries
 
may have different meanings.
 
6. 	Ifstudents still don't understand,allowed them to listen to the tape again.
 
7. 	Distribute tapescript(see Focus Sheet11.3-5 and 11.3-6),studentscan
 
comprehend the whole concept.
 
8. 	Return tapescript.
 
9. 	Distribute Work SheetII.3-7and n.3-8,have students work in a group offour.
 
After learning these gestures,write down the meaningsand covmtries with
 
each gestures. Students have to find out, "Dothey havethe similar gestures
 
and meaningsasthese countries?" Ifnotthe same,drawthe gestures or write
 
"no".
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. 	Bydeveloping strategies,studentscan getfeedback and comprehensionin
 
orderto become self-motivated learners.
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2. 	Make sure that students respond during each step ofactivities. Ifthe process
 
for students istoo fastto keep up with,all the procedures should be allowed
 
to postpone or stop until students feel comfortable.
 
3. 	Allow them to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement,but
 
encouragethem to use a selected attention strategy to ignore unfamiliar
 
vocabulary.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	Theteacher will use a performance checklistto keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	Theteacher observes students' activities.
 
3. 	Collect notesand Work Sheet U.3-7and n.3-8for teacher's evaluation.
 
4. 	Test:Look atthe gestures and listen to the audiotape. Answer questions,(see
 
n.3-9 TestSheet)
 
5. 	Homework;During the weekend,listen to any inaterial which intereststhem.
 
Then record and summarize it.
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Lesson Four
 
Idiom Idiocy
 
Objectives
 
1. Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2 Build functioimi langiiage knowledge aboutAmerican idioms arid
 
crosscultural translation
 
3; Explicitstrategies training inorder to increase listening comprehension,
 
become autonomous,and build own learning style
 
4. 	Pi^ieip^^ activities
 
5, Involved in strategies with a varietyofassessmentsand activities to evaluate
 
students^cuirent perforaiance
 
Strategy
 
nbte-taking,self-managenient,self-evaluation,self-questioning,questioning,
 
imagery,inferencing, translation,planning,affective,cooperation strategies
 
Vocabulary
 
idiom,to run into,in a great mood,to break the ice,to read one'smindj,to feel
 
blue,to eatlipabir4in a daze,to pull one's leg,stay up,incident,to take
 
attendance,refreshment,bucket,advisor,chip
 
'Materials-,
 
1; Focus Sheet--11.4 1 and n4^2Pre-listethng,11,4-3 Fbcus-listeriing
 
2. 	Work Sheet~II.4-4 Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player
 
4. 	n.4-5 Test Sheet
 
5. 	11.4r6HdniewOrk Sheet
 
Teaching listenihg with variety
 
Pre-listenihg
 
1. 	Evoke students'backgroimd,interests,and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students questions asfollows;
 
1) Doyouknows(peidioms in Chinese?
 
2) Do you know some American idioms?
 
3) Howcan you understand American idioms?
 
4) Have youever misunderstood American idiomsthat made you
 
embarrassed?
 
2. Prior knowledge-reading an article about American idioms,(seeFocus Sheet
 
n.4-1)
 
3. 	Explicit listening strategy training:Review strategies.
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 4. 	Iniagery strategies frbni pictures- predict
 
Encpurage students to use a selffquestioning strate^ and to think about what
 
V is going throughtheir miiids after yievvirigthe pictures;
 
5: Then^encourage studei^^^^^ irteanings ofa list ofidiotns.
 
(see Focus Sheet11.4-2)
 
Focus-listening
 
Iv 	Prepare foriistenmg with usefulstrategies.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen to tlte audiotape withoutat^script.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Iminediately after listening,ask students questions:
 
1) Whatdothey already know?
 
2) Whatpart is still unclear?
 
3) Doestheir prediction match the story?
 
2. 	Using acooperation strategy: Students are divided into small groups.Students
 
Discuss whatthey heard and share their notes in English.
 
3. 	Replaythe tape:Thistime,listen to ashortseginent,stopthe tapeand ask 
'v .■■studeiits thiiik'^again;' • • 
4. 	 After listening, have students discuss the whole story agairi. Encourage 
students to use a questioning strategy in which students may ask questions or 
clarify uiiclear ideas with the teacher or with their group. 
5. 	 Distributing tappscript (see Focus Sheet 11.4-4), students can fillinthe missing 
part of their notes and comprehend the whole concept. 
6. 	 Return tapescript. 
7. 	 Distribute Work Sheet 11.4-5. Have students work together, and answer 
true/false questions and open-ended questions.
8. 	 Activities. Ask each group to rnake questions. Have each group exchange 
questions. Each student ineach group has to draw a questioii to ask their 
group.During this exercise, ask them to record. After this, have them listen to 
their tape. 
Respondingtto diversity with a range of activities 
1. 	 By developing strategies, students can get feedback and comprehension. 
2. 	 Make sure that students respond during each step of the activities: If students 
doriot feel comfortable with the task or activities, the teacher will stop or 
postpone them. 
3. 	 Allow them to use anEnglish-Englishdictionary as a supplement but 
encourage students make a guess or ignore the unfamiliar vocabulary. 
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Assessment
 
1. 	The teacher will usea performance checklistto keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	From observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Collecttheir notes,recorded audiotapes,and Work Sheet11.4-4for teacher's
 
evaluation.
 
4. 	Test: Match the pictures and write down the meaningsofidioms,(see 11.4-5
 
Test Sheet)
 
5. 	Homework:In orderto help students howto evaluate their listening
 
comprehension bythemselves,the teacher encourages students to watchan
 
English language videotape,a program on cable TV or anything which
 
interests them.Then, students have to summarize and self-evaluate it.(see
 
II.4-6 Homework Sheet)
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Lesson Five
 
Generation Gap
 
Objectives
 
1. 	Listen to audiotape ofnative English speakers
 
2. Build informational function knowledge about Americanfamily and the
 
misimderstanding between parents and children
 
3. 	Explicit strategies training in order to increase listening comprehension and
 
gain self-directed and self-motivated attitude
 
4. 	Developown learning style with strategies
 
5. 	Participate in class and group activities
 
6. Involved in strategies with a variety of meaningful assessments and activities
 
to evaluate students'current performance
 
Strategy
 
note-taking,self-management,imagery,cooperation,self-questioning,
 
questioning,translation,inferencing,planning,affective strategies
 
Vocabnlarv
 
strict, unreasonably,dramatically,liberalize,decade,previously,imquestioningly,
 
scold,definitely,onthe wane,construction,independent,single,responsibility,
 
babysitter,take care of,laundry,obey,outoftouch,completely,pick on someone,
 
reputation.
 
Materials
 
1. 	Focus Sheet~II.5-l and II.5:-2 Pre-listening,11.5-3 Focus-listening
 
2. 	Work Sheet--II.5-4,n.5-5 and n.5-6Post-listening
 
3. 	Audiotape,cassette player
 
4. 	II.5-7 Test Sheet
 
Teachinglistening with variety
 
Pre-Iistening
 
1. 	Evoke students'background,interests,and prior knowledge aboutlanguage.
 
Ask students the questions asfollows:
 
1) Do you know the value ofthe family in the U.S.and Taiwan?
 
2) Do youspend mostofthetime with yourfamily,or friends? Why?
 
3) Whatdo you usually do with yourfriends?
 
4) Do your parents often worry about you?Why?
 
5) In your parents'opinion,how old are you when you are considered
 
"independent"?
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6) 	Is there any misunderstanding in communication between your parents
 
and you? WhyAVhy not?
 
2. 	Prior knowledge aboutculture-reading an article aboutthe value of
 
American family,(see Focus Sheetn.5-1)
 
3. Explicit listening strategy training:Review strategies and guide studentsto
 
choose and regulate their favorite strategies to become autonomous.
 
4. Imagery strategies from pictures- predictand guess,(seeFocus Sheet11.5-2)
 
Encourage studentsto think and to use a self-questioning strategy whatis
 
goingthrough their minds after viewing the pictures.
 
Focus-listening
 
1. 	Prepare for listening with tiseful strategies.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen to the audiotape withouta tapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Usinga cooperation strategy: Immediately after listening,students are
 
divided into small groups. Students discuss whatthey heard and share their
 
notes in English.
 
2. 	Encourage studentsto use questioning and inferencing strategies in which
 
students mayask questions or clarify unclearideas with the teacher or with
 
their group.Provide them some questions asfollows:
 
1) Whatdo you already know aboutthetopic?
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
3) Whathelped you understand?
 
4) Whatproblems did you have?
 
5) Did pre-listening activities and strategies help you to understand the
 
article?
 
3. 	Replay the tape:Thistime,listen to a short segment,stop the tape and ask
 
students think again.
 
4. Ask each groupto discuss again,fill in the missing partoftheir notes,and
 
exchange their notes with other groupsto getideas.
 
5. 	Distribute tapescript.(see Focus Sheet 11.5-3) Students can work together or
 
individuals to comprehend the whole concept. Suggestthey usea role-play
 
or any activity which can helpthem to learn effectively.
 
6. 	Returntapescript.
 
7. 	Distribute Work Sheet11.5-4: Students work togetherto answer
 
1) True/false questions.
 
2) Multiple choice to review vocabulary.
 
3) The main ideaofthe story they've learned.
 
8. 	Distribute Work SheetII.5-5:
 
1) Have studentsinterview five classmates abouttheir and their parents'
 
different opinions about several things.
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2) 	Have students fill in their opinions about what parents really worry
 
aboutthem.
 
9. 	Distribute Work Sheet11.5-6:Gametime. Students work togetherto play a
 
game.StudentA plays first. When StudentA meets one ofparents(studentB
 
plays asa parent),she/he asksa question. StudentB answers no/yes.The
 
second time,students switch the roles.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. 	By developing strategies,students can getfeedback and comprehension.
 
2. 	Make sure that students respond during each step ofthe activities. Ifstudents
 
do notfeel comfortable with the task or activities,the teacher will stop or
 
postponethem.
 
3. 	Allow them to use an English-English dictionary asasupplement.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	Theteacher will use a performance checklistto keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	Form observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Collecttheir notesand Work Sheet11.5-4 and II.5-5 for teacher's evaluation.
 
4. Test:Look ata picture first. Then listento the tape and summarizethe story,
 
(see II. 5-7 Test Sheet)
 
5. Homework:Encourage studentsto find some questionsfrom this lesson and
 
communicate with their parents. Writedownthejournal aboutthe
 
relationship with their parents after the talk.
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 Lesson Six
 
Objectives 
, ■ ■ ; i, ■ 
:■ ■■ ; -vy:;v2..: 
vyomen 
5. 	 Participate in class and group activities 
6. 	 Involvedin strategies with a variety ofmeaningful activities and assessments 
to evaluate students^cinrent performance 
Strategy 
note-taking, self^anagemeiit,self-evalxiaddm self-questioning, questioning, 
translation, inferencing, planning, affective,im^eiy,cooperation strategies 
Vocabulary 
impression, frequent, cpmplaintj comment, in terms of^ anecdote, vocal, 
observation, absolutely, capture, argument, intimacy, reverse, psycholdgical, get 
along with, 
1. 	 Focus Sheet--n,6-1, n.6-2, andn.6-3 Pre-listening, II.6-4 Focus-listening 
2. 	 Work Sheet--n aridII.6-6 Post-listPning 
3. 	 Audiotape, cassette player 
4. 	 II.6-7 Test Sheet 
5. 	 II.6-8Homework Sheet 
Teaching listeningwith variety 
Pre-listening 
1. 	 Evokp students' backj^ound, iriterests, and prior knowledge about language. 
Ask students questions as
 
1)
 
2)
 
women? 
between boys and girls inthe U. S. (see Focus Sheet 11.6-1) 
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3. 	Explicit listening strategy training:Review strategies and ask their opinions
 
aboutstrategies.
 
4. 	Distribute Focus Sheet 11.6-2 and 11.6-3; ask students to take this test for fun.
 
They mayfigure outthe reason why men and women are notthe same.
 
5. 	Imagery strategies front pictures in orderto predict and guess,(seeFocus
 
SheetII.6-3) Encourage studentsto use a self-questioning strategy and think
 
about what is going through their minds after viewing the pictures.
 
Focus-iistening
 
1. 	Prepare for listening with useful strategies.
 
2. 	Firsttime,listen to the audiotape withoutatapescript.
 
Post-listening
 
1. 	Usinga cooperation strategy: Immediately after listening,students are
 
divided into smallgroups.Students discuss whatthey heard and share their
 
notes in English.
 
2. 	During the discussion,the teacher encourages studentsto use a questioning
 
strategy in which students mayask questions or clarify unclear ideas withthe
 
teacher or with their group.
 
3. 	Ask volunteer studentsofeach groupto describe theirthought,ifthey answer
 
they can get points asfollows:
 
1) Whatdo youalready know aboutthe topic?
 
2) Whatideas would you expectto hear?
 
3) Whathelped you understand?
 
4) Whatproblems did you have?
 
4. Replaythe tape: Thistime,listen to ashortsepient,stopthetape and ask
 
studentsthink again.
 
5. 	Ask each group to discuss again,fill in the missing partoftheir notes,and
 
exchange their notes with other groupsto getideas.
 
6. 	Ifstudent still do not understand,listento thetape again.
 
7. 	Distributing tapescript.(see Focus Sheet11.6^) Encourage students to choose
 
any activity to assist their comprehension ofthe whole concept.
 
8. 	Return tapescript.
 
9. 	Distribute Work Sheet n.6-5,and ask students to answer open-ended
 
questions.
 
10.Distribute Work Sheet11.6-6. Students interview their classmatesto compare
 
the difference between boysand girls in the U.S.and Taiwan.
 
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
 
1. By developing strategies,students can getfeedback and comprehension.
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2. 	Make sure that students respond to eachstepofthe actiyitieS;^^^^
!^
 
notfeel comfortable ^^th the task or activities,the teacher should stop or
 
postpone them.
 
3. 	Because this lesson may he difficultfor students,the teacher should slow
 
down every step and usea translation strategy in orderto hell)students'
 
listening processing.
 
4. 	Allowthem to use an English-Ehglish dictionaiy asasupplement but
 
encourage them to make a guess.
 
Assessment
 
1. 	l:he teacher will use a performance checklistto keep students'records,(see
 
Table 5.1)
 
2. 	From observation ofactivities.
 
3. 	Cbllecttheir notes md Work SheetH.6-5 andH6-6forteacher's evaluation.
 
4. 	Test;Look ata picture first. Thenlisten to the tape and summarize it.
 
n.6-7 Test Sheet)
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Focus SheetII.l-l Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutLanguage(Reading)
 
When you dosomething wrong,you save yourselfa lot oftrouble by apologizing
 
first beforesomeonecomplainsabout you.in this case it may beeven more essential
 
to **break the bad newsgently."
 
Herearesome usefulopening expressions:
 
I'm notexactly sure bow to putthis,but...
 
I've gotto apologize for....
 
I'm afraidI havesomething to tell you..
 
Um...tbis isn't easy(for me)to say,but...
 
Then,you may apologize bysaying:
 
Please accept my apologies.
 
Please excuse me.
 
Pleaseforget me.
 
I'm(really)(so)(very)sorry.
 
You can acceptanapology bysaying:
 
Don'tworry aboutit.
 
That's all rightorOK.
 
No problem.
 
(Coffey,1980,p.70)
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 Focus SheetII-1.2 Pre-Listenmg
 
Imagery Strategy
 
Lookatthe pictures^ and try to predictthe story.
 
O o
 
y
 
I /
\
 
Cone
cen.
 
tz
 
// 
\>
 
5­
r
 
A
 
\
 
(Fragiadakis, 1993,p.62)
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Focus Sheet II.1-3 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
(Phone rings: pickup)
 
N:Hello...
 
B:Hi,Nancy.Thisis Bill.
 
N:Oh,hi.I'm lookingforward to the concert on Friday.
 
B:Uh,that's whatI'm calling about.Wewere supposed to meeton Friday night,
 
right?
 
N:Yeah.Um,in frontofthe National ConcertHall.
 
B:Look,we're kind ofbusy here at workthese days.I'm afraid that we have to
 
changeto Saturday night.Ifyou don't mind...
 
N:Saturday night?OK.
 
B:Sorry aboutthe change.
 
N:Oh,no problem.But...ifyoufeel tired,we could cancel our plan.Or postpone
 
to nexttime,when you havethefree time.
 
B:No,it's a wonderful concert.I don't wantto miss it.
 
N:OK,it's upto you.Butifyou really don't have the time,justinform me.OK?
 
B:I will.OK,see youon Friday.
 
N:Saturday.NotFriday.
 
B:Oh,Yeah..Bye.
 
N:Bye.(hang up)
 
(On Saturday night,Nancy had been waitingfor an hour.She called Bill several
 
times,butnobody\^^s at home.She didn'tknow whathappened to Bill. Finally,she gave
 
up.She was very upset aboutBill. After she gothome,she called Bill again,buthe still
 
wasn't at home.She told hisroommate thatBill missed the appointment.On Sunday
 
morning.Bill rushesto Nancy'sapartment,but Nancyis leaving ...)
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Focus SheetII,I-tCF
 
Tapescript
 
■ /v ' 	 (continue)... 
B;Nancy! Uh-oh! Nancy...Wait!
 
N;I'mleavingright now...
 
B; l/isten,I'mreally embarrassed about last night To be honest with you,Idid
 
not forget about our date. 
N:But youdidn't show up, didyou? 
B:No. 1 didn't mean to hurt your feelings. 
N;But youdid. You stood me up.Bill! 
■ ■ 
B; Well, Tgiiess you've got apoint there. OK, calm downpleaSe, andI'll tell you 
the truth about what happened. .I'mriot exactly sure howIput this,but,you 
these days,Ioverslept lust liight. 
N: You whM? 
B: 
N: 
B;Iwas ina deep sleep. Listen,I'mreally sorry about it. Could you forgive me? 
N;Idon't kripw. I'm still inabadmood, OK? 
B:Iknow soriy didn't cut it,butIprOtnise. 
N:Don't, dori't do this. Anyway,Iaccept your apology,but I'm still leavingright 
now. 
B;	I'mtruly, sincerely sorry.Ican give you aride w^herever you warit to go. Please 
give me a chance. 
N:Mm...O..K..,Iguess so... 
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Work SheetII.1-5 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Gooperation Strategy
 
A.Workin pairs and answer questions.
 
1. Why doesBill change thetime?
 
2. After changing the time,when were they to go and where were they to meet?
 
3. Whathappened that night?
 
4. Why did Nancy goto Bill's place?
 
5. Whatdid Bill say aboutthat night?
 
B. Making and accepting an apology exercise:
 
Discuss with your partner and imagine ..ifyou were Bill and you missed an
 
appointment,how do you make an apology or explain?
 
Ifyour partner were Nancy and she was kept waiting,would she forgive Bill
 
after his explanation?
 
Bill invited Nancyfor a Now,how does Bill After Bill's explanation. 
dinner,buthe forgotthe apologize or explain? DoesNancy accept or 
time. When he arrived not? Why? 
the restaurant,Nancy 
already left. 
Create a story. 
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 Wprk§He^11^ Post-Listening
 
"SmallTalk"-JazzChant
 
Students listen to the first presentation ofthe chanton the cassette. Students
 
repeateaijh line ofthe chant after the teachen It's inrpdrtantto establish a clear,strong
 
beat bycoimting,clapping,usingrhythm sticks,ofsnapping fingers.
 
.■r^/'Step ly''Let'siistenl:.\:
 
Fm son^ T^idit.Ishouldn't have done it
 
Ishouldh'thave done it. 
"^ ■ I'™isoiry-ididit.X " 
1shouldn't have doneit 
It doesn't matter. 
It doesn't matter. 
."'.■^ ■Honestly. , 
Ishouldn't have taken it. 
■,;::;Pm sorrylwore itv 
Ishouldn't have wornit, 
■v'.lam'sorryl wroteitv 
Ishouldn't have writtenit 
doesn't-matter. 
Honestly. 
Isho^^ 
It doesn't matter. 
Ishouldn't have doneit 
It doesn't matter. 
It really do^n't 
.'Honestly.:- ' ­
Step 2. Students repeat after the teachet 
a role in the 
V Then, two groups switch theidles. 
Step 4. Students do the Chant by themselves without the teacher's model 
(Graham, 1985, p. 42) 
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II.1-7 Test Sheet
 
Name;
 
Grade:
 
Look at pictures.
 
Step 1.Makea list ofquestions.
 
Step 2.Predict whatis goingto happen.
 
Step 3.Then listen to the aiidiotape and summarizethestory.
 
<s«
 
(103
 
(Richards,1996,p.22-23)
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 II.1^8HomeworkSheet
 
Youcould create
 
happenedto me...(stop afew seconds)wasthat...
 
Andtime-order wordsare used to makethe
 
Examples:LastSaturday,at6am,inthe morning,
 
to second third,before,just
 
imtil,next,meanwhile,finalfy.
 
YourpapershouM consistofmintroductidh,body,ap^cdncliision. Remember,
 
a
 
missed the appointment.
 
with classmates.YOuOan getadvicefrom classtnates­
jS3
 
—
 
—..1
 
(Richards,1996,p.45-46)
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Focus Sheet11.2-1 Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutLanguage(Reading)
 
Avoiding an invitation
 
Sometimes you find yourselfin a situation in which you don't want,can't
 
accept,or have to turn down an invitation.In English there areseveral waysto
 
avoid immediately accepting or refusing an invitation.They can be used in both
 
formaland informalcontexts.
 
I'll think aboutit and let you know.
 
Idon'tknow whatmy plans are yet.Letmeget back to you.
 
I'm notsure ifIcan.I'll let you know soon.
 
(tonight,tomorrow,in an hour...)
 
Refusingan invitation
 
There aretimes when someoneinvites you to dosomething and you'd like to
 
say"No." There are many waysto turndown an invitation politely. In addition to
 
refusing the invitation,in English you also need to givesome kind ofexplanation.
 
Forexample.
 
Thank you for asking but I'm afraidIcan't. 
Thanksfor asking but I'm sorryIcan't 
I'd like to do but I have other plans. 
And your explanation... 
I'd loveto(do)but I'm already busy. 
IwishIcould but I havetoo much to do. 
Sorry,Idon'tthinkIcan. 
I've madeother plans.Sorry.
 
(Coffey,1980,p.56-57)
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Focus Sheet II.2-2 Pre-Listening
 
Imagery Strategy
 
Makea guess about pictures asfollows.
 
o
 
m
 
(Fragiadakis,1993,p.69/83)
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Focus SheetII.2-3 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
(Phone rings: pickup)
 
Nancy:Hello?
 
Bill:Hi,Nancy.This is Bill. How're you doing?
 
• Nancy:OK.Butbusy. ".
 
Bill: Uh... I wasihihkirig We didn't go to a concerts.
 
Nancy:XJh,but you already gave mea ride.
 
Bill: Yeah,that's ri^ t.Tisteh,.. 1 still feelsony.Cah you maketimeto go to
 
a rhovie tonight?1 wantto treat you again.
 
Nancy: IwishIcould,butIhave alot bfthings to do.Can 1 take a rain check?
 
Bill: Gome on,t^esometime off.How abouttomorrow?
 
Nancy:I'm sorry.I'm really verybusy Nexttime,OK?
 
Bill:OK.Butyou have been so busy...I)m afraid...well,ifyouchange your
 
mind,please let me know,OK?
 
Nancy:I will. Bye.
 
Bill:Bye.(Hang up)
 
Atthe restaurant,Nancy and Cathy are talking... 
Cathy:So what's new?Look at yourface.Oh,no,..dph't tell me bad news. 
Nancy:Not;i:eallybad.-:^-■ 
Cathy: What doyoumean? 
Nancy. To be honest with yoU, recentlyIjust got anew friend at the party, and we 
went out once,butIdecided to avoidhis invitation at the secondtime. 
Cathy: Why?Didhe do something wrong?
Nancy; Yeah. He missed our appointment, because he overslept. Can youbelieve 
that?Iwas so angry.. 
Cathy: Oh...That's too bad. ButIcouid understand why you were so mad... 
Nancy: But he's apologized to me, gave me aride, and want to buy me a dirmer... 
Cathy: That's nice, at least he tried to make up for you;But Youdidn't buy it,did 
Nancy:Idon't know...shouldIjust refuse or accept it? He's kept aslring me out 
for several times: I'mafraidIdon't know how to reject him? 
Cathy: Don't you like him, do you? 
Nancy: Actually,Ilike him as a friendbecause he's open-minded, friendly, and... 
Cathy: Areyou sure just afrie^ 
Nancy: Yeah, pretty sure. Just a friend.Iknow myself, OK? Don't you think men 
and women can be friends? What's your point? 
Cathy: 1mean maybe you like him, that's why you got so m^d athim. . you 
know what? Whenhe calls you, youjust go straight and tellhim that 
you're sorry that you don't want to go out withhim. It's not a big deal. 
Nancy: Yeah, maybeIthink too much... 
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WorkSheetII.2-4 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Cooperation Strategy
 
A. Worktogether and answer questions.
 
1. Whatdid Bill and Nancysay on the phone?
 
2. Atthe restaurant,whatdid Nancy and Cathy talk about?
 
3. After Nancyand Cathy'conversation,ifyou were Nancy,what would you do
 
when Bill call you(Nancy)again?
 
B. Before youstand up,make your invitation to ask five classmates out with you.
 
write down how they refuse or avoid an invitation. Take notes.
 
Avoid or Student 1 Student2 Student3 Student4 Student5 
refuse an 
invitation 
How about Sorry.I've 
goingto a other plans. 
movie on 
Friday? 
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IL2-5 Self^Evaluation
 
Name:- ■ 
'Grade::, -. 
2.
 
4.
 
5.
 
6. How do you help yourclassniates?
 
7.
 
8.
 
l=r needsimprovement 2=inconsistent 3=satisfactory 
4=good 5=excellent 
attitude attentiveness 
cooperation participation 
jnotivation class preparation(before and after) 
_self-correction respectfor classmates 
Do you like to learn from group activities or individual activities? V»^y/Why not?
 
(Sharkey^ 1995,p.22)
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Focus SheetII3-l Pre-Listem
 
All ofus,attimdi,have trouble eoittihunicatihg with people.Sometimes we
 
have difficulty communicatingtyith people we'vejust met,and atother times we
 
have problemscommunicating with people weknow very vvelL
 
someoneused,butvery often wordsare notthe mostimportant partofthe
 
conversation.On thecontrary,some studiesshow thatwhen expressing attitudes,93
 
percentofthe message is communicated by ourtones ofvoice,ourfacialexpressions,
 
and our gestures.These thingsare known as non-verbal behavior.In other words.
 
Sometimesthesamegesturecan have very different meaningsin different
 
cultures. Forexample,in the V.S.and Canada,it iscommon tomakea drclewith
 
yourthumb and firstfinger.It means^OK,"In Japan,thesamesign means
 
"money,*^In southern France,itstandsfor"zero"or"worthless."BecafefiiU Ifyou
 
traVd toBrazUorGrc^e,do not use thissign.It hasa very bad meaning.
 
Brazil Canada Colombia Greece India Italy Tonga
 
the Netherlands Nigeria Peru Spain Taiwan Germany
 
(Beglar&Murray,1993,p.41;Helgesen&Brown,1995,p.16)
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Focus
Sheet11.3^2
Pre-Listening
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 Focus SheetIL3-3Pre-Listening
 
Imagery Strategy
 
Workin small groupsand makea guess ** Whatdo the gestures mean in these
 
place?"
 
1. In mostcountries,a nod means...
 
□ Yes. 
^ r□No. 
2. InTonga, raised eyebrows mean... 
□ yes. 
□money. 
0 
3. In Argentina, tapping your headmeans... 
□ that person's crazy. 
□I'm thinking. 
y
Tf 
4. In the Netherlands, tappingyour elbow means 
□ that person doesn't know want to spend money.
□you can't depend on that person. 
\i 
c 
(Helgesen &Brown, 1995, p.l6) 
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Focus Sheet 11.3-4 Pre-Listening 
Imagery Strategy 
5. In most partofEurope,circling your head means... 
□that person's crazy. 
□ there's a telephone call. 
w 
6. InItaly, flicking your chin means... 
□Idon't know. 
□go away! 
s. 
7. In the U. S., thumbs up means... 
□ something bad. 
□everythingis OK. 
n 
r, 
r 
ff 
8. InGermany, tossing your headmeans 
□ come here. 
□ yes. 
□no. 
0 •»» 
(Helgesen & Brown, 1995, p.17) 
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FogusSheetII.3-5 Focus-Listening
 
. /'Tapescript.\
 
lx)ok atthe pictures(l-8)in Focus Sheetsil.3-3and U.3-4 again andlisten to the
 
tape now/ Write the namesofthe cdimtries nexttothe meaning.
 
1.Woman:Youknow,a"nod''-®ovmg your head up and down-means"yes"in
 
most places,but npteverywhere.Did you know thatin Greece a nod
 
means"no"?
 
Man:Itineans''no'^iti Greece?jr
 
2. 	 Man:Ididn'tknow"raised eyebrows^'means''yes''in Tonga.It means
 
something very differentin Peru.
 
W
 
Man:Money.Raise eyebrows isa gesturefor money in Peru,
 
3. Worrian: you said thattapping your head means"I'm thinking"
 
in Argentina.
 
Man:That'right.
 
Woman:you'd better be careful about using that gesture here in Canada.It
 
meanssomeone is crazy. /■ ; 
Man: Oh, it means "crazy" inCanada?Ididn't know that! I'llbe careful. 
4. 	 Man: Youknow, it's interesting that in theNetherlands, tapping your elbow 
means you can't depend on someone. InColombia, they use the 
same gesture, but it has a different meaning. 
Woman: What does it mean in Colombia? 
Man: Well, it means someone is cheap. That person doesn't like to spend 
money. 
Woman: Oh. 
5. Woman: Here's an interesting one. Youknowhow "circling your head" means 
that aperson's crazy?
 
Man: Yeah.
 
Woman: Guess what it means in the Netherlands! 
Man: The Netherlands?Ihave no idea. 
Woman: It means someone is callingon the telephone. Youknow, like dialing 
a phone. 
Man: That's interesting. • 
(Helgesen, & Brown, 1995, p.18) 
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Focus Sheet II.3-6 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
6. 	 Man:So flicking your chin means"go away"in Italy,right?
 
Woman:Yes.
 
Man:Guess whatit meansin Brazil.
 
Woman:In Brazil?Idon'tknow.
 
Man:That's right.
 
Woman:Huh?
 
Man:In Brazil,flicking your chin means"Idon'tknow."
 
Woman:"I don'tknow"isthe meaning?
 
Man:Right.
 
7. Woman: well,everything is"thumbsup"for mytrip to Nigeria.
 
I've never beento Africa before.I'm really lookingforward to it.
 
Man: Ah,you'd better be careful with that expression in Nigeria.
 
Woman: Huh?
 
Man: Thumbsup.In Nigeria,it means.,um... well,it hasa very bad
 
meaning,don't use that gesture. It will get you into a lotoftrouble.
 
Woman:Oh,thanksfor telling me.
 
8. 	 Man; Yousaid tossing yourhead means"come here"for Germans?
 
Woman:That's right,butthere are some other meanings.In India,it means
 
'yes." Butit hasthe opposite meaning in Italy.In Italy it means
 
"no."
 
Man: 	Hmm,"yes"in India,"no"in Italy. Isn't it interesting how the same
 
thingcan have such different meanings?
 
Woman:It sure is.
 
(Helgesen&Brown,1995,p.18)
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WorkSheet11.3-7 Post- Listening
 
Grade: Cooperation Strategy
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meamng Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meamng Country/meaning Taiwan
 
M.
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WorkSheet11.3-8 Post-Listening
 
Group: Grade: (Continue)
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
;Country/meaning Coimtry/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
©
 
Country/meaning Country/nieaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
Country/meaning Country/meaning Taiwan
 
(Helgesen&Brown,1995,p.l6- 8)
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II.3-9 TestSheet
 
:> 
c 
a s 
<r 
■»5*i 
w. 
V 
(Helgesen & Brown, 1995, p.15) 
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FoeusSheetII.4-lPr^^
 
Prior Knowledge aboutlidioms in American English(Reading)
 
There are many idionis in American English. IfEnglish is not your native
 
language,you mayfeel confused aboutidioms. You might misunderstand the
 
meaning ofidioms when American friends tell you something. For both pictures,we
 
can say that"David ran into Melissa yesterday." On the leftside ofthe picture,that
 
sentence"David ran into Melissa"meansthatDavid wasrunning and then crashed
 
into Melissa,and maybeeven hurt her. On the rightside ofthe picture,thesentence
 
David raninto Melissa." means thatDavid and Melissa meteach other without
 
planning to meet. When theysaw each other,they weresurprised.
 
"Ran into"in thesecond picture is an idiom. An idiom isa group ofwords
 
with a special meaning. Thisidiom means"to meetsomeone without planning to
 
meet" It does not mean thatanyone was running.
 
o
 
Ho
 
¥
 
(Fragiadakis,1993,p.xi)
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FocusSheet11.4-2 Pre-Listening
 
Imagery Strategy
 
A. Lookatthe picture and makea gu^s.
 
Ult all 
o 
o 
9 
O
 
o
 
b{
 
Me.
 
.
 
B. Hereis a list ofidioms.Workin small groupsand guess whatthey mean.
 
Idiom Meaning Chinese
 
Tohe in a great mood tobe very happy
 
Tobreak the ice
 
Toread someone'smind
 
Tofeetblue
 
Toeat like a horse
 
Tpeatlike abird
 
Tobe inadaze
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Focws SheetiL4-3Focus-listening
 
Tapescript..
 
Listen to an oral presentation from Lorenzo in class.
 
Good morning.MynameisLorenzo andI wasbom in Mejdco CityjbutI've been
 
living herein the United States for five years. While in the tenth grade 1 had an inGident
 
with myESLteacher,Mrs.Del Signore
 
It all began orie rught when1stayed up until midnight dpirig homework for the
 
nextday WheiiI finished,Iputthe homework paperonthe dinner table and wentto
 
sleep. The pextmorningi woke up late and wasin such a hurry to get to school on time
 
thatIforgottotake niy honiework.
 
In myESL class,Mrs.Del Signore said,"Pass your homework to the frontofyoiir
 
row"Today,like eveiryday,she used the homework to take attendance.SOi dfier afew
 
minutes,she asked,"Lorenzo Gonzales is not here?"1 answered,"I'm here."
 
Sheturned andlooked at meand called meto her deskto^k meaboutthe
 
homework.WhenIexplained whathad happened^she answered,^i'Quit puUiiig niy leg.I
 
wantthe truth."
 
Ifelt niyfaceturning red. Whatshesaid didnT niake any sense.I wasn'tclose
 
enough to pull her leg. Besides,she wasstanding overthere,and it would have been
 
practically impdssible to pullherleg.The whole class looked at her because they^id not
 
understand her either.I'm sureI hadaconfused look on myface. When Mrs.Del Signore
 
noticed it,she immediately realized the reason and apologized to meand the restofthe
 
class. She explained whatshe meantby"pulling myleg."She had thoughtI was kidding
 
her aboutthe homework,thatI wasjust making upa story...
 
A storyfrom an international student...
 
The international students club is giving a party for itkhew members.Am
 
presidentofthe club,is upsetbecause people are nottalking to one another. She asks her
 
advisor whatshe should do,and the advisor tells Amythat she needsto go and break the
 
ice. The advisor is surprised whenshe sees Amy walk to the refreshmenttable,pick up a
 
knife,and start chippingthe ice in the ice bucket...
 
(Dresser,1993,p.49)
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 WorkSheet11.4:^4 Post-Listenm
 
Group;
 
Grade:
 
CooperalioiiStrategy ■ ■■ ■:" 
A- Ayorkm 	 (F). 
I. Lorenzo forgot to do his homework.
 
X Lorenzo ov^
 
3 ;^ 
4. 	 Ix)rehz6Gouldno^ pidlMrs/DelSignofe's leg^
 
Sitting^
 
5. 	 Lorenzp was the only students Avho didriotpiderstand what^M^ 
"Pulling someone's leg" is an idiom that means to atrive late. 
L:7L:, 
meaning of"pullingmy leg.' 
9. 	 The jKutyyms given foreyery freshman. 
10. 	At the beginning of the party, people talked a lot to one another. 
II. 	The adyisor gavei^ya suggestion to chip the ice in the ice bucket. 
12. 	"Break the ice" means that make people more relaxed. 
B. 	 So do youreally imderstand what "pulling someone's leg" means? Now, 
work inpairs anddiscuss alwut the main ideaof the two stories and vvrite 
^theni'dowh.- :- ■ ■ ■ ■ 
C. 
1. 	 When do you feel blue? 
2. 
3. 
4. 	 When are youina great mood? 
5. Make a sentence about" ina daze.' 
191 
 Name: 
Grade: 
1, To eat like a bird 
II.4-5 TestSheet 
MatchingExercise 
2. Tofeel blue 
b. 
3. To break the ice 
c. 
4. To eat like a horse 
5. To be in a great mood 
d 
e. 
7 
1 A •'>1 w 
L 
x&J 
6. To read someone's mind 
-3 
7. To be in a daze 
g­
8. To pull someone'sleg 
/ 
^(Aik 
tggnr-;-
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 n.4-^Hoinew6
 
-.Name:: : V. ,
 
The purpose ofthis assigiunent isfor you to discover how good you are at
 
Tistening-to dialogue/.
 
Use any English language video film or cable TV program that interests you.
 
Although there are usually Chinese transiations on the screen,they are often not accurate
 
word-for-word translations ofexactly whatis being said on screen. Usually,they are
 
sumrrtaries Therefore,do notrely on this as a methodforlearhing the exact meaningof
 
sentences.
 
. - - screen.
 
Watch a section ofthe film or the program in English only.
 
Summarized what has happened.
 
it)and watch again.
 
Revise yoursummary.
 
Finally,wa.tch again with Chinese captions.
 
Scoring:
 
Foreach point you have written in yoursummary.
 
Give yourself0marksifit is wrong.
 
You could now calculate your score as a percentage using the following formula:
 
(numberofcorrect points)^(total numberofpointsin yoursummary)x 100=
 
Are yousatisfied with yoursCore?
 
You have to make yourown decision abouthow good you wantto be.
 
Thefollowing is onlya guideline:
 
More than 75%=good.
 
50%-75%=Ok,but you might wantto practice more.
 
Lessthan 50%=this kind ofconaprehension is givitig you problems.
 
Try a very shortsection ofthe video orthe program first and gradually build upto
 
longer sections.
 
(Gardner,1996,p.21)
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Focus Sheet 11.5-1 Pre-Listening
 
Prior Knowledge aboutthe Family in the U.S.(Reading)
 
The American family hasgonethrough manychanges in the pastfifty years.
 
Primaryamong these changes are the number ofsingle parentfamilies and the
 
number ofmothers who workoutside the home.Obviously,children have heavier
 
responsibilitiesIn thesefamilies.However,bringing up children to beindependent
 
hasalways been a partofthe American culture.Atan early age,American children
 
learn to dothingson their own.They learn to takecare ofthemselves by cleaning
 
their room,helping with the dishes and thelaundry,and spendingtimeawayfrom
 
their parents,either in daycare,with a babysitter,or alone.Older children often do
 
workfor other people,such as babysitting or cutting the grass.Mostteenagerstry to
 
find summeror after-schooljobsso thatthey havetheir own spending money.While
 
in college,young people usually work part-time and duringsummer vacations,they
 
workin a variety ofjobs rangingfrom construction workto waitingon tables in
 
restaurants.
 
When children grow upand have their ownfamily,they usually live very far
 
awayfrom their parents dueto thefactthat Americans moveso often.Even they live
 
very close by,they do notseethmrparents very often.Mostofthe relationship
 
between the elderly and their grown-up children is notclose.
 
(Abraham&Mackey,1997, p.99)
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Focus SheetII.5-2 Pre-Listening
 
Imagery Strategy
 
Makea guess,"Whatareafather and a daughter talking about?"
 
a
 
V
 
o
 
o
 
o a:
 
0
 
9
 
<5^ V/.
 
r
 
(t Vi
 
1.// k
 
liHll
 
(Abraham&Mackey,1997,p.107)
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Siieet11.5-3Focus-Listening ^
 
• ;:;'Tapeseript'^' I:"//
 
Listen totwo ofvoice;one isfrom fatherand the other one isfrom his daughter.
 
Father: My wife and1havetwo kids. We're having a real problem with our
 
daughter Shu-yi. She used to be wortderful,butnow she's impossible!
 
Atage 17,she hasa boyfnend,ahd she wantsto go outalone with him
 
to movies and to parties. We wantherto wait until she's20to go out
 
on dates.What'sthe hurry? She's muchtoo young to havea boyfriend;
 
We also don't want her to go to parties unless we know the family. We
 
take her and pick her up,but we don't wantherto go around along with
 
a boy. Also,she likes to go out with a bunch offriends and come home
 
after midnight.Although we really worry about her, she always says
 
that all her friends do the same things as she does.She doesn'tseem to
 
care about her reputation, but weknow how important it is to bea good
 
girl,especially when she's ready to get married. No one will wantto
 
manyagirl with a bad reputation.
 
Daughter:	1 don't understand why my parents always pick on my clothes,
 
hairstyles,and even my boyfriend. They're completely outoftouch.1
 
askthem,"What's wrong with those?"They usually say,"Why do you
 
have to be against us?Is there anything wrongwith our values? When
 
we were young,we spent more time with family,and we always obeyed
 
our parents,and so did our friends..." I don'tthink they like me.I feel
 
that only my boyfriend and friends understand me. Why is it so difficult
 
to communicate withthem?
 
(Abraham&Mackey,1997,p.108-109)
 
American:Are Chinese parents really strict?
 
Chinese :	Strict by western standards maybe,but we don't think unreasonably
 
so.Parents are more and more willing to listen to whattheir children
 
have to say,as you can see byjust looking at all ofthe teenagers
 
wearing fashionable clothes and hairstyles. The entire conceptin
 
Taiwan offamily has dramatically liberalized in recent decades,
 
resulting in more rights for the child within the family.Oh,a kid can't
 
run offand play any old time he or she likes,or stay out'till all hours
 
ofthe night,butthe previously typical scene ofa Chinese boy or girl
 
unquestioningly accepting a parent's scolding is definitely on the
 
wane.
 
(Lui,1995,p.8)
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Work Sheet 11.5-4 Post-Listening
 
Grade: 	 Cooperation Strategy
 
A.Tell whether these sentences are True(T),false(F)^ or impossible to know(iM).
 
1. 	 Shu-yi has always been difficult.
 
2. 	Shu-yican go to parties alone with her boyffiend ifher parentsknowthe
 
family.
 
3. 	None ofShu-yi's friends can go out with boys either.
 
4. 	Shu-yi Will be able to date when she is 17.
 
5. 	Shu-yi':s pdfentsthink thats^^^ spend moretime withfamily.
 
6. 	Shu-yi's parents don't worry thatshe comeshome late.
 
7. 	Accprdingthe article^ ShuTyi and her parents can communicate very well.
 
8. 	In Taiwan,Children have more rights withinthefamily.
 
9. 	Parents don't listen to whattheir children say.
 
10. 	Children can come homelate.
 
11. 	In Taiwan,parents still scold their children.
 
12. 	Teenagers wearfashionable clothes and hairstyles.
 
B.Circle the letter ofthe choice with thesame meaningasthe underlined word.
 
1. 	Her reputation is very important.
 
a. the way she lives b. whatpeople think c. values abouther
 
2. 	Did you always obev your parents?
 
a. 	agree withthem b. respectthem c.do whatthey say
 
3. 	They are completely outoftouch.
 
a. in contact b. not popular c. notaware
 
4. 	They start to date.
 
a. go out alone together b.change in age c.feel strongly abouteach other
 
5. 	 Do vou want meto pick vou up?
 
a. come to get you b. drive c. put you higher
 
G. Writedown themain idea.
 
Father
 
Daughter
 
Chinese parents
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Work SheetII.5-5Post-Listening
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
D. Interview:Now,stand upand interview five classmates aboutthe following
 
questionnaire.
 
YourParents You 
Question 
Can you have a boyfriend/girlfriend? 
agree disagree agree disagree 
Can you go home late?(after ilpm) 
Should you study hard? 
Are your parents very strict? 
Do your parents listen to you? 
E.In your country,what are the mostcommon thingsthat parents worry about?
 
Physicaldanger,education,friends,violence outside the home or others?
 
Educanon
 
Parents worn-'about
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 WarkSheetIL5-6Post-Listening
 
Game'Tinie!::
 
**1 have toask my parents."
 
Work in pairs StudentA plays first, studentA meetsone ofparents
 
(studentB playsa parent)and she/he asks a question,stud^B ahswere no/yes.Then
 
students switch the roles.
 
CK
 
$
 
No
 
Mo
 
9r
 
yes
 
't \
 
4/
 
aj

HA'
 
/ I V
 
(Grahan,1979,p.30)
 
111.5-7:TestSheet^--^^
 
.Name: 
.-Grade; ■ . ■ 
Lookatthe pictureand makea guess Hrst.Then listen to the audiotapeand
 
write the main ideas.
 
o 
& 
€> 
o 
t= 
'0<P n 
m 
m 
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FocusSheetII.6-l Pre-Listei|m
 
Prior Knowledge aboutGenderDifferences in American(Reading)
 
It begins at the beginniiig bvDeborah Tannen
 
grow lip in thesameneighborhood,on thesame blocksorin the
 
same houses girls and boysgrow up in different worldsofwords,anthropologists
 
Ganiel Maltzand Ruth Borkerssummarizeresearch showingthat boysand girls
 
have verydifferent waysoftalking to theirfriends. Although they often play
 
together,boysand girlsspend mostoftheirtime playing in same-sex groups^ Their
 
favorite gamesare different,and their waysofusing languagein their gamesare
 
Separated bya worldofdifference.
 
Boystend to play outside,in large groups,and their groups havea leader who
 
tells others whatto do and how to do it. Boys'games have Winnersand losersand
 
systemsofrules. Finally,boysfrequently argue about who is best at what.
 
Girls,on the other hand,play in smallgroupsor in pairs;the center ofa
 
girl's social lifeis a bestfriend,in their mostfrequentgamos,everyonegetsa turn.
 
Manyoftheir activities(such as playing house)do not have winnersor losers. Girls
 
are expected nottoshow thattheythinktheyare betterthan the others. GirlsdOnt
 
give orders;tb^^^presstheir preferencesassugg^tions. Whereasboyssay,
 
"Gimmethat!"and"Getoutta here!"girls say,"Let'sdothis,"apd^Howabout
 
doing that?" Much ofthetime,theysimply sittogetherand talk.
 
Read moreinformation aboutthe difference between men and womeni
 
Asking questions:in male-female conversations,thefemaileasks mostofthe
 
questions. Womensec questions asa wayto keep a Conversation going,while men
 
seethem as requ^tsfor information,men think,ifshe wantsto tell mesomething,
 
she'lltell me. A woman thinks,ifIdon'task,he'll think1don'tcare.
 
(Gill&Hartmann,1993,p.96)
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FocusSheet11,6-2 Pre-Iistehing
 
take testforfun. mayfigure outthe reason why men and women are not
 
■thesame.- ' 
t^estion1. Which picture (a, b, c, of d j is the same as the pictu^ on the left? 
a. 
N 
d. 
b. 
Question 2.For one minute, look at the items inBox A. Then cover it up and 
look at the items inBox B. Gross out (x) anything that wasn't in 
Box A.How many items canyou find? 
A. 
A 
□ 
□ 
(Gill &Hartmann, 1993, p. 94-95) 
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Focus SheetII.6-3 Pre-listening
 
(Continue)
 
M
 
H«-'
 
□ 
0 
Imagery strategy 
Look at the picture and what does the artist think about communication between 
men and women? 
TheFwnale. TheMale. 
OOMMUNlOSnOHS COMMUNlOmONS 
SVSIEM SYSTEM 
BKAIN 9KAM 
mm 
MOUm 
(Gill &Hartmann, 1993, p.94-95) 
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Focus Sheet 11.6-4 Focus-Listening
 
Tapescript
 
You aregoingto listen to Deborah Tannen(an experton language)and Helen
 
Fisher(an experton human culture)talk abouthow women and men thinkand
 
speakon a talkshow.
 
L. J.: Uh,myimpression is that women like to talk a lot,and men don't like to
 
talk at all...
 
p.T: . Y frequentcomplaintby women aboutrelatioiiships with men
 
are-nuniber one^ie doe to ine^dnuhiber(^ listen to
 
me...Um,youcommentthat youthink womentalk a lot. I'd really like to
 
in ternis ofthefollowing miecdQte.1w^^yingatalkina
 
living room in a suburban area and there were women and men there^ there
 
wasone couple sitting on the couch,andthe woman didn'ttalk at all;she
 
didn'topen her mouth the whole evening,and the man was very vocal-one
 
ofthe mo^vocal peopleinih^^^
 
the observation that women complain thattheir husbands don'ttalk to them,
 
and he yolunteered;hespoke tipahd he said,"That's absolutely right."He
 
pointed to his wife,and he said,"She'sthe talker in ourfamily."And this,I
 
think,really capturesthe question:Whotalks more-women and men?Uh,
 
everybody laughed in the room as youjust did,and he looked hurt,and he
 
said,"Butit's true!"Attheend ofthe day,Icome home,andIhave nothing
 
to say,and she talks all evening,and ifshe didn't,we'd spend the evening in
 
silence.''Whotalks more?...Athome,in whatIcall private speaking or
 
rapporttalk,that's when womentalk a lot. In public,... then it'sthe man
 
thattalks more,and women think men talk too much because they're
 
thinking ofthe public situation,whenthey don'ttalk. And menthink
 
womentalk too much because they're thinking ofthe at-home situation,
 
where they don'tthink talk is necessary.
 
H.F.:	I'm notat allsurprised whenDeborah said,-'Women wantto keeptalking
 
after the argument becauseforwomen,talking is intimacy.I mean,when
 
women gettogether,they sitface toface and talk...and it's the reverse for
 
men. I mean,men getintimacy,there'sa great many psychological studies
 
thatmengetintimacy outofside-by-side doing-doing things together... But
 
Itell youonething um,back to the basics here,I mean,ifmen really-ifa
 
men reallywantsto,to please a woman,sitdownand talk to her...And ifa
 
woman wantsto get along with a man,she should dosomething with him,
 
pick onething that that man doesand do it with him,uh,because that's
 
intimacy to a man.
 
(Gill&Hartmann,1993,p.96)
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WorkSheetII.6-5 Post-Listening
 
Group:
 
Grade:
 
Gooperatioii Strategy
 
Workin a small group offour,and answerthefollowing questions.
 
A.According to Deborah Tannen,who talks more-men or women?
 
B. According to Helen Fisher,how can men make women happy?
 
C. Accordingto Helen Fisher,how can women make men happy?
 
D. In your culture,do peoplecomplain"Womentalk too much,and men don't
 
talk enough"?
 
E. Deborah Tannen said that women talk alotin private and men talk a lotin
 
public.Is this true in your culture?
 
F. Helen Fisher said,"Ifa man wantsto please a woman,sitdown and talk to
 
her. And ifa woman wantsto get along with a man,she should do
 
something with him."Do you agree with this?
 
G. What's a typical(usual,common)conversation that you have with your
 
friends(male and female)?
 
(Gill&Hartmann,1993,p.97)
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WorkShe011.6-6Post-Listeiimg
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
(Continue)
 
InteiN^iew: Askclassmatesand write down their;dpinions.
 
A.
 
Country V'they,:S,: Taiwan
 
Questions
 
Do boys and girls usually play together?
 
Are their garnes similar or different?
 
Whoj)lays in large group with a leader?
 
Who probably has one"bestfriend''?
 
Who plays in small groups?
 
Who givescommands(for exiample,"give me
 
that!"or"Getoutofhere!)?
 
Who probably tells other children:"I'm better
 
thenyouare"?
 
B.
 
Male-Female Conversation.;
 
In-general... Men Women
 
Whoasks mostofthe questions?
 
Who uses the words"you"and"we"a lot?
 
Whothinks"Questions keep aconversation going"?
 
Who asks questions when they want information?
 
Who hiakes more statementsoffact or opinion?
 
Who prefersto talk about marriage problems?
 
Who doesn't like to discuss marriage problems?
 
(Gill&Hartmann,1993,p.98)
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II.6-7 TestSheet
 
Name:
 
Grade:
 
down the main ideas,
 
o 
a 
(p 
E5 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
€> ) 
r-
T 
O 
T/ W 
(Abraham&Mackey,1997,p.96/185)
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II.6-8 HomeworkSheet
 
Name:
 
Self-Evaluation Strategy
 
Congratulation! Theclass is over. Please complete this self-evaluation form in
 
order to assess yourlearning progress. Students are welcome to meettheteacher if
 
you have questions.
 
1. The first day ofclass,what were your main difficulties in listening?
 
2. Whatstrategies did you really feel useful?
 
3. Did you enjoy learningfrom all the activities in class? Why/why not?
 
4: Afterthe halfofthe semester,did you feel you improved in listening?
 
Why/why not?
 
5. Did you like all the homework?Why/why not?
 
6. Bythe end ofdie semester,did you feelmore comfortable when you listened
 
to native English speakers? Why/why not?
 
7. Do you think all the strategies will help you become an active learner?
 
Why/why not?
 
8. Do you like all the lessons that you have learned? Why/why not?
 
9. Did you like to work in asmall groupor an individual? Why/why not?
 
10.Do you think all the assessments and teacher'observation help you? Give
 
yourselfa score. Why/why not?
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